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Palavras Chave segurança, privacidade, redes, identificadores, protocolos.

Resumo Segurança e Privacidade são dois topicos que marcam a agenda na discus-
são sobre a sociedade digital. Um aspecto particularmente subtil nesta dis-
cussão é a forma como atribuímos nomes a recursos na rede, uma escolha
com consequências práticas no funcionamento dos diferentes protocols de
rede, na forma como se implementam diferentes mecanismos de segurança
e na privacidade das várias partes envolvidas. Este problema torna-se ainda
mais significativo quando se considera que, para promover a interoperabili-
dade entre diferentes redes, mecanismos autónomos tornam esta informação
acessível em contextos que vão para lá do que era pretendido.
Esta tese foca-se nas consequências de diferentes políticas de atribuição de
nomes no contexto de diferentes protocols de rede, para efeitos de segurança
e privacidade. Com base no estudo deste problema, são propostas soluções
que, através de diferentes políticas de atribuição de nomes, permitem introdu-
zir mecanismos de segurança adicionais ou mitigar problemas de privacidade
em diferentes protocolos. Isto resulta na implementação de mecanismos de
segurança sobre protocolos de descoberta inseguros, assim como na intro-
dução de mecanismos de atribuiçao e resolução de nomes que se focam na
protecçao da privacidade.
O principal veículo para a implementação destas soluções é através de ser-
viços e protocolos de rede de uso geral. No entanto, a aplicabilidade destas
soluções extende-se também a outros tópicos de investigação que recorrem
a mecanismos de resolução de nomes para implementar soluções de intero-
perabilidade, nomedamente a Internet das Coisas (IoT) e redes centradas na
informação (ICN).





Keywords naming, security, privacy, networks, identifiers, protocols.

Abstract Security and Privacy are now at the forefront of modern concerns, and drive
a significant part of the debate on digital society. One particular aspect that
holds significant bearing in these two topics is the naming of resources in the
network, because it directly impacts how networks work, but also affects how
security mechanisms are implemented and what are the privacy implications
of metadata disclosure. This issue is further exacerbated by interoperability
mechanisms that imply this information is increasingly available regardless of
the intended scope.
This work focuses on the implications of naming with regards to security and
privacy in namespaces used in network protocols. In particular on the imple-
mentation of solutions that provide additional security through naming policies
or increase privacy. To achieve this, different techniques are used to either
embed security information in existing namespaces or to minimise privacy ex-
posure. The former allows bootstraping secure transport protocols on top of
insecure discovery protocols, while the later introduces privacy policies as part
of name assignment and resolution.
The main vehicle for implementation of these solutions are general purpose
protocols and services, however there is a strong parallel with ongoing re-
search topics that leverage name resolution systems for interoperability such
as the Internet of Things (IoT) and Information Centric Networks (ICN), where
these approaches are also applicable.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Name (verb) - to give a name
to (someone or something); to
say the name of (someone or
something); to choose
(someone) to be (something)

Merriam-Webster Dictionary

As the first chapter, the introduction draws the background for the pursuit
of a PhD in this topic. It defines the goals for this work, summarises the
main contributions that it produced and pins the overall structure of this
document.

1.1 Background & Motivation

The transitive verb Name holds three distinct meanings: the assignment of an identi-
fying name to an entity, the use of the afore mentioned identifier to refer to an entity,
and the appointment of functions based on the assignment of a name. Names are one
of the key aspects of human communication. They work as pointers supported by lan-
guage. In the absence of language, the natural substitute would be to point at things
to refer to them. But hand waiving can only take us so far, and one would be hard
pressed to point at faraway or conceptual entities. Fortunately, language allows us to
name entities even if they are metaphysical, geographically distant, or no longer exist
at all.

In distributed systems[1], naming is the starting point for establishing identity for
entities in a system. Because any sufficiently complex system needs to distinguish
between multiple involved entities, the bootstrapping of a system requires discovering
existing nodes assigning them names. This holds true for many types of computer
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systems, processes running inside a CPU, or files in a hard drive. Computer nodes in
a network are no exception: they are assigned names as they join the network, and
these assignments play a key role in their later operations as names are resolved into
other objects. In modern network stacks, different layers in the stack use different
namespaces. The purpose of name resolution is to enable discovery, resolution and
assignment functions around these namespaces. In essence, to dereference a name into
an object.

The topic of naming in computer networks is particularly interesting because it
easily breaks across the rigid boundaries of layered models. We reason about network
internals as independent layers in the OSI or IP stacks, but naming design decisions
can (and do) bleed out of their intended layer, sometimes in subtle ways that change
the behaviour of the network as a whole. Name resolution systems are often used to
facilitate the interconnection between layers, mapping between different layers, or as
a design kludge to collapse abstraction layers. Since the number of nodes and services
in a network at any given time is an unknown, this implies relying on external entities
as a source of knowledge, and as the boundaries of the network change it can result on
the reliance of transitive relations of trust.

This thesis is put forward as a study on the role of Name Resolution functions,
and its applications going forward in the face of changes to the architectural design of
computer networks. The goal is to improve the understanding of what are the future
requirements that drive this type of system, how they clash with the existing architec-
ture(s), and how to address them. In particular, this thesis, highlights compromises in
security and privacy that surround name resolution function composition.

The focus of this work are solutions that build upon existing architectures and
protocols, following an evolutionary approach, rather than a clean slate design. Over
the years, multiple industry and research initiatives have looked at designing a new
name system for the Internet [2, 3, 4, 5]. Despite significant technical and scientific
achievements, not all of these contributions have reached notoriety, or are directly
applicable in computer networks. As a rule of thumb, pragmatism is favoured over
completeness, because Computer Networks are built as a decentralised effort - solutions
that work are quickly integrated, until convergence occurs or a better solution presents
itself.

My personal motivation for this work stems from a previously existing overlap
in different research interests. Prior to starting this PhD, I was entangled with two
research topics that deal closely with names in computer networks: the first was Privacy
disclosure through network identifiers and the second Identity Management (IdM).

Privacy deals with the management of identifiers as means for controlling the dis-
closure of information, and my main goal in this context was to timely create or destroy
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identifiers to establish efficient pseudonymity with regards to user expectations. Un-
surprisingly, the network stack knows little about human expectations of privacy, and
I realised that layered models can easily disrupt user assumptions.

Identity Management is mostly concerned with the assignment of Names, asserting
proof of ownership over them (i.e. authentication) and on building services on top of
this capability. Implicitly Identity Management requires strong properties from the
underlying name system not only in terms of security but also for flexibility. A name
is resolved differently based on contextual information, and names can refer to people,
objects, or computers alike. The notion of ownership can become fuzzy and the process
of assertion can differ for each type of entity, but ultimately it must take place as a
series of network operations.

While I grasped on the intricacies of IdM privacy, in other fields, ongoing research
topics challenge the structuring of the network stack design, making it worthwhile to
review assumptions on the role name resolution in the network and the implications of
these changes.

• Security & Privacy are now under the limelight, after recent events exposed the
fragility of the Internet with regards to the naming and trust infrastructure that
enable a variety of Man-in-The-Middle (MITM) and privacy attacks.

• The Internet of Things (IoT) proposes a vision where all devices are reachable,
using an heterogeneous mixture of protocols. How to reach them and whether
general expectations of security and privacy hold is an open research topic.

• Information Centric Networks (ICN) are a paradigm shift that reorganises the
network stack to address content rather than endpoints. This shift in function-
ality implies changing how resources are named in the network, and clashes with
notions of addressing locality.

• Naming services derive their value from from mapping names to objects, with
one particular case being to map names to other names. The World Wide
Web (WWW) is filled with such services, e.g. make Uniform Resource Loca-
tors (URLs) shorter, or provide obfuscation. These can be seen as interoper-
ability enablers, and are a common approach to the composition of services or
networks.

Interestingly all these topics touch on what Name Resolution functions are available
in the network, and intersect in several points. IoT often assumes decentralised or
ad-hoc scenarios, where device and service discovery are the only form of resolution
available. Despite being decentralised, aspects of security and trust relations still need
to hold, and are carried over from other environments. The paradigm in ICN is to
address content using meaningful context, but content is named by its creators not its
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carriers. As names defined at the application layer find their way into the lower layers
of the network, a privacy concern is that content names hold far more information than
traditional network addresses.

However the previously mentioned research topics operate in distinct areas, or target
distinct purposes, and aligning goals across such a wide spectrum is not always possible.
As professionals in this field, we are called upon to build effective bridges between all
these aspects and technologies. As they become interconnected (as all networks do),
concepts from one will inevitably leak into the others. Convergence efforts are already
bridging these different requirements. ICN protocols [6, 7] use application names at the
network layer, and are also targeting IoT [8, 9] scenarios. Global connectivity in IoT
environments is achieved through mapping gateways that provide connectivity between
networks through resolution and adaptation services.

All these factors, as well as an interest in related problems, led to my interest in
pursuing a PhD in this area.

1.2 Naming Hurdles

Since identification is the foremost problem to solve in distributed systems, it comes
as no surprise that entities in any system must be identifiable to enable effective com-
munication.

There are compelling arguments to the establishment of a global namespace with
security properties. In practice many of the current computer networks adopt this type
of approach, because:

• consistent naming facilitates mobility across namespaces or protocols
• security functions are a fundamental requirement for globally connected systems
• global uniqueness facilitates the construction of a global network

The problem of consistent identification in IP networks is commonly referred to as a
compromise between identification and network topology. There is extensive previous
work that introduces topology independent and secure namespaces on top of existing
network protocols, most notably the Host Identity Protocol (HIP)[10]. Two fundamen-
tal concepts support this protocol, first the generation of identifiers as a cryptographic
hash of a key, and second the use of a consistent identifier over time that does not
change as the node moves. This facilitates the introduction of two features over HIP:
first the bootstrapping of secure communication protocols, such as IPSec, and second
end host mobility mechanisms [11] that do not rely on the network provider. Many
others exist, either built using name services for identifier translation [12, 13], or as
overlay networks [14].
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Global namespaces with security properties often compromises privacy for unique-
ness and security, because names become unique across a larger scope and often include
additional extractable information. In other words, the use of a single consistent identi-
fier makes it easier for network entities to track nodes as they move across the network.
To mitigate this problem one needs to introduce additional privacy controls. One ex-
ample is the use of network layer pseudonymity[15] for Media Access Control (MAC)
and Internet Protocol (IP) addresses. Pseudonymity refers to the transient assignment
of names for specific roles or purposes, in this particular case the creation of names
that limit privacy disclosure.

Not withstanding these improvements, two main gaps remain. First, as networks
become interconnected it is unclear how these novel namespaces derive names from
old namespaces, and how security and privacy semantics can be applied here, since
pseudonymity approaches seen in existing network protocols do not apply directly
to other types of namespaces (such as ICN or Content Centric Networks (CCN)).
Second, some of the networks being interconnected lack solutions similar to HIP that
would enable binding of secure names, and facilitate convergence using a global secure
namespace. These are the topic of study for this PhD, as they become increasingly
relevant with current convergence trends in present and future networks.

1.2.1 Leaking identifiers in network protocols

The value of privacy, with regards to network identifiers, is hard to assess a-priori
without additional context about thei information meaning, assignment scope and
duration. Many network protocols would not work without disclosure of network iden-
tifiers Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is one such protocol. Since it is based on a
point to point communication model, it requires exchanging identification about rele-
vant endpoints. Other types of identifier based information disclosure are a side-effect
of non communication features. For example, email [16] includes user IP addresses
within protocol messages for auditing purposes, while HTTP [17] leaks the URL for
the previously visited web page through the referer header.

Since some identifiers can be created through composition of existing identifiers,
they can leak unnecessary information. One particular example of this happened with
IPv6 address auto configuration [18] that includes the MAC address unique to each
network card in the local part of the IP address. Thus IPv6 addresses generated this
way could be used to identify each device, as the local part of the address never changes.
A more privacy preserving mechanism is [19] which randomises the local part of the
address, increasing address reuse over time.

Other types of privacy issues may arise from identifier leakage, depending on what
kind of information can be extracted, or cross referenced from these identifiers. Some
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protocols are designed to reduce privacy issues, and some service providers take ad-
ditional measures to preserve user privacy, scrubbing unique identifiers from ancillary
data and acting as an intermediary.

While network addresses do not seem to reveal much information, they provide
unique identification of resources within a scope which is enough for collusion of infor-
mation. A very common example is the mapping of network addresses onto geographic
areas through existing geolocation databases [20] and from public IP registration infor-
mation[21]. The most common method is to determine geographical location from IP
address, but databases for other network identifiers such as stationary MAC addresses
and wireless network names are also available.

Construction of these databases benefit from information gathered from multiple
sources:

• the regional registries that assign IP networks to companies.
• mining of addresses in open networks, including additional information, such as

the addresses of wireless and cellular access points, used to do reverse lookups.
• cross reference device network addresses with Global Positioning System (GPS)

coordinates e.g. by using voluntary data from mobile devices.

While there is no foolproof way to associate an IP address with a location, some of
these databases can accurately associate an IP with a specific street, or even a building
[22].

This problem arises because these identifiers can be uniquely associated with an en-
tity over a significant scope, and data mining of associated information is now a feasible
operation. Since the association of an IP address to a location changes infrequently
(in particular for blocks assigned to internet service providers) it is often not possible
to simply change network addresses in a way that prevents the use of these databases.
It is also important to understand that disclosure from one user has an impact in the
surrounding users. Because addresses are organised in blocks, topological proximity
usually implies geographical proximity, at least within regional blocks and provided
there are no routing indirections in place.

Examples of services that perform large scale data mining for this type of infor-
mation include the Mozilla Location Service and Google. The former provides celular
information available for free1, however wifi access point information is not provided
in bulk, due to privacy and legal concerns.

These services gather information such as IP addresses in open networks, wireless
or celular access point identifiers, and even short range communication identifiers such
as bluetooth. This information is used in many benign services for location information

1https://location.services.mozilla.com/downloads
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without the use of GPS, a feature commonly seen in mobile devices, for location based
services.

Generally speaking, for privacy purposes, the ability to hold multiple identifiers
at the same time and to assign new ones at will translates into increased privacy
control. Abstractly, any mechanisms that conceal network identifiers can be used for
this purpose, such as Virtual Private Network (VPN) providers or proxies. These
require some type of network support, through intermediate network nodes, or general
purpose privacy networks such as The Onion Router (ToR). Another option is to
use different addresses over time. This is sometimes referred as pseudonymity, when
a network device will hold multiple addresses, as if multiple devices were present.
However not all networks allow this type of approach, often restricting the user device
to a single IP address per device. MAC address rotation is now common practice
in mobile devices, to avoid tracking of unconnected devices, and while it is not fully
effective [15] against timing analysis, it is a welcome strategy.

1.2.2 Privacy in the face of novel network semantics

Novel network architectures based on ICN support the use of different semantics at
the network layer. One of the primary drivers for this type of approach is to enable
network caching of content to conserve bandwidth.

Some propose the use of content derived names (such as using content hashes) as
network routing addresses, increasing the number of addressable nodes in the network
[23]. The immediate benefit of this approach is to enable self verifiable names, since
content authenticity can be verified by hashing and comparing it with its name.

Another approach consists on using hierarchical identifiers as network addresses,
much like URL paths. Furthermore, since arbitrary amounts of data can be used, con-
tent hashes can also be included within the name and used for verification. This holds
true not only for standard network operations but also for constrained IoT environ-
ments where standardisation efforts use Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) (or part
thereof) for identification [24, 25] or location [26]. Finally ICN frameworks like CCN[6]
and Named Data Networking (NDN)[7] combine both approaches, embedding hashes
in hierarchical names.

These novel approaches contrast with traditional network layer addressing, that
tries to use short fixed length network addresses. As such, some of the mitigation
mechanisms described earlier do not apply to these protocols. Pseudonymity mecha-
nisms would have to deal with a much larger amount of identifiers, and keeping large
state mapping tables is not viable. Furthermore this type of addressing has different
privacy implications. While an IP address discloses the intended communication end-
point location. Content addressing may disclose what content is exchanged. The closest
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example to this type of semantics usually happens at the application layer URLs. But
these convey human semantics, such as data description, purpose and state. This is not
a property of URLs, but rather the result of established practice, for human purposes.

There is a considerable amount of mechanisms at the application layer to prevent
privacy disclosure, through end-to-end encryption, and client side state scrubbing.
However those are not directly applicable to network protocols, because network ad-
dresses are clearly visible to all intermediate parties, a feature that ICN leverages for in
path caching. By definition, ICN exposes additional information (content) to a wider
scope and furthermore causes a shift in responsibility. The content consumer does not
get to choose how content is named, so it can not enforce privacy policies other than
refusing to retrieve content or resorting to network supported concealment mechanisms
such as a VPN. In ICN these could be name anonymizer services [27] or at least name
scrubbing techniques that produce names without metadata [28].

1.3 Hypothesis and Objectives

From the previous observations two aspects should now be clear. First a large num-
ber of namespaces and associated resolution protocols are currently in use throughout
different networks and environments. Second, naming plays an important role in com-
posing computer networks and services, often defining how disjoint parts of the network
are interconnected, with privacy implications beyond the network layer.

Based on empirical evidence it is expectable that network convergence will continue.
Although novel protocols and/or architectures may eventually shift the status quo,
since the Internet is the support infrastructure for the global economy, abrupt changes
are not the expectable. Economic incentives dictate that resources will eventually
be connected to the Internet, no matter how. The questions that must be answered
then, is how to assign names based on these realities, how to resolve them, what are
the consequences of our choices in the binding of names, and finally, whether this is
achievable over existing protocols.

Assuming this is possible, one is left to ascertain to what extent, at what cost, and
by what means. This work can then be structured around the following objectives, in
the context of a continuous migration trend towards novel networks:

1. Develop interoperability mechanisms that facilitate network namespace integra-
tion across different architectures.

2. Apply namespace assignment strategies that improve name privacy at the net-
work layer and beyond, in and across different architectures.

3. Apply content naming semantics to existing discovery protocols to bootstrap
security mechanisms in legacy environments.
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1.4 Contributions

In this section, a short overview of the outcomes of this PhD is presented. Much
of my research prior to starting this PhD assumed privacy at the network layer was a
sustainable mechanism [29], with the upper layers handling these issues using protocols
such as Transport Layer Security (TLS) [30] for confidentiality or anonymity networks
such as ToR for anonymity. My initial PhD work started within the 7th Framework
Program (FP7) project Secure Widespread Identity for Federated Telecommunications
(SWIFT), with the goal of introducing resolution mechanisms over its architecture
[31, 32, 33] for interoperability with existing architectures, while exploring privacy
mechanisms at the network layer [34]. These two topics are closely related to this PhD,
and are the key lines over which one can outline the contributions done throughout
this work.

SWIFT operated under the assumption that resolution systems need to function
over pre-existing security and trust infrastructure [35]. Practice shows that outside
of heavily controlled environments this assumption does not hold, either because the
original protocols that support the Internet were not designed with security and privacy
in mind, or because services will not deploy dedicated security infrastructure.

This led to a shift from the centralised scenarios in SWIFT onto more decen-
tralised environments, where assumptions about the network tend to break. If global
connectivity is not guaranteed, and centralised resolution systems are not available,
communication still requires mechanisms to discover network entities based on trust
relations that are transparent to the protocols. These problems might appear to be
corner cases, but they are common in mobile environments where the norm is device
to device communication. This problem was initially tackled under Portugal Telecom
Inovação funding with the goal of introducing mutual authentication in mobile scenar-
ios such as machine-to-machine security and e-Ticketing [36]. Further technical details
were covered in [37], including Bluetooth and IP protocols, as well as physical discovery
of digital services based on signed QR codes to bootstrap secure transport protocols.

While this work established methods to bind high level Identity Management (IdM)
mechanisms with machine to machine communication as seen in mobile environments,
it still lacked the generality seen in shims, such as HIP. This work was then extended, in
[38], and approaches the general problem of secure naming in cross protocol discovery.
Without changing the underlying protocols it imbues data in the underlying discovery
namespace, in order to provide additional features and security semantics. Finally this
approach was also extended to support the NDN protocol. Since NDN (and CCN)
lack, in general, truly decentralised discovery protocols, the initial work included the
definition of generic mechanisms for discovery in NDN [39] followed by the extensions
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of previously designed interoperability mechanisms to support this protocol[40, 41].
The problem of privacy leakage as part of network protocols can be understood

through the study of the relations between user information and its relation to network
concepts [42]. However the role of non explicit relations is hard to analyse without deep
knowledge of the protocol in question. For a concrete example of this aspect, [43] carries
out a study of common disclosure vectors, based on a mix of protocol vulnerability,
human error and accidental leakage of names across distinct protocols and how these
end up revealing user location.

As a starting point for privacy integration studies, the Domain Name System (DNS)
was targeted as a subject of study, with the introduction of generic mechanisms over
DNS even if sacrificing some of its legacy benefits [44]. This enabled the integration
of other authorisation mechanisms with DNS, which could in turn be used to enforce
privacy controls. But, in general, the specific case of DNS privacy has been sufficiently
addressed in both practical solutions [45, 46] and through standardisation efforts [47].
Even if these solutions are not widely adopted they do offer a clear path for migration.

When going up the network stack to the application layer, one finds that hierar-
chical namespaces are increasingly adopted, with DNS and URLs being the classical
examples. Conversely this type of naming is also adopted at the network layer by
emerging network architectures such as CCN and NDN. This further motivates the
need for privacy mechanisms on top of hierarchical namespaces, a work carried out in
[48]. Its main implementation is focused on the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP),
meaning that it is implemented for DNS hostnames and URLs metadata. This choice
was made primarily for practical reasons, since there is an abundance of existing on pri-
vacy leakage under these namespacest, and these are straightforward to demonstrate
over existing technologies. However it should be pointed out that these are equally
applicable to ICN architectures such as NDN and CCN.

For reading convenience the full list of publications carried out throughout this
PhD is now summarised:

[34] Alfredo Matos, Rui Ferreira, Susana Sargento, and Rui Aguiar. “Virtual Network Stacks: From
Theory to Practice”. In: Wiley Security and Communication Networks 5.7 (July 2012), pp. 738–
751. doi: 10.1002/sec.368.

[35] Rodolphe Marques, Rui Ferreira, and Alfredo Matos. “Cross Layer Privacy Support for Identity
Management”. In: Future Network and Mobile Summit. MS10. Florence, Italy, June 2010.

[36] Rui Ferreira, Alfredo Matos, Goncalo Morais, Rui L. Aguiar, Pedro Santos, and Ricardo Pereira
Azevedo. “Multipass: Gestão de e-Tickets em Dispositivos Móveis”. In: Revista Saber & Fazer
Telecomunicações 9 (Dec. 2011), pp. 76–81.
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[37] Rui Ferreira, Alfredo Matos, Susana Sargento, and Rui L. Aguiar. “Multipass: Autenticação
Mútua em Cenários Heterogéneos”. In: Proc Conf. sobre Redes de Computadores - CRC. Aveiro,
Portugal, Nov. 2012.

[38] Rui Ferreira, Alfredo Matos, and Rui Aguiar. “Recognizing Entities Across Protocols with
Unified UUID Discovery and Asymmetric Keys”. In: IEEE GLOBECOM. 2013.

[39] José Quevedo, Rui Ferreira, Carlos Guimarães, Rui L. Aguiar, and Daniel Corujo. “Inter-
net of Things discovery in interoperable Information Centric and IP networks”. In: Internet
Technology Letters 1.1 (2018). e1 ITL-17-0001.R1, e1–n/a. doi: 10.1002/itl2.1.

[40] José Quevedo, Carlos Guimarães, Rui Ferreira, Daniel Corujo, and Rui L. Aguiar. “ICN as
Network Infrastructure for Multi-Sensory Devices: Local Domain Service Discovery for ICN-
based IoT Environments”. In: Wireless Personal Communications 95.1 (July 2017), pp. 7–26.
doi: 10.1007/s11277-017-4425-7.

[41] Daniel Corujo, Carlos Guimarães, José Quevedo, Rui Ferreira, and Rui L. Aguiar. “Informa-
tion Centric Exchange Mechanisms for IoT Interoperable Deployment”. In: User-Centric and
Information-Centric Networking and Services: Access Networks and Emerging Trends. Ed. by
M.B. Krishna. Taylor & Francis Group, 2018. Chap. 3.

[43] Rui Ferreira and Rui Aguiar. “Breaching location privacy in XMPP based messaging”. In:
IEEE GLOBECOM. 2012.

[44] Rui Ferreira, Alfredo Matos, and Rui Aguiar. “Hint-driven DNS resolution”. In: IEEE sympo-
sium on Computers and Communications. ISCC’11. Corfu, Greece, 2011.

[48] Rui Ferreira and Rui L. Aguiar. “Repositioning privacy concerns: Web servers controlling URL
metadata”. In: Journal of Information Security and Applications 46 (2019), pp. 121–137. issn:
2214-2126. doi: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jisa.2019.03.010.

1.5 Structure

The main work of this Thesis is organised around two axis in line with the objectives
defined earlier: the construction of namespaces for interconnecting computer networks,
and privacy mechanisms for network identifiers. These are treated as independent
topics, for the most part, but the unavoidable relation between them is often discussed
throughout the document.

This thesis is then structured around 6 chapters, and each intermediate chapter
starts with a brief context introduction and ends with a summary or conclusions.
Chapters 2 and 3 contextualise the topics and identify related work, with Chapter 2
outlining the main concepts and terminology to be used throughout the document, and
Chapter 3 providing an overview of the various namespaces and resolution architectures
available.

Chapters 4 and 5 discuss the main contributions of the thesis, structured around
the two topics enumerated earlier, respectively the construction of secure naming from
discovery protocols and privacy mechanisms introduced as name assignment policies.
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Chapter 4 deals with the embedding of security semantics in existing discovery
protocols. The focus is on overlaying additional security information over existing
namespaces used by traditional discovery protocols and deriving other benefits that go
beyond security features and can be applied in the upper layers.

In Chapter 5 a group of privacy concealing mechanisms is proposed, starting at
the network layer and going up to the concealment of private information in URLs.
For practical implementation purposes these solutions are instantiated over common
protocols, but the discussed approaches are equally applicable in other contexts.

As the closing chapter, Chapter 6 summarises the achievements of this thesis, high-
lighting the main insights from this work, discussing them within the context of net-
work privacy and network interoperability, while proposing directions for future work
in related areas.
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Chapter 2

Naming in Computer Networks

There are only two hard things
in Computer Science: cache
invalidation and naming things

Phil Karlton

This chapter outlines the core concepts about naming that are the subject of
study, defines a terminology and identifies present uses of name resolution
that are relevant in the scope of this work. A more detailed technical
description is made in a later chapter, while the goal here is to pin some
notions into place and provide context.

2.1 Introduction

Computer networks can be seen as a graph of connected resources, where naming, much
like in human language, works as a tool for resource sharing. The primary function of
a network is to move data across individual nodes, and this would be much harder to
achieve without the means to express source or destination.

Historically names in computer networks have a strong relation to the topology
of the network, as they did in old telephone systems where line numbers were used
in phone numbers (before the advent of the digital network). This interdependency
results from the need for efficient routing in the network being dependent on route
aggregation, a limitation known as ”Rekhter’s Law” [49, 50]

Addressing can follow topology or topology can follow addressing.
Choose one.

– Yakov Rekhter
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Even in today’s networks this remains in effect, issues such as mobility are han-
dled through indirection mechanisms, either explicitly such as Mobile IP (MIP)[51], or
implicitly such as Proxy Mobile IP (PMIP)[52] when the node itself is unaware of the
topology change. Regardless of the process, a node should not hold an address that
does match its current routing location, without some kind of indirection. Given this
topological notion of locality, the names of the nodes in the network are often called
addresses.

Before going into more detail, it is necessary to further describe what types of
objects need to be named in a computer network. A classic reference in the field
arrives from John Shoch [53] that categorises identifiers according to their purpose
inside the network into three distinct types.

The name of a resource indicates what we seek, an address indicates
where it is, and a route tells us how to get there.

This very pragmatical description fits well into a layered view of the network (Fig-
ure 2.1). We often reason about computer networks and protocols in layers of func-
tionality with well defined interfaces binding them together. From that perspective
its easy to assume addresses are always Network Layer attachment points, such as IP
addresses. And names under this definition belong to the Application Layer.

Application
URL, Email, Hostname

Transport
IPv4:Port, IPv6:Port

Network
IPv4, IPv6

Data Link
MAC

Figure 2.1: Different types of identifiers across the TCP/IP stack

However Saltzer [54] points out that names can appear at different levels of abstrac-
tion or under different representations, while reasoning about names without context
leads to little insight, and concludes one should not reason about names in isolation but
in the context of what object they bind to. In particular Saltzer[54] considers the def-
inition from Shoch [53] leaves room for interpretation, as notions of what/how/where
depend on external definitions of resources and the networking functions, that may or
may not overlap.

Practice shows that nothing prevents the use of an address as a name, or a name
as an address or as route, provided the necessary operational conditions hold - in fact
this often simplifies the inner working of different layers. For example IPv6 addresses
can be defined based on unique link layer identifiers [18], but this makes the device
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globally identifiable [19]. Similarly the URL syntax [55] allows both DNS hostnames
and IP addresses as part of the host segment, otherwise it would be impossible to refer
to a resource without an existing DNS binding. This concept is straightforward from
a natural language perspective and pragmatical from a network design perspective -
i.e. we point at things we cannot name. When lacking a registered name for a host,
rely on the network’s forwarding functions. The consequence of this approach is that
identifiers often bleed out of their intended design layer. As such, [56] insists on names
being considered as opaque outside their own namespace, but this is often not the
case as concepts from different layers get pushed up or down the stack. The Host
Identity Protocol (HIP) [10] is one such case, where IPv6 addresses are generated from
cryptographic keys, but more generally the concept can be applied to other types of
data [57].

This chapter takes us through what name resolution is (Section 2.2), the charac-
teristics of names in computer networks (Section 2.3) and finally how this relates to
network functions (Section 2.4 and Section 2.5).

2.2 Name Resolution

Before defining what name resolution concepts are relevant for this work, some common
terminology is required. To avoid confusion this text will follow the definitions from
[58] loosely transcribed as follows:

• A Namespace is a set of names from which all names for a given collection of
objects are taken.

• A Name is a unique string, in some alphabet, that unambiguously denotes some
object.

• The Scope of the namespace is a function which defines the class of objects that
can be named with elements from that namespace.

• The operation Assignment allocates a name in the namespace for later use.
• The operation Binding binds a name to an object. More than one name may be

bound to an object.
• A resolution function defines the mapping of elements in the namespace, to the

objects in the scope.

Name Resolution is the process used to determine the object a name binds to. In
a computer network this is a distributed process that may span multiple systems until
it is completed. This is sometimes referred as looking up a name, because generally
there are two strategies for resolving a name into the corresponding object [58]:

1. exhaustive search across all objects (or discovery)
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2. the name holds information that narrows the search

Notice that [56] takes this a step further when referring to computer networks, and
states that ‘Name resolution is always neighbour discovery’. This is not the case for
all name resolution systems, but it seems to be the case for systems where names are
strictly network addresses because resolving a name implies reaching the correspondent
network element. What a name addresses defines the resolution function that is used.
When resolving IP addresses, the network routing functions can be used to obtain
more information about the owner of the IP. If routing is not available, less efficient
methods, such as broadcast or multicast messages are used. In other contexts, such as
databases or filesystems, the namespace might be the same but the resolution function
or the scope are different.

Most complex name resolution systems support some form of indirection where a
name resolves to another name through an intermediate object, but the end result is
still an object. This facilitates the management of the namespace, through recursion
relationships between objects, but sometimes obscures the real relation between the
namespace and the scope.

A quick remark about language: depending on the reader background the terms
’name’ and ’address’ may hold different meanings. In some contexts ’name’ refers to a
human memorable representation, while ’address’ refers to a binary representation of
the same information. No such distinction is made in this text, ’name’ is used in the
broader sense of the word with no distinction.

2.3 Namespace Characteristics

The previous definitions have covered the functions and characteristics of name resolu-
tion systems, but have not covered the characteristics of the names in the namespace.
When concerning the assignment, binding and resolution of names a number of char-
acteristics of the names in the namespace are involved in these processes:

• Hierarchical vs Flat A flat namespace holds no structure with regards to the
resolution, assignment or binding of the name, all these processes are identical
for all names in the namespace. Hierarchical namespaces have internal structure
that affects these processes. Hierarchy within a namespace is often used during
resolution to delegate parts of the resolution process to different entities (e.g.
for scalability). It can also be part of the binding and assignment of names,
to delegate responsibility for resolution of the namespace. For example in DNS
assignment of a name will differ under each Top Level Domain (TLD), with
distinct rules and limitations.
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• Uniqueness: Is a name bound to a single object? Or can a binding change
over time. Uniqueness depends on the binding function to define which objects
are bound to a name and how the binding can be changed. For example in a
namespace where names are hashes [59], the binding function restricts the use of
the name to a specific object (or set of objects) that match that hash, and no
other binding can occur.

• Fixed or Variable length: Is the length of a name bound by a limit, or is
there no limit to the size of the namespace? In some network protocols (such as
IP) names are limited in size to conform with protocol message size limitations
or resource limitations. In other namespaces (like URLs) the length is highly
variable. The later case means that potentially the namespace could have an
infinite amount of names, but in practice it is limited by protocol message sizes,
or other constraints.

A conjecture put forth by Zooko Wilcox-O’Hearn (and often called Zooko’s triangle
[60]) is that names in a namespace can only have two out of the following three desirable
characteristics:

• Decentralised: No need for a centralised trust authority to operate the alloca-
tion, binding and resolution of names.

• Secure: An attacker cannot subvert the resolution process to return an incorrect
value.

• Human-meaningful: some namespaces are designed for human use, in the sense
that names can be assigned based on user criteria, and are easy to memorise and
compare because they convey meaning.

It can be seen that no traditional namespace currently holds all these three char-
acteristics at the same time, and any system falls into one of three combinations:

1. A namespace that is both secure and human meaningful requires trust in a cen-
tralised authority (or multiple authorities under the same root). The fact that
names are meaningful means they are subject to market notions of value, scarcity,
speculation and trademark arbitration.

2. In a namespace that is decentralised and human meaningful, but not secure, any
entity can claim any name it wants. This is the type of system seen in very basic
computer networks, where any node can use any IP or MAC address with no
enforcement. Naming collisions can occur.

3. In a namespace of decentralised and secure names, the name must be self au-
thenticating (e.g. a hash of a public key used to sign bindings) such as [59], but
these are not human-meaningful.
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Some systems forgo human-meaningful names and settle for human-memorable
names, that are short enough to be memorable, but the assignment of meaningful
names is not provided. For example, proquints [61] represent any name as a spellable
expression, and petnames [62] use a similar approach with dictionary words. But these
forms of representation do not alter the assignment and binding operations, and despite
being useful they are not applicable across cultures or languages. Other approaches rely
on alternative notions of trust, or decentralisation models like the distributed ledger
technologies [63]. While the later appears to achieve all characteristics from Zooko’s
triangle, this is still a matter of contention, as the notion of blockhain decentralisation
might not match cleanly with Zooko’s model [64, 65], and consensus problems have
been observed in Namecoin [66] that support this limitation.

The ITU-T recommendations for future network identifiers [67, 68] defines the
following set of characteristics as being desirable in future networks:

1. scope should be embedded in the name
2. the object category may be embedded in the name
3. a name must be unique under a given scope
4. the resolution function must be accompanied by security functions
5. names can be persistent or temporary

The previous list of characteristics also offers a good framework to reason about the
limitations of existing identifiers, which ones lack these characteristics and how this
affects their use going forward. However this list is orthogonal to Zooko’s model. While
the first two characteristics relate to the practice of embedding resolution information
in names, the remaining three are not characteristics of any specific namespace but
rather characteristics of specific binding or assignment functions.

2.4 Network expansion as namespace composition

Sharing of resources in a network works through the routing of data across addressable
(i.e. named) nodes. Previously, network addresses were used to identify individual
computer links, but this view is not entirely accurate since some computer could have
multiple links (i.e. multihoming). Furthermore, network virtualization mixes real
computer networks with digital constructs that emulate them. As such, a network is a
logical resource which may not map directly to the physical hardware organisation.

As the network grows, one needs to add more names for the new nodes, or rebind
unused ones. Generally, any novel network protocol that targets interoperability with
existing protocols will eventually attempt to interoperate with existing networks. Ide-
ally all names from a network would be available in another (Figure 2.2a), but this is
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not always possible and some intermediate namespace may be used as an intermediate
resolution namespace (Figure 2.2b).

N0
N1

N2
N3

(a) Fully connected

N0

N1

N2
N3

N?

(b) A super namespace

Figure 2.2: Namespace composition strategies

This problem can be reduced to the unidirectional connection of two different net-
works, i.e. both scopes are reachable from a single namespace. The techniques that can
be applied to achieve this depend on the characteristics of the namespace in particular
on the size of the namespaces being connected.

2.4.1 Variable Length names

Looking back at early telephone networks, different areas operated independently be-
fore they became interconnected, as did different countries before international country
codes were assigned [69]. One of the challenges faced then was how to interconnect
different networks, and defining rules to avoid ambiguity when routing calls. To solve
this problem a new namespace was created (Figure 2.3) from the local namespaces,
assigning each a different prefix code, while keeping the remaining number unchanged.

Area0
Area1

Region234 Region244

Country351

namespace

namespace

namespace namespace

namespace

Figure 2.3: Combining multiple namespaces through a new namespace

There are two characteristics of the telephone number namespace that enable this
solution: first, phone numbers are variable length names; and second, the hierarchical
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organisation of the phone network matches the hierarchical assignment of numbers
(phone numbers are routes across the network). Provided these assumptions hold,
this same approach can be used recursively, and historically this is what happened
as multiple areas and later multiple countries became interconnected. The previous
approach also provides a benefit for users, in that they get to ”keep” the same phone
numbers, because the number assigned under the new namespace is based on the
previous number.

This facilitates resolution of a number into its local counterpart, because it is al-
ready part of the full number. More generally, for each name in one namespace there is
one corresponding name in another namespace thus transitive resolution from the first
namespace to the scope of the second is possible. However the reverse is not possible
without additional context: resolving a local area phone number into a full number
that can be used in international calls requires knowing the relevant country code.

Because computer networks are not static constructs, they grow with time as more
nodes become available. In telephone networks, the naming of the nodes followed the
topology of the network, and growing the network was done through the addition of
nodes that were assigned a new prefix. Creating this composite namespace was made
easier because the names from the original namespaces where admissible as part of
the names in the new namespace. Composition of hierarchical namespaces is well
understood and is a common form of organisation not only in computer networks, but
also in file systems [70]. URLs are composed from DNS names, filesystem paths and
protocol names; UNIX filesystem paths can be routes in a local filesystem or onto
remote machines; and IPFS [71] composes paths from other namespaces.

Assuming an infinite length, such names can include names from any other names-
pace. In practice size limitations constrict this ability, either due to protocol imple-
mentation or resource availability and as such one needs to consider interoperability
with fixed length namespaces. However, by including the first name within the second,
this approach reveals information which was previously only available under a more
reduced scope i.e. any private information that was part of the name bleeds out of its
intended scope.

2.4.2 Fixed Length names

For historical and performance reasons, many of the addresses used in the lower layers
of the network are flat fixed length names. In the IP network stack all network iden-
tifiers from the link to the transport layer are designed this way (MAC addresses, IP
addresses and TCP/UDP ports). At the application layer, namespaces such as DNS
hostnames and URLs are variable length hierarchical names. Other types of flat fixed
length identifiers can also be seen at the upper layers due to their unique binding char-
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acteristics. For example UUIDs and cryptographic hashes are bound to certain objects,
and this makes them ideal for some applications.

Thus composition of namespaces with fixed length names follows different strategies.
With two namespaces of different sizes, the smaller namespace cannot possibly define
a resolution function for each name in the larger namespace at the same time. The
solution to this problem is often to have the binding between namespaces to be partial,
temporary or based on context. For example, during the specification of the IPv6
protocol, a number of mechanisms were created to allow interoperability with IPv4
networks, that demonstrate this constraint. Because IPv6 addresses are larger than
IPv4 addresses, one of the solutions is to include the full IPv4 address as part of the
IPv6 address using a well known prefix for IPv4 hosts [72, 73]. This facilitates the
implementation of interoperability gateways used to connect both networks, because
the binding is stored as part of the IPv6 address. The reverse process is not possible
due to size constraints, as an IPv6 address cannot fit in an IPv4 address. This requires
gateways to retain state in the form of bindings between the names in IPv4 to names
in IPv6, and handle these translation [74, 75]. Since this type of approach is known
to cause problems [76] with application layer protocols that use addresses directly in
their payloads, other solutions based on protocol encapsulation [77] are used to avoid
them (i.e. through the use of routing overlays).

2.5 Name resolution from network routing

This chapter started with ”Rekhter’s Law”, stating that topology must follow address-
ing or vice-versa. Routing in computer networks can be used to trivially implement
name resolution for the namespace of node names, because one can query the owner
of a name by sending a message and waiting for a response from the node with the
resolved object. In this way, routing functions are used as an implicit mechanism to
verify ownership of a name and perform name resolution. When routing is not avail-
able, discovery mechanisms can be used instead. In other words advertisement fulfil the
role of the binding operation, and message forwarding works as part of the resolution
mechanisms.

However, what happens when the namespace provided by the network does not
hold the necessary characteristics? The namespace is not human memorable, or not
large enough, or the network topology does not correspond to the intended meaning of
the desired namespace.

The solution to this problem is to build a new network, with a new topology that
matches the intended features. But throwing away the old network may also discard
its infrastructure and desirable features, which is likely impractical from an economic
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point of view. A more realistic approach is to build an overlay network, a group of
nodes inside the network that establish logical links between them and route messages
using a new namespace. Since the links in the overlay network are logical links, its
topology is also logical and may or may not be similar to the topology of the underlying
network (Figure 2.4).

Physical topology

Logical topology

Figure 2.4: Different overlay topologies over the same network

Nodes is this new network need to agree on a common protocol for advertising
availability and propagate routing information. For small networks networks, discovery
protocols can be used for this purpose. In larger networks, nodes can use bootstrap
nodes (well known nodes with high redundancy) to attach into the network.

When the underlying network lacks the desired characteristics a specialised over-
lay network for name resolution can be constructed to resolve a new namespace into
network locators. This was what happened with IP network since IP addresses lacked
human meaningful names, DNS emerged as a hierarchical network of servers that man-
age a centralised human meaningful namespace.

The recent trend of ICN networks introduces, again, a new resolution namespace.
In the past, Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) were often used for the construction of
name resolution overlay networks for ICN names. Novel network architectures such as
NDN, Data Oriented Network Architecture (DONA), eXpressive Internet Architecture
(XIA) or Publish Subscribe Internet Technology (PURSUIT) introduce general purpose
packet switching architectures that also introduce new types of namespaces. For now it
is still unclear if routing in these architectures is sufficient to provide all the necessary
features expected of a namespace, and one can find proposals in the literature for both
routing independent name resolution protocols as well the inclusion of name resolution
mechanisms as part of routing signalling for these architectures.
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2.6 Summary

This chapter covered basic terminology and high level concepts on how namespaces
are defined from the network or, conversely, how the network can be defined from a
namespace.

Resolution is the process of determining which object a name binds to. In a dis-
tributed computer network this involves matching the name being resolved with a
mixture of discovery information that defines the network topology.

Not all network addressing namespaces are identical. Some use variable length
names, which could (in theory) hold an infinite amount of names, others are limited
in size which means assignment of names is temporary and global uniqueness is not
possible. Furthermore, the information placed in names influences the utility of the
namespace, whether because it assists in the resolution process or because it provides
external value such as human usability or security functions.

At this point it should be clear that network composition and naming are closely
related. Because name resolution can be partially modeled as network routing, then
network overlays can be used to implement name resolution systems that use a different
namespace from the underlying network. Likewise, extending the network with the
addition of new nodes can alter the resolution of names in the network, and can be
seen as a particular case of composition.

Variable length hierarchical namespaces can be used for composition of multiple
namespaces, and in fact express routes across a network. Fixed length namespaces
need to resort to other approaches, such as restricting uniqueness in time or based on
other implicit context from other sources. Regardless of the network, the fundamental
limitations for resource exhaustion and extension still apply. Recursion can conceal
the complexity of the network but it does not eliminate it.

Based on these principles, the upcoming chapter tackles the more technical aspects
of existing naming systems as the groundwork for the main contributions in the later
chapters. Some are based on discovery protocols, others use network independent
name resolution services and others are part of routing in ICN network architectures.
Notwithstanding all should fall comfortably onto the characteristics discussed in this
chapter.
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Chapter 3

Name Resolution and Discovery
Protocols

Anyone who considers protocol
unimportant has never dealt
with a cat

Robert A. Heinlein

Now that the core concepts were discussed, one can look into the existing
state-of-the-art. The different protocols, namespaces how they fit into the
earlier discussion and their relevance going forward.

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, the main characteristics of a namespace and its resolution func-
tions were identified. One can now look at the existing state of the art in protocols for
discovery and name resolution architectures, and how they match these characteristics.

Name resolution protocols build upon the discovery or routing functions provided
by the underlying network. The end result is always a namespace of names with a
corresponding scope of resolvable objects. To begin, this chapter looks into general
purpose protocols for name resolution, in particular those that establish their own
namespace, rather than those that derive it from the underlying network protocols and
what are their properties or limitations.

For clarity these protocols are divided into separate sections, based in which proto-
cols they build on. Section 3.2 looks into what are commonly called discovery protocols,
that work primarily through network broadcast and multicast functions. Section 3.3
covers full fledged name resolution protocols that are built as overlays over existing
computer networks.
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New namespaces, as introduced by alternative network architectures that borrow
concepts from ICN are covered separately in Section 3.4. These architectures introduce
new types of name assignment and binding, however it is still unclear which role they
play for the future of networking. While they currently position themselves at the
network layer they take advantage of data naming information to improve network
efficiency while exposing this information to a much larger scope.

Finally, Section 3.5 discusses some of the implications of these namespaces, Sec-
tion 3.6 summarises the contents of this chapter before moving forward into the main
contributions of this thesis.

3.2 Discovery Protocols

For any network, discovery is the first step to determine the availability of other node.
There are multiple protocols for this purpose [78]. Some protocols provide simple
mechanisms to enumerate all nodes, others offer more complex mechanisms to retrieve
information based on filters.

In small networks, nodes can rely on mechanisms such as broadcast or multicast
messages to enumerate available nodes. For larger networks, other mechanisms can be
used to simulate a broadcast medium, e.g. a central point of contact can be used to
publish discovery information and handle discovery queries.

Naturally not all discovery protocols are meant for the same purpose and define
distinct namespaces and scopes accordingly. Some are concerned with device enumer-
ation, and to provide a simple list human memorable names and associated network
locators. Others provide additional service metadata, such as a list of all services
provided by a specific node in the network.

This section covers a cross layer selection of discovery protocols, it starts with
general purpose broadcast/multicast advertisement protocols, and moves up the stack
onto scopes that employ general purpose URLs and are used in web based services.

3.2.1 Bluetooth Service Discovery

Bluetooth [79] is a wireless protocol for communications over short distances. Each
device is allocated a 48bit device address. On top of the wireless communication
channel, it specifies a number of profiles and services for various purposes.

At the link layer, the Link Manager Protocol (LMP) provides two messages for
devices to exchange human meaningful device names (up to 248 bytes). This enables
a form of decentralised device naming where each device can claim any name.

For service discovery, the Service Discovery Protocol (SDP), enables devices to
query their neighbours for associated attributes (service records). The protocol is syn-
chronous and operates over the Logical link control and adaptation protocol (L2CAP).
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Using this protocol, a client can query an SDP server for available attributes of dif-
ferent types. Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) attributes are used to characterise
different services and clients can filter records based on UUID queries. Attributes
can provide information about any service characteristic, most notability the channel
identifier used to connect to the service.

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) (introduced with Bluetooth 4.0) defines a reduced
stack for improved energy efficiency, that allows for broadcasting of data with no need
for connection establishment. One of its supported features is the introduction of
beacons, devices that wake periodically to broadcast small payloads (31 bytes).

Multiple competing protocols use this feature for device discovery under some
namespace. iBeacon [80] advertises UUIDs that identify application types. The [81]
protocol serves a similar purpose but can announce both UUIDs (in plaintext or en-
crypted) and URLs (up to 17 bytes).

3.2.2 Simple Service Discovery Protocol

The Simple Service Discovery Protocol (SSDP) [82] is a discovery protocol for IP
networks. It relies on IP multicast to advertise presence and service availability. Service
instances are identified by a Unique Service Name (USN) (i.e. a URI). A service
description typically includes the USN (often built from a UUID), an opaque service
type and a locator URL. Devices can query for specific service types using multicast
queries that include the intended service type.

SSDP is the basis for service discovery in the Universal Plug and Play (UPnP)
protocol stack, a common stack used in service discovery for consumer equipment that
follow the interoperability guidelines from the Digital Living Network Alliance (DLNA).

SSDP lacks any intrinsic security mechanisms, and it is entirely dependent on secu-
rity mechanisms implemented in other protocols (e.g. IPSec). Since the use case of the
UPnP protocol stack is to support unstructured scenarios (home networks and small
consumer equipment), in practice most devices do not implement additional security
mechanisms.

3.2.3 DNS based Service Discovery

The DNS-based Service Discovery DNS-SD [83, 84] specifies a protocol primarily tar-
geting local networks using IP multicast. This protocol reuses the namespace, record
formats and messages used by DNS, but it defines a special TLD .local as referring to
the local network.

This protocol is commonly used in local networks, such as home networks, by
consumer equipments. In addition DNS-SD was initially implemented to work with
IPv4 link local addresses [85], in networks that have no infrastructure to assign IP
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addresses. This led to the adoption of this protocol in mobile environments as part
of the Wifi Direct [86] protocol stack, a Wifi based protocol stack for device to device
communication.

Clients can issue queries to look up the IP address of specific devices types (as
hostname.local), or to query for services of a certain type. The later uses DNS service
records in the form _protocol._transport to enumerate the different services available
in a host (e.g. _http._tcp designates an HTTP service).

DNS-SD provides no security mechanisms other than those available in DNS (e.g.
DNS Security (DNSSEC)). However since the protocol is commonly used in non struc-
tured scenarios such as device to device communication, with no previous trust estab-
lishment, one cannot rely on the availability of a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI).

3.2.4 Physical object discovery

Some discovery technologies are meant to associate digital information with physical
objects. Two widespread examples of this are QR codes and Near Field Communication
(NFC) tags.

QR codes are essentially bar codes that hold arbitrary information. These codes
are particularly meant for recognition using cameras, being arranged in two dimensions
with marker dots to facilitate recognition despite the orientation angle. The total
capacity of a code [87] depends on the type of data and amount of error recovery, the
maximum capacity is 4296 alphanumeric characters or 2953 bytes. In practice these
codes are used to store various types of data: URLs are used to link printed media
to web pages, bank information for money transfers [88], login credentials, or generic
text messages. Intrinsically, QR codes do not support security mechanisms. Payload
signatures or encryption is handled by the application that generates the bar code, e.g.
[89] or other approaches as the one presented in Chapter 4.

For radio communication, NFC [90] enables low data rate communication between
devices in close proximity (a few centimeters). This technology based on the Radio-
frequency identification (RFID) Security in NFC, is available based on shared key en-
cryption [91], On top of these interfaces, NFC provides three types of services: generic
point-to-point communication with other NFC devices; smart card emulation, to in-
teract with contactless smart cards e.g. for payments; and reading and writing of data
storage tags that hold arbitrary records [90]. Much like in bar codes, the later capa-
bility is often used to store text and URLs, but NFC supports the inclusion of record
signatures [92] to verify payload integrity based on included signatures and certificate
chains.

For other communication mediums, similar mechanisms are also available, such as
acoustic [93] or optical communication.
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Since many of these solutions make use of passive equipment (printed barcodes, or
passive NFC tags) that always produces the same payload, it is always possible for
an attacker to engage in a replay attack, using another valid tag even if the payload
is signed . For example, [94] takes advantage of this in vending machines to redirect
users to the wrong endpoint, causing them to buy the correct products in a different
vending machine.

3.2.5 HTTP based discovery

Given the popularity of the World Wide Web, there are several formats for discovery
that leverage the URI namespace and operate on top of the HTTP protocol.

The Extensible Resource Descriptor Sequence (XRDS) is a format for describing
resources associated to an URL. Typically this format is used to describe service
endpoints associated with a URL, such as OAuth [95], OpenID [96] or Extensible
Resource Identifier (XRI) [2]. Each service is characterised by a locator/identifier and
a type which can be either a URI or XRI (Section 3.3.6). For security purposes XRDS
documents may be signed with embedded XML signatures.

WebFinger [97] is a protocol for discovery of arbitrary information associated with
a URI. A client queries a well known server for information about a resource URI,
the server responds with a list of typed links. A link associates a locator to a piece of
information of certain type [98]. This protocol is used as a service discovery mechanism
for other protocols, for example to discovery a message inbox or identity provider from
a user webpage or email address.

Both XRDS and WebFinger provide service discovery under a certain scope iden-
tified by a URI. This URI can be a URL for a webpage, an email or any other URI
scheme. However this URI might not be sufficient to define how to reach a discovery
server. Different applications employ a mixture of static rules and metadata embedded
in other protocols. OpenID[96] uses metadata in Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)
documents or HTTP headers to determine the location of a XRDS document. WebFin-
ger constructs a well known URL from the hostname used in other URLs or email
addresses.

3.3 Resolution Protocols

The previous section introduced several protocol and namespaces based on discovery
mechanisms. However as the network grows, it can no longer rely on local network
functions to perform name resolution. In order to scale, an efficient overlay for name
resolution must be constructed.

Consequently, this section covers protocols that require some kind of overlay to
perform name resolution. Following a similar structure to the previous section, this
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starts with traditional architectures for network based name resolution and then moves
on to DHTs and web based resolution systems that generically apply to URLs. This
provides the needed context before moving on to the next section.

3.3.1 Domain Name System

The Domain Name System (DNS)[99, 100] provides a namespace of hierarchically or-
ganised, human-meaningful names. Initially it was intended as means to lookup IP
addresses from names, but as the Internet grew it was expanded to support other
types of objects.

Names in the DNS namespace are composed of segments, separated by dots, where
each segment corresponds to administrative zone managed by a server that resolves
into type records. Resolving a name yields a record of some type, the most popular
ones being IP addresses, but it is also used to store small text records and public keys.

Administratively the namespace is managed as a tree of zones, where each zone
is managed by a different entity The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (ICANN) oversees the registration of domain names in the internet, that is
it controls the root of the tree and delegates the various zones to different entities.
Each zone can delegate sections of its namespace to other entities that in turn can also
delegate further. At the top of the tree there are general purpose TLDs such as .com,
.net or .org but also TLDs assigned to countries such as .pt.

Names are read left to right, from the smallest zone up to the top of the tree,
so atnog.av.it.pt is read as atnog under .av under .it under .pt, under the root zone
(represented either as an empty string or a dot). The resolution process consists in going
through all the segments from the right to the left, querying the responsible servers
until it reaches the authoritative server, and queries for the intended type (Figure 3.1).
Most IP access networks provide a local caching name server that will cache DNS
records from previous queries, avoiding repeated queries to the various name servers,
thus most terminals only need to query their local network caches to lookup a name.

.pt authoritative
name server

.it authoritative
name server

.av authoritative
name server

.atnog authoritative
name server

local caching
name server

1. atnog.av.it.pt A?

192.136.92.123

2. it NS?

3. av NS?
4. atnog NS? 4. A?

Figure 3.1: DNS resolution
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In general DNS is considered to be a public database[101] in that it not does
specify mechanisms for access control. Some implementations do provide access control
mechanisms based on ancillary data (e.g. [102] based on the source IP address), however
all data is sent in the clear using either User Datagram Protocol (UDP) or Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) [103]. DNSSEC[104] was introduced to add signatures to DNS
responses, avoiding forged messages or MITM attacks, however it does not address
confidentiality.

DNS often clashes with privacy requirements, because its queries are sent in the
clear [103]. DNS queries observed in the network disclose the hosts one interacts with,
and possibly some additional information. The work in [105] demonstrates that aggres-
sive DNS prefetching may even disclose user input, because it is erroneously interpreted
as a hostname and immediately triggers a DNS requests of what the user is typing.
The focus of the study conducted in [105] targets web browsers, but in fact a more gen-
eral argument can be made for any software that may parse user input into network
names. For example, [106] leaks all user input to the network, including passwords. As
a consequence a number of privacy mechanisms to protect DNS information visibility
have emerged, at different network elements.

To minimise this issue, [107] proposes that some DNS queries do not need to forward
the full name in the query during iterative resolution, but should instead restrict it to
the necessary labels. As an example, the root DNS servers do not need to know that a
request refers to a specific web site, only that it refers to the .com TLD. This minimises
information disclosure between the local resolver and upstream DNS servers.

DNSCrypt [46] is an encrypted transport protocol for DNS traffic, meant to con-
ceal DNS information between the client and the resolver. While the protocol was
never standardised, it is officially supported by several public DNS resolvers, includ-
ing the OpenDNS[45]. More recently the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
drafted a similar alternative using TLS as transport protocol in [108], and HTTP Se-
cure (HTTPS) [109] as a way to circumvent untrusted local caches. This has yet to
pick up significant adoption by client or server implementations. Both these mecha-
nisms increase privacy between the resolver and the DNS server, with regards to an
eavesdropper.

3.3.2 Handle System

The Handle System [110, 111, 112] is a general purpose global name service. It defines a
new namespace, as well as resolution protocol with security and management functions.

Names in this namespace are composed of two parts, separated by a slash (/).
The first part, or prefix, is the naming authority and the second part, or suffix, is a
unique name within the scope of the named authority. The naming authority consists
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of multiple segments, separated by dots, where the leftmost segment is the top naming
authority. For example 100.1002/atnog is a valid handle, where the naming authority
is 100.1002 and the local name is atnog. The naming authority prefix is itself a hier-
archical namespace. In the previous example the naming authority 100 defines a child
naming authority 1002.

The architecture for the handle systems consists of a hierarchical tree of handle ser-
vices. At the top level is the Global Handle Registry (GHR) that manages the handles
assigned to other naming authorities or Local Handle Services (LHS). For bootstrap-
ping, a client must always know how to reach the GHR, from which it can reach all
other naming authorities. This information is usually included in implementations and
signed updates can be retrieved from the GHR.

For security, the resolution protocol provides two way authentication between the
client and the server as well as data integrity and confidentiality. Client authentication
can use either passwords or public key cryptography.

In addition to the namespace, the Handle system also defines a data model that
includes access control policies for each object associated to a handle, for fine grained
access control. Objects associated to an handle are characterised by an index and a data
type, and new data types can be added to support new types of data. A management
protocol to manipulate this data model (e.g. update objects or access control policies),
is also defined as part of the specification.

3.3.3 Distributed Hash Tables

Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) are a type of distributed system where looking up
of names resembles that of a local hash table which provides the ability to store and
retrieve a value associated with a key.

Names are large integers with a pre defined size. Since names are flat, with no
global notion of internal structure, the network topology follows from the namespace,
and usually one can consider the name space to be circular (fig. 3.2). Each node
divides the namespace into segments, based on the notion of distance to its own name
(distance functions vary with implementations, some consider euclidean distance while
others use XOR metric [14]). For each segment the node holds references (i.e. routes
using the underlying transport protocol) to nodes within the segment that are used to
route messages. Segments that are closer have more references than those more distant
from the node.

Because the routing topology in the DHT may be unrelated to the network topology,
and nodes are often at the edge of the network, routing is not optimal. The more general
approach is for routing to require at most O(log(n)) nodes (where n is the number of
nodes) [113, 114]. Other compromises can be achieved for better routing performance,
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Figure 3.2: Topology of a DHT overlay network

either through the use of large routing tables [115], aggressive caching [116] or the
introduction of an internal routing hierarchy within the DHT [113], and these can
reduce the average time to amortised O(1). Delay within the DHT, is hard to predict
since routing may not follow the shortest path. Some implementations compensate
this by weighting the choice of next hop of based on the previous round trip time [14].

Names in this type of namespace are not human memorable, but they are well
suited for multiple applications:

• New nodes can choose their name using a random number generator (for long
integers the collision probability is very low)

• Names can be the result of hashing a name in some other name space
• If the DHT is meant to store data, names can be hashes of the content

In addition, using a hash of public key as a name provides a trivial way to add
security functions. The name can be used to retrieve the public key which is verified
using the hash, and further communications can be encrypted using that key.

Multiple services make use of DHTs. In particular Peer to Peer (P2P) applications
explore DHTs [117, 118], because they are decentralised and hold no single point of
failure and generally all nodes are considered equal since any node can join the network.

For the purposes of network services, several solutions exist that are based on
DHTs. The Internet Indirection Infrastructure (i3) [119] uses DHTs to provide traffic
indirection services (e.g. anycast, multicast and application layer routing). Names
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in i3 are hashes of DNS names, URLs or public keys depending on their purpose.
Other proposals attempt to create an alternative to DNS using DHTs [120, 121, 3,
122]. However, DNS holds hundreds of millions [123] of top level domains, making it
hard to support in a regular DHT without running into routing performance issues
[124], requiring some stable nodes to expend bandwidth and storage to support active
caching. Furthermore, the DHT namespace is not human-meaningful, although [122]
avoids this issue by offloading the matching of human meaningful strings onto other
tools (e.g. indexers or search engines)

It also stands to attention that despite their distributed nature, DHTs may not
wield such resilience gains as expected, as pointed out by a study conducted in [124]
DHT alternatives to DNS only outperform regular DNS when considering resilience
to orchestrated attacks. If one assumes random failures them DNS still outperforms
a DHT based solution. This comes from the fact that DNS has a very high level of
replication for some of its nodes (closer to the root) in practise.

Some implementations combine existing namespaces with the namespace from a
DHT. To replace the use of DNS hostnames in web URLs, [122] introduces Semantic
Free Referencing (SFR) a new resolution system that resolves hashes of public keys
into locators (IP, DNS, or another SFR hash). Its primary goal is to replace the use
of DNS based URLs in web pages with URLs with a hash as in the authority e.g.
sfr : //f01212099abcab678ac345ba4d.../path.

Similarly to URLs the InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) [71] combines public key
hashes with local file names, resembling a path of labels e.g.

/ipfs/XLF2ipQ4jD3UdeX5xp1KBgeHRhemUtaA8Vm/docs/ipfs

The ipfs prefix identifies the scheme and the second label (a hash of a public key)
can be used to route requests in a DHT; the later labels are assigned by the holder of
the key. To express content without going through the DHT, names are prefixed with
IP addresses and TCP ports (or alternatively with DNS names) i.e. names are routes
and each pair of path labels defines the scope and the name to be used next.

/ip4/104.131.131.82/tcp/4001/ipfs
/QmaCpDMGvV2BGHeYERUEnRQAwe3N8SzbUtfsmvsqQLuvuJ

Since no DHT could be used to resolve it into a locator, the key hash used for
verification is placed at the end of the path.

Likewise, the GNU Name System (GNS) [125] is a decentralised naming system,
with two different namespaces: a local namespace (.gnu) is meant for user specific
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names, only meaningful to the local user; a second namespace (.zkey) holds globally
unique, cryptographically verifiable names (key hashes). A local process resolves be-
tween user names to global names and a DHT resolves global names.

alice.gnu
HEK9TEBUQ5AT5V3FLL0HHNDA12HGH6BIM04TN7RDVOQ5B7TIEU80.zkey

Names adopt the same format as DNS names, but some name segments are base32
hex encoded key fingerprints, used to verify if a zone is authentic. To enable interop-
erability with DNS, GNS provides DNS proxies that can be used with regular DNS
clients. This is possible because GNS name and record formats are the same as used
by DNS.

3.3.4 Security Assertion Markup Language

The Security Assertion Markup Language(SAML) is an OASIS standard for commu-
nication of user authentication and attributes. It is mostly used within the context of
Identity Management, as means to provide Single Sign On.

SAML itself is not devoted to name resolution, but it must deal with entity iden-
tifiers in an appropriate manner and thus must provide some relevant semantics for
name resolution. The SAML specification[126, 127, 128] provides three internal proto-
cols that are relevant in the context of name resolution:

• Artifact Resolution Protocol
• Name Identifier Management
• Identifier Mapping Protocol

Being part of SAML these protocols can benefit from integrity, confidentiality and
two-way authentication, properties inherently ensured by SAML.

The Artifact Resolution Protocol is provided in SAML as means to place references
within messages, that can later be resolved into actual meaningful objects, mimicking
the concept of “passing by reference”. This is useful to prevent sending sensitive in-
formation over an insecure channel, postponing transmission of the actual content for
a later time through a more secure channel. In SAML, references used in messages
with this purpose are called artifacts and the Artifact Resolution Protocol handles the
resolution of Artifacts into objects. Artifacts are by definition one-time-use identifiers.

The Name Identifier Mapping Protocol is used to renegotiate the use of an identifier
between two entities. In the context of SAML, it is used for an Identity Provider to
change the value of an user identifier used by one Service Provider or to deprecate
the use of an identifier altogether. The protocol currently support two operations:
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change the identifier associated with one entity, or terminate the use of the identifier
completely.

The Identifier Mapping protocol is used to map identifiers between different names-
paces. In the context of SAML, this allows two Service Providers to refer to the same
user by mapping the different identifiers in the service providers that refer to the same
user. The use of distinct namespaces for different Service Providers is a privacy pro-
tection feature, used to prevent user information disclosure.

3.3.5 Uniform Resource Locators

Uniform Resource Locator (URL) are a common locator format, most commonly as-
sociated with HTTP web pages. Their format is actually a composite from multiple
other namespaces. As defined in RFC3986[55] an URL is composed as

Scheme : //Authority/Path?Query#Fragment

Scheme: used by the client terminal to determine the protocol to be used.
Authority: a tuple [User:Password@]Host[:Port] that holds a server hostname,

and optionally a port and user information. The User and Password are used for
identification and authentication according to the service provider. The Host and Port
are used to reach the server, and must refer to a valid network node (DNS hostname
or IP).

Path: a set of segments separated by a slash. Segments “.” and “..” denote relative
references in the path.

Query: represents key/value pairs that further identify a resource.
Fragment: is used for client-side indirect referencing in resources associated with

a URL. This means they are normally not seen as part of a request, and are used solely
by the client implementation.

While RFC specifications do not impose strict limits on URL lengths, practical
limits must be considered, based on common implementation practices, tools and pro-
tocols. A common denominator for an upper limit to URL length in various browsers
and web indexing engines is 2000 bytes. This value is based on empirical observation
of web browsers and HTTP server implementations, and while some implementations
allow longer URLs (e.g. 100.000 bytes) this value remains a reasonable assumption
for practical purposes1. An analysis of the Common Crawl2 dataset that contains
1.603.205.557 unique URLs collected from web pages, only contained 299 URLs that
exceeded 2000 bytes.

1So far the most up to date (2015) compilation of data on this subject can be found at
http://www.boutell.com/newfaq/misc/urllength.html

2http://commoncrawl.org as of July 2015
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Additional restrictions apply to the host name inside the Authority component.
The total size for a DNS hostname must not exceed 253 bytes and in addition each
label (between “.”) is limited to 63 bytes. Furthermore domain names only accept a
restricted set of characters and would require encoding schemes such as base32 [129]
in order to represent arbitrary data.

Similarly the Path, Query and Fragment are also restricted in the the character set
they can hold, each component has a different set of restricted characters. A one size
fits all approach seen in several applications is the use of base64 [130], with a URL safe
alphabet, to encode arbitrary data inside these components.

There are a couple of abstract specifications for name resolution over HTTP URLs.
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) defines good practices for this type of sys-
tems[131], while the IETF specified the formats and functions [132] that such a system
should provide. But no single standard resolution mechanism exists in practice and
instead different services often implement HTTP applications that resemble name res-
olution services. Over the years, a number of online services have been created with
the sole purpose of mapping single URLs into URLs managed by a different authority.
These services are named “URL shortners”, because their focus is to generate very
short URLs for distribution over restricted medium such as SMS and Twitter. How-
ever there are similar services that focus on other properties, such as temporary URLs
(both HTTP and email addresses) and on enforcing access control (e.g. link/address
protectors that enforce password or captcha verification). Due to URL obfuscation,
these are a viable mechanism for both privacy protection and a source of security is-
sues [133]. Such services work well for distributing individual HTTP links but cannot
be used for the general case, because redirecting an entire website domain would be
the equivalent to an HTTP binding attack [134].

While URLs do not provide intrinsic security mechanisms, several applications em-
bed information in URLs to perform security verifications. For example, [135] encodes
signatures in URLs, and [136, 59] include hashes in URLs used to verify the resolution
process.

3.3.6 Extensible Resource Identifiers

XRI is an OASIS standard for abstract digital identifiers syntax [2] and resolution.
XDI.ORG, an international non-profit public trust organisation, provides a global reg-
istry for XRI identifiers enabling individuals or companies to register pairs of persistent
and reassignable identifiers. Technically, XRIs are an extension of URIs, and share with
them a similar syntax. XRI specifies the concept of persistent identifiers, that can never
be reassigned. This is one of the main features that led to the adoption of XRI for user
identification in OpenID [96, 137], because it provides both human-meaningful (but
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temporary) identifiers as well as persistent identifiers that never expire.
XRI resolution is similar to DNS resolution, in the sense that both adopt a hier-

archical architecture, although at different levels of abstraction. The XDI.org registry
delegates the management of groups of identifiers to XRI brokers that in turn refer to
other naming authorities. In addition XRI allow for nesting of identifiers, an XRI can
include another XRI or an URL even at the authority level. This is used to express
authorities which which are not registered (for example using an URL).

Since XRIs are designed as an extension of URIs, and the body of work regarding
URIs is usually handled by the W3C, there has been some overlap of work between
the two, in particular within the W3C TAG group in [131]. The current focus of W3C
work seems to be on metadata retrieval rather than on name resolution.

XRI uses HTTP as transport protocol, enabling XRI to benefit from HTTP security
standards like HTTPS or even to use Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)
[126] to provide confidentiality, integrity and authentication.

3.4 Alternative solutions

The paradigm shift brought by Information Centric Networks (ICN) is that network
supported names are partially or completely independent of location and can be used
to identify individual content in order to enable network caching. This shift is mo-
tivated by benefits to network infrastructure, such as lower latency, energy efficiency
and mobility [138], features that benefit highly from network caching. Another side
effect is that it becomes possible to verify content earlier as it is forwarded across the
network, using naming schemes that include data hashes or provenance signature.

If the public World Wide Web is any indication, the number of existing webpages is
over 3 billion web pages 3. This challenge resulted in the emergence of multiple propos-
als for scalable Internet architectures, many which significantly modify the namespace
of network names.

The focus of this section is the naming aspects of said architectures. A good survey
on other aspects such caching, mobility and routing can be found in [23].

3.4.1 Data Oriented Network Architecture

In DONA, [4] names are made of two components P:L, a principal P and a label L,
where P is a hash of a public key owned by the content publisher. The label L is
arbitrary, provided they uniquely identify a piece of content; they can be hashes of the
content for immutable data or some other name as defined by the publisher.

3According to the Common Crawl dataset from March 2018 http://commoncrawl.org/2018/03/
february-2018-crawl-archive-now-available/
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Each retrieved data includes the public key that generated P and is signed with
the corresponding private key. As such, names can be said to be self-certifying, since
these three pieces of information suffice to verify data integrity.

For name resolution, DONA relies on a hierarchical network of resolution handlers.
Content publishers register the names they host with the closest handler, that then
propagates this information up to the top tier handlers. The tier-1 resolution handlers
have full knowledge of all registration in the network. Registration allows for wildcards
to support aggregation of entries that point to the same handler. Resolving a name
then requires going down the handler hierarchy until it can reach an handler that
reaches the principal key holder.

The principal key is also used for security verification when registering new content,
i.e. a registration for a name P:L must be signed by P, preventing the injection of fake
entries in the resolution handlers.

Since in DONA names are not human memorable, users are expected to rely on
third party search engine services to provide them with some type of mapping into
human meaningful information.

3.4.2 Named Data Networking

The CCN [6] and NDN [7] architecture proposes a replacement for IP routing based on
the Interest based routing, where a consumer sends an Interest message to a publisher
(or intermediate cache) and receives a Data message routed via the reverse path. As
such, data consumers of data do not need a routable address, and messages do not
have source addresses, only a name and type that specifies their direction.

Names in NDN are hierarchical, often represented as paths or URLs (e.g.
/atnog/av/it/pt). However they are not required to be human readable, and any seg-
ment may include an arbitrary sequence of bytes. Individual name component have a
type, either a free form sequence of bytes, a hash of the content, or typed numbers.
The later type is meant for naming conventions already in use [139] in NDN, such as
data segment numbers, content version numbers, timestamps and data sequencing.

Because routing is based on variable length names, name resolution can be imple-
mented directly as routing of Interest and Data messages, with no need for dedicated
name resolution infrastructure other than the implicit caching NDN already provides.
However it is not clear if this approach is sustainable for two reasons: first NDN
routers would need to hold routes for a very large number of routing prefixes, mak-
ing global scale routing unsustainable; second a resolution overlay from the network
enables mobility without the need to advertise routes (i.e. mobile clients without net-
work supported mobility) and it is not clear if NDN names are truly independent of
topology.
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Despite the technical achievements of NDN, it is still unclear how top level pre-
fix assignment would take place. In principle top level prefixes could mimic human
organisations as seen in DNS top level domains, but this would mean hundreds of
millions[123] of prefixes. As the debate over this topic progresses, one can already
find proposals such as [140] that supports the name prefix in CCN should identify the
Autonomous System (AS); this would reduce the number of prefixes to 60.000 [141],
but would mean the name prefix is topology dependent.

Similarly, [142] supports that efficient routing cannot happen in CCN, due to long
variable length name segments. It proposes such names should be transformed at the
edge of the network into more efficient routing names, a transformation which is then
reversed at the destination using reverse mapping functions. In this case, there is no
clear separation of namespaces from the point of view of the consumer, as the access
network handles the transformation of names transparently.

Both [140] and [143] design a name resolution system for CCN and NDN respectively
that resembles DNS (maps names to records of a given type). The later uses a non
routable prefix /NDNS to reach local resolvers, i.e. like in DNS the access network
provides a local cache for the name resolution service.

Concerning security, NDN relies on message signatures for security, assuming that
some form of trust infrastructure is available to the communicating parties. Since name
components can be content hashes, these can also be used to verify the validity of the
data.

3.4.3 Network of Information

The European research project Scalable and Adaptive Internet Solutions (SAIL) [144]
(following the Architecture and design for the future Internet (4WARD) project [5])
covered a wide range of services for future network including the design of an ICN
architecture called Network of Information (Netinf) [138, 145].

In Netinf, names are represented as URIs in the form ni://Authority/Local [146,
147] where the optional Authority defines the scope for a Local part. Either part may
be an arbitrary string or an hash, that includes a hash function identifier, a function
id for data canonicalisation and a mimetype for the hashed content, e.g.

ni://tcd.ie/sha256:NDVmZTMzOGVkY2JjZGQ0ZmNmZGFlODQ
5MjkyZDM0ZTg2ZDI5YzllMmU5OTFlNmE2Mjc3ZTFhN2JhNmE4Z
jVmMwo:signeddata:application\%2Fjpeg

Netinf supports a Name Resolution System (NRS) based on an hierarchical DHT.
A global NRS resolves the Authority component, while a local NRS handles resolution
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for the Local part of the name. In addition Netinf also supports backends that use
routing by name (e.g. NDN) as a replacement for the DHT based NRS. Instead of
resolving names into locators, routing can take advantage of a different underlying
architecture to route messages using these names.

The primary security mechanisms for Netinf are basic name data integrity with the
use of data hashes as part of the name, and signature based integrity where the name
includes a hash of a public and the data is signed with the corresponding private key.

3.4.4 Publish Subscribe Internet Technology

The EU FP7 project Publish Subscribe Internet Technology (PURSUIT) [148, 149,
150] and its predecessor Publish Subscribe Internet Routing Paradigm (PSIRP) [151]
use a clean slate architecture for the Internet that completely replaces IP with a pub-
lish subscribe stack. In this architecture names are composed of multiple statistically
unique identifiers, one Rendezvous ID and one (or more) Scope ID. The Rendezvous
ID uniquely identifies a piece of data, while one or more Scope ID aggregate pieces of
data under a scope with certain permissions.

Resolution in PURSUIT is done through a network of rendezvous nodes, imple-
mented as an hierarchical DHT [152], where certain nodes are responsible for specific
scopes. The Scope ID is used for internal routing in the DHT when subscribing and
resolving a name. However data delivery is not routed over the DHT. Instead the
rendezvous nodes involved in the process establish a route from the subscriber to the
publisher to avoid the DHT routing overhead in the following exchanges.

Security may rely on content hashes as the rendezvous ID, but more generally it
supports Packet Level Authentication (PLA) [153], that includes a signature with every
exchanged packet.

3.4.5 eXpressive Internet Architecture

The eXpressive Internet Architecture (XIA) [154, 155], proposes an evolvable network
architecture for the Internet. Not unlike other network protocols, it uses cryptographic
hashes as network identifiers, which can be generated from either arbitrary content or
user public keys.

In addition XIA provides two characteristics in its identifiers: support for prin-
cipal types in the identifier and the inclusion of fallback addresses when forwarding
traffic. Principal types enable the extension of addressable elements with new types,
with different forwarding and addressing for the different types. To address evolution
scenarios, where a new principal type is not supported by intermediate routers, XIA
supports the notion of a fallback address that can be used to reach unsupported (i.e.
unroutable) address types.
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This means in XIA, source and destination addresses are actually graphs of different
names (Figure 3.3) that express one or more ways to forward the packet. This concept
of graphs as addresses is not entirely new, as it resembles source based routing, but the
notion of multiple possible routes (fallback routes in dotted lines) is less common. To
avoid extreme complexity the amount of fallback edges is limited. Routers can choose
a path composed of the types they support to reach the destination, and the sender
can include name types that are not supported by intermediate routers.

Domain Host Service Content

Figure 3.3: XIA destination is a graph of names

The names used inside the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) for (content, host, ser-
vice, domain) are hashes generated from either public keys or a piece of data. XIA
itself does not support mechanisms for name resolution, and it either uses an exter-
nal resolution server to provide a DAG based on human input, or it relies on already
existing name resolution systems like DNS. The full DAG can be seen as a list of pos-
sible names, where each full path in the DAG constitutes a variable length hierarchical
name.

3.5 Implications of Naming

After an overview on existing protocols and namespaces, the implications of different
namespace choices can be summarised. Along the main topics of study in this thesis,
the main concern is on the security features introduced as name binding policies, and
on the privacy implications of naming.

Many of the namespaces introduced previously support some form of distributed
namespace that relies on cryptographic hashes of data. This is motivated for the need to
introduce security functions that match the scope of the resolution system, particularly
in highly distributed systems where no source of trust is available. However not all
protocols support this, in particular when concerning discovery protocols. There is
thus room for improvement in this context.

Concerning privacy, two forms of privacy disclosure are considered in this thesis.
First the observation of network traffic and the information that can be extracted by
such an observer from the names that are uncovered. And second, the ability to asso-
ciate a name to a particular context through side channel attacks using other protocols
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that may not even be related to name resolution, but whose subject of disclosure is a
name under one of these namespaces.

3.5.1 Security challenges in name binding

A significant number of resolution systems introduce new namespaces based on some
type of decentralised security mechanism to verify the resolution process [71, 125]. This
is done when the resolution scope is either data that can be verified by a hash, or more
specifically when it is a public key that can be used for signing the following steps.

Alternatively DNS tightens its security through the use of DNSSEC, a DNS spe-
cific PKI solution that follows the already existing hierarchy seen in DNS. Absolute
confidentiality is still an issue but at least it can be addressed in some contexts.

More importantly several namespaces are actually composed from multiple other
namespaces. This was already the case for URLs, but some namespaces now attempt
to generalise these concepts even further.

It should be noted that among the discovery protocols that were described, com-
posite namespaces have yet to emerge in full. Most of the described discovery systems
fall under the category of insecure decentralised names, which is not surprising since in
local discovery scenarios there is no central source of trust to rely on (even if some of
them could in theory support this). For example, DNS-SD could reuse the techniques
in GNS to include public key hashes in DNS hostnames to uniquely identify public key
holders, since both use a similar namespace.

Concurrently novel netwok architectures also introduced new types of complex
global namespaces. Led by ICN concepts, they propose that global namespaces should
expose data identification and other types of relations by composing namespaces to-
gether. XRI allows recursive nesting of other XRI names, and the inclusion of URLs as
part of a name, and IPFS also includes strategies to embed various other namespaces
as part of a path. XIA introduces names as being DAGs or rather a list of possible
routes.

A number of research questions are still unanswered. The primary topic of study
has been routing efficiency, and the general consensus seems to be that efficient routing
in these namespaces is feasible, provided routing follows network topology For exam-
ple [156, 157] compares the effectiveness and costs of DONA, [158]) and one popular
DHT scheme. DONA produces better results, provided the top tier routers supply
significant capacity. DHTs based solutions were originally designed assuming low re-
source availability and high churn, where most nodes were located at the edges of the
network. However DHTs with network topology awareness [159] or hierarchical DHTs
with considerable resources devoted to caching can also achieve positive results [5].
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For NDN, a similar approach can be followed that restricts the globally routable
path labels, [140] suggests that globally routable names in NDN (i.e. the first label in
a name) should be equivalent to the Autonomous System (AS), leaving the rest of the
name to be handled inside the AS. As a consequence NDN names would reflect network
topology, which further motivates the introduction of a separate naming system that
provides topology independent names [143].

In most of these systems, message integrity is verified either through some external
PKI or using hashes embedded in names to verify the associated data. However because
these are routing protocols, messages are still exchanged in the clear, and visible to all
entities in the routing path.

Since the trend seems to be towards variable length hierarchical namespaces com-
posed from multiple other namespaces, names in ICN may reveal significantly more
metadata about content than traditional protocols (e.g. TCP/IP headers, DNS
records). In fact these namespaces have more in common with URLs than with network
addresses.

The privacy implications are a consequence of the addition of more information to
a global namespace. [160] points out that this has positive effects on routing efficiency
(routers can apply Quality of Service (QoS) policies based on additional context) and
negative effects on privacy and net neutrality (operators can throttle or sell metadata).
In general ICN seems to tradeoff privacy for network efficiency [161], by providing a
global namespace for content identification, with the potential side effect that it may
expose more information that actually required because the name characterises content
and data relations rather than hosts or services in the network. Countermeasures
for these problems have been studied for in [28] and [162], and support that name
privacy can be achieved in various degrees, deriving names from either a cryptographic
pseudorandom function for weak privacy or encryption for strong privacy.

Notwithstanding, under these changes, it now falls onto the content producer to
name content in a privacy conscious way, and consequently implement this type of
solutions.

3.5.2 Privacy leakage from Names

At the network layer, privacy is often considered as a problem of data confidentiality,
where a passive or active eavesdropper can inspect the packets sent by the user terminal.
Such an attacker may be another user attached to the same broadcast medium, or the
network service provider that routes traffic.

Historically, DNS messages are sent in the clear, and an eavesdropper can extract
significant information by observing DNS messages. From the hostnames of websites
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the user visits, to spurious DNS requests that accidentally disclose user web searches
[105] and input commands [106].

Likewise, discovery protocols reveal information about the advertising nodes, the
service it runs, or the user. This is often minimised through terminal policies that
disable service discovery protocols in untrusted networks, or through specialised dis-
covery protocols [163] that either encrypt different messages for all known recipients
or through multi-party encryption for a known group.

Even so, this type of privacy leakage is restricted to eavesdroppers in the scope of
the local network. The problem is exacerbated when the leaked information is globally
unique, and can be used to correlate data from multiple networks. For example, termi-
nal MAC addresses are globally unique, and can be used to track terminal movement.
Conversely, very specific content names can be used infer relation between two distinct
activities.

To mitigate this, pseudonymity approaches attempt to carefully manage the names
leaked by network protocols and binding policies that regularly bind new names. These
techniques are fairly common in user terminals for names fully or partially managed
by the terminal such as IP and MAC addresses, if the terminal can bind to new names.
Alternatively, privacy indirection services like a VPN or ToR can be used.

It is important to note here that naming practices similar to those seen in ICN
also made their way into other architectures. For example [164] suggests the use of
DNS to store named data objects. Meaning a DNS name can be resolved into a content
record that includes content hashes as well as replica locations under different transport
protocols. In [165] this concept is extended, allowing caching name servers to identify
content names resolved by the client and provide local copies for retrieval. Conducting
a search for identifiers embedded in URLs in the Common Crawl dataset 4 revealed that
112 hostnames included embedded UUIDs, and 236 included some kind of data that
resembled a hash5. Furthermore, motivated by interoperability with DNS both GNS
and IPFS (Section 3.3.3) generate DNS names and records with embedded hashes.

These issues can be partially addressed through mechanisms for DNS privacy, or
through different confidentiality mechanisms such as IPSec.

In upper layers, names tend to have global scope, and carry even more data. This is
widely recognised in HTTP, where the adoption of TLS has been increasing every year
[166]. It is also a consequence of the widespread use of URLs to carry state information
as part of their query [167]. For example, surveying URL in the Common Crawl data
set for data in the various segments reveals:

4http://commoncrawl.org as of July 2015
5The search looked for known hash lengths encoded as either base32 or base16 with a minimal

distribution of symbols in the target alphabeth.
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• 241679 email addresses embedded in URL
• In the query component: 7397147 UUIDs and 14913196 hashes6

• In the path component: 2241563 UUIDs and 5106553 hashes

While introducing confidentiality addresses these problems, this is not possible for
all protocols. Even when it is, alternative methods for privacy disclosure are still
available, through side channels, which will be described next.

When one cannot observe the desired private information, it may still be possible
to extract it from other contexts where it is used and is accidentally revealed. For this
thesis in particular, the intended scope is for attacks that either exploit the handling
of names, or whose result is the disclosure of a name associated with a private context.

Different protocols supply different privacy models. HTTP has a weak model with
regards to client location privacy: the client network addresses must be revealed for
the protocol to work, unless some indirection is introduced to prevent disclosure of
this information. Other protocols boast stronger models, for example both Simple
Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) and the Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol
(XMPP) use distributed models where intermediate servers are always used to forward
messages, and in theory should conceal this type of information from the receiving
party.

Either through protocol extensions or from established practices a protocol may
end up disclosing information that is not strictly required for operations. Likewise the
introduction of interoperability mechanisms may break privacy assumptions from one
protocol as it is bridged onto another.

HTTP clients disclose the URL of the previously visited web site in the referer
header [17], and SMTP servers [16]. Strictly speaking this information is not required
to operate these protocols, but it was added as a feature for some parties and now
a different set of stakeholders enact implementation changes to disable this type of
disclosure (in browsers or SMTP servers).

Browsers in particular are susceptible to multiple types of attacks that attempt to
probe the local data cache or history [168, 169, 170] to determine which URLs have
been visited in the past. This in turn can be used for the purposes of user profiling
[171, 172]. These issues are usually mitigated through client side mechanisms for cache
segmentation. Some notable exceptions implement URL privacy policies as a service
feature, are: [173] that introduces a pseudonym suffix to URLs; and [174] which studies
the privacy value of URL queries over a large data set, and proposes automated methods
for sanitising URLs that remove unnecessary content the query. The scheme in [135]

6The search looks for known hash lengths encoded as either base64, base32 or base16 with a
minimal distribution of symbols in the target alphabeths.
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stores user agent as part of a URL and appends signature elements as attributes in the
URL query, and for privacy protection it specifically encrypts the user IP address.

3.6 Summary

This chapter went through a number of common discovery and resolution protocols,
along with their associated namespaces and architectures. First, it considered discov-
ery protocols, whose main main purpose is to provide identification within the scope
of a local network. Following this, multiple name resolution protocols were covered
with multiple types of security and privacy mechanisms. Finally, some novel network
architectures are considered, where names offer a combination of what was seen in the
previous cases, but since the namespace is also used for general purpose routing of
packets its privacy exposure is even more significant.

Borrowing from the initial analogy, we point at things we cannot name, and some
of these namespaces are composed from multiple namespaces. So a name becomes a
mixture of a route that points to a destination, along with a number of assertions about
the object to be resolved or one of the elements in this path. Hashes can be used to
verify assertions about the resolved object, or about key holder in the path to getting
the object.

The previous chapter introduced Zooko’s triangle, a conjecture that states no
namespace can hold all three desirable properties (security, human meaning, and de-
centralisation). Composition of namespaces is used to work around this limitation, by
combining namespaces that hold different properties. This is not sufficient to overcome
the lack of decentralised resolution (if one of the namespaces does not support it) but
multiple namespaces introduce security through the addition of key or data hashes
within names.

It is yet unclear how hierarchical ICN namespaces will be constructed in practice.
The namespaces in NDN and CCN are a combination of globally routable prefixes and
content producer defined names. A parallel can be made with URLs which follow a
similar name binding procedure.

From this chapter, this thesis moves on to its main contributions towards two
distinct paths. First, Chapter 4, introduces security properties into discovery protocol
namespaces. These follows strategies similar to those seen in the state of the art,
but then derives some additional features from consistent identification in discovery
protocols. Later, Chapter 5, goes into privacy issues with different namespaces and
introduces mechanisms for privacy protection with different strategies across the stack.
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Chapter 4

Applying secure naming to
Discovery protocols

No great discovery was ever
made without a bold guess

Sir Isaac Newton

This chapter is concerned with the introduction of security semantics in ex-
isting discovery protocols. The purpose of such change is threefold. First the
introduction of security semantics (as seen in HIP), provides security ben-
efits even if the underlying transport protocol could not support it. Second,
if one can embed a consistent naming scheme in different protocols, then
mobility across network protocols become possible. Finally more malleable
namespaces could include additional security information, including one or
multiple signatures to convey trust information. These mechanisms can be
leveraged further for the purposes of security, mobility and interoperability.

4.1 Introduction

Another type of device namespace commonly seen in computer networks is defined
around discovery protocols. Discovery protocols provide a mechanism to advertise
devices or services under a specific name. Since they rely mostly on broadcast or
multicast communication as provided by the underlying network, the scope of the
name assignment is only meaningful to nearby devices.

Discovery protocols are common in unstructured or ad-hoc scenarios where a cen-
tral source for identification is not available. They also provide bindings between a
name and other objects such as service metadata or device description. In structured
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networks, the network may provide a discovery service to store and cache discovery
information so the nodes are relieved from this task. This can be seen in IoT environ-
ments where nodes need to reduce power consumption.

The Host Identity Protocol (HIP)[10] introduced the notion of verifiable names to
the network layer. In fact the use of a cryptographic namespace is a common solution
for host mobility and security [175]. But it is most commonly seen at the network
layer, to address the locator/id split in the IP protocol, or in upper layers to construct
overlay networks (Section 3.3.3). However many network protocols do not have the
naming flexibility necessary to use this type of approach.

Since the network address namespace will not allow for this type of approach, then
perhaps going up the stack provides a namespace that does not have this limitation.
In many scenarios, the next available network namespace is provided by some type
of discovery protocol. This is certainly the case in IoT environments and point to
point communication between mobile devices [86], where no central naming authority
is available.

Expanding on this notion of embedding information within names for the purposes
of security verification, it is worth considering embedding additional data within names.
Hashes can bind names to a public key, but the inclusion of signatures would allow
express relations of trust, or even transitive trust chains.

This chapter first approaches the use of hash based identifiers, as is common in
ICN or HIP, but instead of targeting the namespace of existing or future network
architectures it leverages multiple discovery protocols. From there it takes a detour to
propose methods to include security information in URLs, which are a common target
for proximity discovery. Since hash based URLs are already covered by existing state of
the art, a more ambitious target is to include signature information in this namespace,
or possibly certificates that enclose trust chains. Finally, it discusses its applications
for the purposes of interoperability IoT scenarios and discusses future applications.

4.2 Establishing a common namespace over existing discovery
protocols

There is a vast array of discovery protocols dedicated to enumerating network devices
or services. Because such protocols cannot rely on structured networks to provide this
information each network technology proposes their own, incompatible, solutions. This
results in an heterogeneous environment where different discovery solutions are used for
each network stack. Some of the more common discovery protocols seen in consumer
equipment are the following (as discussed in Section 3.2):
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• Bluetooth Service Discovery Protocol (SDP) uses its own service discovery pro-
tocol to discover nearby devices and associated services.

• Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) [176] is used in multimedia systems and home
entertainment systems.

• DNS-based Service Discovery (DNS-SD) [83] is a general purpose protocol, based
on multicast DNS, commonly used in consumer equipment and used in the Wifi
Direct protocol stack for point to point communication between mobile devices.

• Physical systems such as QR codes, NFC, or Bluetooth Eddystone that attach
digital information to an object, usually a URL to a network location.

As discussed, besides using distinct protocols, each solution employs different
namespaces and scopes, some are meant for naming devices others for service iden-
tification.

• Bluetooth identifies service types using UUIDs, that are resolved into device
MAC addresses/port.

• DLNA/UPnP[176] uses UUIDs formatted as URLs for service identification, these
can be resolved to IP addresses/ports for each device.

• DNS-SD uses hostnames in the .local TLD[83], to identify both services and
devices.

• QR codes, NFC, Eddystone usually store a URL that can be used to retrieve
additional information from a third-party, or store application specific data as
part of the URL.

Concerning their namespaces, Bluetooth and UPnP are the least flexible since they
use UUIDs [177]. DNS-SD is based on multicast DNS and allows the inclusion of
additional data records, such as TXT records. QR codes, NFC and custom solutions
on top of existing protocols (e.g. Eddystone over BLE) identify resources using URLs
with a limited size.

Like in HIP[10], the introduction of a common namespace over these protocols
would enable similar features:

1. Mobility across different discovery protocols provided the terminal is multi tech-
nology (or multihomed).

2. Bootstrapping of secure transport protocols over these networks, based on hashes
of public keys.

Mobility over different network architectures is a common occurrence in mobile
environments. Services tend to adopt different technologies to maximise coverage over
different devices and users, and likewise modern mobile devices attempt to support the
features required by different services and applications (Figure 4.1). In some cases, even
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Figure 4.1: Discovery interaction across multiple technologies and networks.

if the device does not support the required stack, support can be added via upgrades
or third-party applications.

Security features were not always considered when developing these discovery pro-
tocols. They defer this problem to the transport protocols, leverage models that are
not always applicable (e.g. Bluetooth PIN based association), or are not always avail-
able due to device manufacturer constraints. However since all underlying network
protocols provide some form of stream based communication, it should be possible to
devise a transport agnostic protocol that supports public key cryptography.

To achieve the aforementioned features, the approach proposed in this thesis is to
create a common namespace across all these protocols, and to define discovery functions
that enable resolution of this namespace over these different protocols. An opposite
approach would be to introduce a new discovery protocol that operates over all these
networks, but this type of approach is not backward compatible with existing protocols.
To maintain backward compatibility the proposed namespace must be representable
within the namespaces for each of these protocols, that is a common subset of the
namespaces for each of these protocols.

Protocols such as Bluetooth and UPnP use UUIDs as names. These have a limited
size of 128 bits, with certain bits assigned specific meanings [177]. Note that Bluetooth
LMP, while feasible, is not being considered here since it is mostly used for user defined
names. In contrast protocols like DNS-SD, are more amenable to embedding variable
length information as part of the identifier

As such one can consider UUIDs as the least common denominator. Despite their
size limitations, [177] foresees the generation of an UUID from a truncated hash
(UUIDv5). More generally, this approach can be applied to generate a UUID from
a name in another namespace.

For this purpose a new namespace can be defined, as any UUID generated from a
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EID (Secure) Namespace

Device 1Ka⁻¹ Ka

ELOCa1: bluetooth/00:03:74:AC:FF:3A

ELOCa2: dns-sd/printer.local

EIDa: UUID(SHA1(Ka))

Device 2

ELOCb1: bluetooth/00:03:74:AC:DD:A1

ELOCb2: dns-sd/printer2.local

EIDb: UUID(SHA1(Kb))

Kb⁻¹ Kb

Figure 4.2: Mapping between Entity Identifiers and Entity Locators

public key. This type of UUID is referred to as an Entity Identifier (EID).

EID = UUID(SHA1(K)) (4.1)

Here K is the public key in an asymmetric key pair (K, K−1). According to [177],
to minimise collisions with other UUIDs generated using the same method, the binding
function uses a different namespace identifier for each namespace. The EID namespace
identifier is 166266d3-a4b9-4886-9cb3-6d53d3928d68 (a random UUID generated for
this purpose).

Each name in this context can refer to one or more devices, so the resolved objects
are denominated ”Entities”. More generally the named entity corresponds to the holder
of the private key K−1, which can be one or multiple devices.

In practice, since the namespace is being resolved using network discovery pro-
tocols, the resolved objects are in fact network locators (Figure 4.2) or Entity Loca-
tors (ELOCs). Regardless of the wire format, the resolved ELOC always includes a
protocol family that identifies the protocol in use and a locator address:

ELOC = ProtocolFamily/ProtocolLocator (4.2)

4.2.1 Discovery functions

Around the EID namespace, one can define a protocol agnostic discovery frame-
work that applications can call upon. The goal is not to replace existing discovery
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), but rather to complement them with ad-
ditional functions. This framework does not impose a particular model on the under-
lying discovery protocol. Both centralised or distributed discovery protocols can be
supported, provided an UUID namespace can be represented in the underlying names-
pace.

Four core functions define this framework, and correspond to the API made avail-
able to the applications that use the framework:
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Publish Entity(EID, [ProtocolFamily ...]). Create the protocol specific identi-
fiers, and advertise our own entities, by publishing EID information to the network,
allowing other devices to discover them.

Discover Entities([ProtocolFamily ...]) → [(EID, ELOC)] . This function is
the general enumeration function, that discovers nearby entities and maps them to the
appropriate locators. Each discovery result take the form of a tuple (EID, ELOC),
that maps the discovered entities to locators in specific protocol families.

Entity-to-Locator(EID, [ProtocolFamily ...]) → [ELOC]. Returns the loca-
tors for the entity that advertises a specific EID. This can be used to find locators for
entities that have been encountered previously, and are known to hold a specific EID.

Locator-to-Entity(ELOC) → [EID]. Translates a locator from a specific discov-
ery protocol, to an EID. For example this is used to translate between a device identifier
(such as a MAC address), to an EID. A locator may have multiple associated EIDs.

From these functions one can quickly support two use cases: first aggregation of
discovery result from multiple protocols; and second mobility across protocols. The
optional ProtocolFamily argument enables the caller to specify which protocol should
be used when calling protocol independent functions.

Discovery aggregation (fig. 4.3) allows an application to discovery the same entity
over multiple protocols, with each discovery protocol in handled internally by the dis-
covery framework. Based on this information the application can then decide which
protocol is more suitable. For example, Bluetooth might be more energy efficient for
small payloads, but for transferring larger payloads WiFi may be preferable due to
higher throughput. After finding the desired EID, the application can connect over the
chosen protocol and start service authentication based on the EID.

At a later time, if a new discovery protocol (C) becomes available, then the applica-
tion can re-discover the previous EID in this new protocol (fig. 4.4). Afterwards a new
session can be established over the new protocol, requiring a reauthentication for that
particular EID. If the underlying transport protocol supports it, then techniques for
session resumption (e.g. [178]) can be applied to avoid a full reauthentication exchange.

From a different perspective, this is essentially mobility across different transport
protocols. The discovery framework provides the necessary information to enable this,
mapping locators from multiple network protocols, but the application (or some addi-
tional middleware) still needs to handle the choice of protocol and authentication.
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Application Discovery Framework Protocol A Protocol B Remote Device

PublishEntity(EID)

Publish service in A

Publish service in B

1. DiscoverEntities()

2. Discover Entities for protocol
 A

3. Discover Entities for protocol B

[EID, ELOC_A] [EID, ELOC_B]

Authenticate ELOC with EID

Figure 4.3: Discovering all entities for two protocols A and B

Application Discovery Framework Protocol C

1. Entity-to-Locator(EID, C)

2. Discover Entities for
protocol C with EID

[EID,ELOC_C]

Authenticate ELOC_C with EID

Figure 4.4: Find a locator for a known EID in a specific protocol(C)
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4.2.2 Instantiation

With the proposed framework one can reason about discovery processes as composed by
the described functions. For experimental purposes this framework was implemented
on top of four existing discovery protocols:

• Bluetooth SDP (through the Bluez bluetooth stack)
• DNS-SD (through the bonjour libraries)
• UPnP (using the Coherence implementation)
• Named Publish Subscribe Networking (NPSN), a centralised discovery protocol

for NDN

Naturally not all these protocols hold a one to one mapping with the described
functions. The purpose of this approach is to retain backward compatibility, keeping
protocol messages unchanged, while overloading existing messages to implement the
aforementioned functions. NDN is included here as an example of a non legacy sys-
tem, through NPSN, a custom publish/subscribe discovery protocol designed for IoT
environments [39].

For Bluetooth, an additional SDP service is announced (with the desired EID).
Discovery of an EID (a device, or group of devices) is carried out as searching for
a service type with a specific UUID. This corresponds to a change in semantics. In
Bluetooth SDP this process was originally meant to query for general service types
(e.g. printers, sound sinks), while for an EID aware application the same protocol
exchange means to query for the holders of an EID. A similar approach is also followed
for UPnP, by using the EID in the USN field.

In DNS-SD, discovery is scoped per service types (e.g. _http._tcp for HTTP
servers), and devices are enumerated for each service type. For publishing an EID, a
record is published under the _uuid._tcp service type. Under this service type, devices
advertise with their EID as a service name, that can then be mapped to a hostname.
This is also a common approach used by other applications to advertise additional
identification information in DNS-SD.

NDN lacks intrinsic discovery mechanisms, but different discovery protocols are
already emerging on top of this stack. For example, throughout this PhD two dif-
ferent discovery protocols were proposed for NDN, one for ad-hoc scenarios [40] and
another for publish subscribe environments [39]. The later protocol, called NPSN, was
intentionally designed to include the scheme proposed in this section as a mechanism
to facilitate interoperability, with other discovery protocols. Because NDN network
identifiers are variable length hierarchical paths, a generic approach is to include the
UUID in one of the labels of the path. NPSN is centralised, in the sense that the local
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Application Bluetooth Stack DNS-SD Stack Discovery Framework

1. find available services

2. find available services

3. Select service

4. Locator-to-Entity ( 'bluetooth', 00:03:74:AC:FF:3A)

5. find_service(00:03:74:AC:FF:3A)

6. EID

Figure 4.5: Discovering devices and the associated EID

network provides a rendezvous server to cache and aggregate discovery information for
local nodes. This shifts work from the clients and services onto the rendezvous server.

Initially this framework was implemented as a general purpose library 1 for cross
protocol device discovery [38] over Bluetooth, DNS-SD and UPnP. Its main purpose
was to provide a client device the ability to rediscover known services while switch-
ing the underlying communication protocol (cross protocol mobility) while minimising
service requirements other than the initial configuration. Internally, this framework is
available as an API used by applications, in combination with the regular APIs from
the supported discovery stacks.

For example, in its initial state (Figure 4.5), an application has no information
about services in the network and performs discovery using available protocols. It then
follows a series of steps to select a suitable service and determine its EID:

1. The application discovers services available using Bluetooth
2. Concurrently it also discovers services available using DNS-SD
3. The application selects one service instance e.g. 00:03:74:AC:FF:3A discovered

using Bluetooth
4. The application calls the Discovery Framework to determine the EID associated

to that particular device.
5. The discovery framework does an additional Bluetooth query to determine the

EID.
1Publicly available at https://github.com/ATNoG/python-udiscovery
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Application Discovery Framework Bluetooth Stack 00:03:74:AC:FF:3A

7. connect to 00:03:74:AC:FF:3A

8. Establish TLS tunnel

9. Retrieve Key(K)

10. Generate EID for key K

EID

11. Compare EID(K)
 with original EID

Figure 4.6: Authenticating known devices

6. If the device has an associated EID, it is returned to the application

Upon completion the application holds both a network locator and service meta-
data, as well as an EID. With these elements the application can start a new connection
to the service, using the EID to verify the authenticity of the connection.

Now that it was established how to discover devices based on the EID, they can
be combined with other protocols to enable device authentication. Assuming the EID
is generated as a hash of a public key, one can establish a connection using protocols
such as TLS that rely on public key cryptography.

Continuing from the previous step, after discovering a specific EID and a locator
an application would (Figure 4.6):

7. Use the ELOC from the previous step, to open a connection to the remote device.
8. Negotiates a TLS tunnel with the remote party
9. When the tunnel is established, the application extracts the remote party public

key
10. Generate the EID from the public key
11. Finally the EID for the retrieved key is compared with the original EID.

If both EIDs match, the authentication succeeds i.e. the remote party is in posses-
sion of the corresponding private key, and communication can proceed.

When, at a later time, the same application attempts to reconnect to the holder
of a previously used EID (Figure 4.7) using the same or a different protocol, it can
discover the locators for that specific EID:

1. The application queries the discovery framework for a device with the given EID
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Application Discovery Framework Bluetooth Stack DNS-SD Stack

1. Entity-to-Locator(EID)

2. find_service()

3. find_service()

4. Devices:
[00:03:..., host.local]

5. Select device

Figure 4.7: Reconnecting to a service using its EID over multiple protocols (Bluetooth
and DNS-SD)

2. The discovery framework queries for Bluetooth devices with the given EID
3. The discovery framework queries for DNS-SD devices with the given EID
4. The framework returns a list of all locators (with the given EID) found for both

protocols
5. From the returned device list, the application selects one, e.g. host.local over

DNS-SD

It is important to realise that the subtle change in semantics for some of the proto-
cols (Bluetooth, UPnP) does carry implications. Because device enumeration (i.e. EID
enumeration) is in fact service type discovery, this implementation always requires an
additional round trip time for Bluetooth SDP (step 2 in Figure 4.7 to find the EID
for a device). Likewise, for DNS-SD, an additional query might be required (or an
additional subscription at initialisation). However the additional costs can also be
amortised through caching, which is already used in various protocol stack implemen-
tations. Bluetooth stacks rely heavily on result caching, for a fixed period of time.
DNS-SD stacks use a publish/subscribe model where a background service handles up-
dates, thus exhibiting constant times (near zero), because the results are already in
cache.

In both DNS-SD and NPSN there is an additional cost for framework initialisa-
tion. DNS-SD requires an initial subscription to be made at startup, and a NPSN
session needs to be created with the rendezvous. In a Linux machine with a 1.3Ghz
processor this time averaged to 210 microseconds (for 1000 repetitions) to initialise the
library. However it should be noted that the DNS-SD libraries are most likely delaying
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initialisation, making it hard to measure the actual time cost.
While the previous examples (Figure 4.5) represents discovery operations as sequen-

tial, the implementation does in fact take advantage of parallelisation of the different
discovery protocol backends.

4.2.3 Security Considerations

This framework ties public key cryptography authentication with existing discovery
protocols. However there are some limitations that fall out of scope of these changes
and should be made clear.

For security purposes, the EID is generated from a hash of a public key, and the
desired security capabilities are a consequence of this property. It is assumed the caller
would take advantage of the EID namespace (Equation 4.1) to authenticate public
keys used by services, for example when using transport protocols like TLS. Other
generation methods can be considered under a different security model. The input for
UUID generation is always a hash, but it could be the hash of any piece of data. For
example UUIDs could be generated from DNS domain names [179], Uniform Resource
Identifiers (URI) [55] or X509 Distinguished Names [180]. Such change would require
other mechanisms to authenticate services, one common case being the Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI) used by clients that use TLS.

The described framework introduces names whose purpose is to be used for au-
thentication after discovery. However, since the security properties of the underlying
discovery protocols remain unchanged, traditional repetition attacks against these pro-
tocols are still viable. Malicious nodes can forge messages (e.g. a replay attack for a
known EID) that would work as a Denial of Service Attack (DoS) attack.

While the EID can be used for authenticating a key holder, it cannot assert trust.
The caller should store the EIDs for services it considers trustworthy or at least for
pinning services it used previously.

Ultimately the EID is a hash of the key and collisions might occur, by coincidence
or as a generated collision, and SHA1 is known to be vulnerable to attack [181]. Other
hash functions are available as replacement, but due to size constraints the hash would
need to be truncated to fit in the UUID. Ideally the client should store the keys asso-
ciated to the EID.

4.3 Building interoperable discovery gateways

The variety of different discovery protocol, results in an interoperability problem when
attempting to interconnect these networks and devices. Even if the communication
protocols in use are the same, no communication is possible if discovery is not possible.
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Figure 4.8: IoT scenario involving multiple services, consumers and gateways

One field where interoperability issues are common is IoT (Figure 4.8). The large
number of incompatible technologies and vendor specific protocols which is an impor-
tant scenario for our concerns leads to the introduction of compatibility gateways, that
provide protocol conversion services. These gateways retain the necessary state about
network devices, forward discovery information across different protocols and convert
protocol messages between devices if necessary.

The common identification scheme seen previously (in Section 4.2) establishes a
global discovery namespace. Intuitively, a global namespace would facilitate service
gateways deployment, since gateways could advertise the same identifier over multiple
discovery protocols and avoid state retention. However the namespace from Section 4.2
is only used as a global namespace that is resolved to the objects provided by the
underlying protocol. Before it can be used in IoT scenarios, additional challenges need
to be identified and addressed to build interoperability gateways that leverage this
namespace.

Within the context of IoT interoperability scenarios (Figure 4.8) challenges arise as
a consequence of the use of multiple protocols and intermediate gateways. To break
apart these challenges, the illustrated scenario can be described as four distinct basic
cases:

Case 1: When considering a simple IoT application, a representative scenario starts
as an set of sensors (Figure 4.9), that expose their services using discovery protocol
P1.(e.g. Bluetooth or Wifi Direct). The discovery protocol fulfils the role of finding the
services associated to those sensors, but it is possible the client only wants a specific
sensor (S1), or a subset of all sensors (e.g. S1+S2 but not S3).
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Figure 4.9: Case 1: Communicate with (sub)sets of sensors
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Figure 4.10: Case 2: Extending discovery to other protocols using gateways
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Figure 4.11: Case 3: Gateway replication

Case 2: To extend the previous scenario, and allow exposing the sensor(s) onto
other protocols, a gateway is added (Figure 4.10) that advertises the services over
two new protocols (P2 and P3). This opens up possibilities for clients that support
multiple protocols to take advantage of intelligent strategies, switching protocols as
they perceive to be beneficial. However this can only be achieved if they hold the
capability to identify both services being advertised as being equivalent.

Case 3: The introduction of additional gateways, will widen the coverage range for
one of the protocols or provide redundancy (Figure 4.11), but exacerbates compound
on the challenge presented in case 2. The problem of introducing multiple gateways
that map onto the same protocol (P3) is the risk of mapping the same service/sensor
multiple times, potentially confusing the clients on that protocol.
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One solution for this issue would require gateways to communicate among them-
selves to exchange service rosters, and avoid duplication of service advertisement. How-
ever, this kind of approach creates a strong emphasis on the knowledge detained by
each gateway, and on gateway coordination. In decentralised scenarios gateways can-
not assume full connectivity between gateways or that all gateways fall under the same
administrative domain.

P1P2

P3

Client

S1

S2

S3

Figure 4.12: Case 4: Discovery consistency across gateways

Case 4: One final case (Figure 4.12), derived from Case2, is when the client sup-
ports multiple protocols (and technologies), one of those being the protocol used by
the sensors, in which case the client may bypass the gateway entirely and be presented
with a service it cannot identify as being the same. While it might seem the gateway is
unnecessary (for that particular client), P2/P3 may provide wider coverage than P1.
More importantly the client should be able to realise that the services being advertised
over protocols P2 and P3 (i.e. advertised by the gateway), are the same services being
advertised over P1.

The namespace implemented in Section 4.2 is a good fit for these features. Multiple
devices can advertise the same EID (Case1), and the client can then choose a specific
sensor or multiple sensors. Assuming the gateway publishes discovery information
while retaining the EID the remaining cases are also be covered. Since the EID

is consistent in all supported protocols, clients can identify services discovered using
distinct protocols as being the same service (Case2) and choose the preferred protocol.
Likewise, gateway replication (Case3) will cause identical services, with the same EID

to be published by multiple gateways, even if the resolved information refers to distinct
gateways. Finally Case4, can be seen as a variation from Case2, where the client
supports the same two protocols as the gateway.

An IoT gateway that bridges two protocols can be seen as a node that performs
the following actions:

1. Discovers services advertised by sensors using the source protocol
2. Advertises matching service discovery information in a target protocol
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3. Translates data requests between the target and source protocol, i.e. conversion
of data representation from sensors in one transport protocol to another.

In [41, 39] the EID namespace is used to introduce decentralised IoT gateways,
with data conversion between Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT)[182],
Constrained Application Protocol (CoaP)[26] as well as NPSN [39] and PURSUIT [148].
Other data conversion approaches can be found in the literature for other protocols
[183, 184].

However, before this framework could be adopted for this type of scenarios two
shortcomings needed to be addressed. First the implementation lacked any considera-
tion for transport ports (as seen in UDP, TCP or Bluetooth RFCOMM) i.e. the EID
identifies one or more devices but cannot identify an upper layer protocol endpoint.

Thus the ELOC is extended from its original form (eq. (4.2)) to a three element
tuple with an optional element designated ProtocolChannel.

ELOC = ProtocolFamily/ProtocolLocator

[/ProtocolChannel] (4.3)

The ProtocolChannel holds the service information as returned by the underlying
discovery protocol. This element is optional to retain compatibility with the case where
the EID does not map into a service, or the discovery protocol does not provide one.
For Bluetooth the ProtocolChannel holds the Bluetooth channel, for IP based discovery
the TCP or UDP port. In NPSN, it is absent since the NDN name already includes
all necessary information.

A second limitation is that the EID binding always associates an EID with a public
key i.e. it always identifies the owner of the key. However clients may be looking for
opportunistic service with no expectation of trust, for example the nearest sensor with
a certain service type. In other words, it would be desirable to have a cross protocol
namespace for service type identification.

The binding method used for the EID [177] could accept an arbitrary piece of data
as argument, however the resulting name can not be authenticated when establishing
a connection. Reusing the same technique, the binding function for a Service Type
Identifier (SRVID) namespace can be defined as

SRV ID = UUID(SERV ICE_ID_STRING) (4.4)

The resulting name is still an UUID but is meant as an identifier for specific service
type. To minimise collisions with the EID namespace a new namespace identifier is
used 957d7f49-2674-4e12-ab92-4a1678d82d03. To generate an SRVID from a service
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type, the binding function as stated previously is applied using a service type as the
content argument, e.g. for the string ”printer” the resulting identifier is

47ac0c1e − e377 − 5b5d − 92cf − 18b489835781 (4.5)

As the hashing operation is non reversible, i.e. it is impossible to get the human
readable service type from the hash, a similar requirement to other discovery protocols
that use UUIDs is to keep a mapping table of well known service types into matching
identifiers (e.g. UUIDs or ports). For now, it is left up to the caller to choose the source
material for the SRVID. Different network stacks use their own canonical centralised
namespaces for this (e.g. IANA service names for IP services, or Bluetooth known
service type UUIDs).

Since any device can advertise multiple EIDs, consequently it can also advertise as
many service types as necessary, as is the case for most service discovery protocols.
With this information in hand, a client can cross reference discovery results to find a
device that simultaneously advertises the EID for a known key and a SRVID. This
yields both a service locator and a method to verify authenticity based on the public
key. Naturally this comes at the cost of additional discovery messages. The messages
exchange from Figure 4.4 needs to be repeated from each EID/SRVID.

An alternative method would be to generate a namespace that combines both the
hash of the public key with the hash of the service type, e.g.

EID∗ = UUID(SHA1(′printer′) + SHA1(K)) (4.6)

However this approach would prevent the clients from discovering devices based on
service type alone, or the sensors would need to advertise even more services for all
possible combinations which is also undesirable in constrained scenarios.

4.4 Embedding security information in discovery URLs

The previous section discussed the construction of a verifiable namespace over UUIDs,
that worked through the introduction within the UUID of hashes constructed from a
public key. From here, the next target in this type of protocols is not the namespace
but rather the scope of the protocol which is often a URL.

Due to size limitations, URLs are not used directly in the protocols discussed earlier,
but they are commonly used in other discovery contexts (Section 3.2.4), not as names
but as objects in the resolution scopes, which are then used as locators to a service.
Because URLs are composed from multiple namespaces, it is common to use hashes
as part of an URI. Some schemes, like magnet links [136] and the named information
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scheme [59] were designed solely for the purpose of generating location independent
URLs for pieces of data.

In proximity scenarios, service discovery can be triggered from scanning an NFC
tag, QR bar code or based on other lightweight protocols (e.g. Eddystone). These
often include a URL that locates the contact point for the service.

This type of scenarios motivated the work done in [36, 37], an electronic ticketing
service for mobiled devices, with mutual authentication between the service provider
and the ticket holder, this leverages this same approach. The primary goal was to
provide mutual authentication mechanisms in mobile scenarios, even when global con-
nectivity could not be assumed. This often involved authentication procedures that
started from unauthenticated discovery information using one of the protocols de-
scribed earlier in Section 3.2.

Given the different types of mobile devices, multiple methods mechanisms for ini-
tialising a process from proximity discovery are available. In [36] multiple types of
scenarios were supported allowing service discovery to be started from three sources:

1. QR codes
2. NFC tags
3. Bluetooth

The result of the discovery step is always a URL, used to reach the ticket con-
sumption service, through one of the supported transport protocols Ticket submission
can occur either over Bluetooth or IP (i.e. Wifi or WifiDirect [86]). Internally, ticket
generation and submission uses a Representational State Transfer (REST) webservice
over TLS.

In [36] each entity (client, seller, consumer) holds a public/private key pair. Tickets
(Figure 4.13) are signed by the seller and include the public key of the ticket holder
(BP ), a seller certificate (V ) and a consumer certificate (E). This is sufficient informa-
tion for the client to authenticate the ticket consumer service and vice-versa.

Ticket generation and consumption is illustrated in Figure 4.14. The user equip-
ment acquires a ticket from a seller, generated from a private key BP from the user’s
device (steps 1 − 3). Each ticket is generated from a new user key, to avoid identity
correlation from multiple sellers. For ticket consumption (steps 4 − 8), the user, starts
by discovering a nearby ticket consumption service and establish a connection. From
the discovered information the user can also determine which tickets can be used with
this service. The certificate E is used to determine if the TLS connection should be
trusted before submitting the ticket, this avoids disclosing the information in the ticket
to untrusted third parties. The ticket consumer service authenticates the client as the
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Figure 4.13: Internal ticket structure for Multipass

correct ticket holder through the key BP (used to establish the TLS connection), and
verifies the ticket is valid through the seller signature Sig(VK) and certificate V .

To avoid the introduction of fake discovery tags in step 4 (Figure 4.14), all tag
contents are signed by the ticket consumer. The URLs inside the tag contains the
following items

1. The original URL, pointing at the intended service
2. An identifier used to identify the signing party and/or signing method
3. A cryptographic signature of the previous two fields

The original URL is separated from the remaining fields with the # character, while
the identifier and signature are separated by a question mark (?), e.g.

https://atnog.av.it.pt#keyid?XAOyG28RNDKDdZW4as3diAuiDXTXz
ZiZsyV_Znvx3b1HjA8aVHvvAbkzcVc0FDzw

Choosing # as the separator character ensures the resulting representation is itself
a valid URL, with the key identifier and signature encoded in its fragment. In HTTP,
URL fragments are used as local subresource identifiers [55, 185], and are never sent to
the remote HTTP server. This guarantees backward compatibility, in the sense that
the URLs encoded with this method can continue to be used as regular HTTP URLs.
If the application reading the tag understands the additional semantics then it can
verify the signature, otherwise it can use it as a regular HTTP URL.

Other alternatives, such as [135], encode signature attributes as part of the URL
query. This makes them more generic, since they can be applied to any URI scheme,
but will send the entire signed URL when making an HTTP request.

The signature sizes vary with different encryption algorithms, and key sizes (Ta-
ble 4.1). To include the signatures inside the URL these need to be encoded in base64
[130], which causes an overhead up to 33% additional bytes. The values presented in
Table 4.1 were obtained from the DER encoding used by the OpenSSL toolkit2. For
even shorter signatures there are variants of the DSA and ECDSA [186, 187] that can
make signatures up to 25% smaller.

2https://www.openssl.org
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1. Trigger ticket purchase
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6. Verify connection with E

7. Submit ticket
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(Ticket Generation)
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Figure 4.14: Ticket generation and consumption
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Table 4.1: Signature length for multiple algorithms

Algorithm Signature length (bytes) Base64 length(bytes)
ECDSA secp256k1 71 98
ECDSA secp512r1 139 191
DSA 71 98
RSA 2048 bits 256 349
RSA 4096 bits 512 693

Table 4.2: Key/Certificate length for multiple algorithms (base64 encoded)

Algorithm Key length (bytes) Certificate length(bytes)
ECDSA secp256k1 174 420
ECDSA secp512r1 268 611
DSA 2048 bites 1198 1448
RSA 2048 bits 451 964
RSA 4096 bits 800 1655

With base64, signatures can be included in URLs as described earlier, the largest
signature (RSA 4096 with 693 bytes) would still be within the maximum size of a
QR tag (2953 bytes). However, for pragmatic reasons described in Section 3.3.5 the
maximum size of an URL, can be considered to be 2000 bytes.

Attempting to include additional information, such as a public key or certificate
may run into the maximum length. Elliptic Curve keys are much smaller in size,
and make it possible to encode certificates inside the URL, which opens the door for
delegation, as is done inside the tickets (Figure 4.13).

Table 4.2 shows the key and certificate sizes (base64 encoded) of different algo-
rithms. The certificates in this example are encoded in X.509 [188], and include only
the minimal required information. An alternative certificate representation format is
specified in [189], which is also used in NFC signed records. This can save up to 40%
(60% with optional optimisations) for the elliptic variants [190].

The elliptic curve variants are the more promising in terms of space (Table 4.3).
For example the ticket format depicted in Figure 4.13 (one key BP , two certificates E,
V and a signature) would require at least 1112 bytes to be encoded inside a URL with
the smaller curve. From the other algorithms, only the RSA 2048 is small enough to
fit in a QR code, but possibly too large to be used in an HTTP URL.

Finally, as pointed out in [94], even if data in these tags is signed by a trusted party,
it is still possible for an attacker to implement replay attacks, where the correct tag is
replaced with another valid tag.

A valid, but expired, tag can be used as a DoS attack, leading them to a service
that will never respond. When using passive tags (i.e. QR codes or passive NFC tags)
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Table 4.3: Encoding size for a full ticket (base64 encoded)

Algorithm Ticket length (bytes)
ECDSA secp256k1 1112
ECDSA secp512r1 1681
DSA 2048 bits 4192
RSA 2048 bits 2728
RSA 4096 bits 4803

a DoS attack cannot be avoided, if the attacker can tamper with the tags.
A valid tag from a different physical terminal can be used to to deceive users into

buying the incorrect items[94]. To avoid this, full authentication requires an additional
step where the physical device in proximity with the user provides confirmation before
authentication can proceed. For example, [191] generalises this notion to incorporate
radio interference into the authentication process to determine if a MITM attack is
occurring.

4.5 Conclusions

Generally speaking, this chapter introduces techniques to embed security information
in different types of discovery namespaces, and details this for UUIDs and URLs.
UUID based namespaces are used is common discovery protocols as service identi-
fiers (Bluetooth SDP, UPnP, DLNA), and other protocols that fulfil similar roles can
accommodate the inclusion of an UUID as part of their names.

The advantage of implementing this as information embedded is discovery protocol
identifiers is that no changes to the network or even discovery stacks are required. These
approaches can be implemented on top of existing discovery protocols, for example as
part of application logic in mobile devices, with no need for low level changes to either
the network stack or the discovery stack.

In total, three name binding functions are defined in this chapter, the EID, SRVID
and URLs with embedded signatures and certificates.

The EID is a namespace for device identification based on hashed public keys. It
is heavily inspired by the HIP protocol and it is used to established authenticated
connections over multiple protocol stacks. For each of the considered protocols (SDP,
UPnP, DNS-SD, NPSN) this is achieved by compressing the desired hash as a UUID
and providing discovery functions between this UUID and the protocol specific network
addresses. In a way, the EID can be considered to be as a overlay discovery protocol.
Currently, the list of supported protocols covers the majority of consumer equipment
protocol stacks and it seems likely others could be added as well.
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The SRVID is nearly identical to the EID, but it foregoes the authentication based
on public key for a simple identification of service types. It is used for advertising
network protocol independent services that can operate over different protocol stacks.
It does not provide authentication, but it can be combined with the EID to achieve
both these properties at the same time. However this requires a network agnostic
transport protocol that can use public key cryptography (a role fulfilled here by TLS).

With the provided discovery functions, applications can implement cross protocol
session mobility, moving over to the protocol that offers the best energy/bandwidth
efficiency or based on other strategies. Furthermore, nothing prevents the keys used
in other protocols (e.g. HIP) from being used in an EID or other similar systems, at
which point it is possible to integrate with HIP based resolution or other upper layer
protocols based on overlay networks.

The URL embedding strategies (Section 4.4) are meant for discovery operations
that use URLs as general purpose locators in discovery scenarios. In particular they
were used to increase resistance to interception attacks in a mobile ticketing service.
This is achieved through the inclusion of signatures used to validate discovery informa-
tion based on pre-stored keys, or alternatively one or more certificate to express trust
relations and delegation for signature verification. However, inclusion of certificates
quickly reaches the limitations imposed more constrained URL storage media, such as
QR codes or practical implementation limits

Ultimately these mechanisms do not alter the security properties, (or lack of secu-
rity), since they remain vulnerable to replay attacks, at least as a form of Denial of
Service Attack (DoS).

These mechanisms are partially composable, as one can include an EID as part
of a URL. However the reverse is not possible due to size constraints. A straight-
forward conclusion is that one cannot expect to rely on external signatures to detect
fake discovery information when crossing those networks, i.e. anyone can announce
any identifier. The implementation approach that was taken is heavily geared towards
backwards compatibility with existing devices and services. Section 3.2.4 already in-
troduced alternative protocols in Bluetooth that are based on URL advertisement, but
the size constraints remain. If the need arises, then new extensions would need to be
introduced into the stack of these protocols.

The following chapter will continue onto a different path, that of privacy in global
namespaces. While this topic may be claimed to be orthogonal to the work done thus
far, this chapter spent a significant amount of effort embedding different identifiers on
top of often insecure discovery protocols. This approach is not dissimilar to the one
seen in other namespaces covered in Chapter 3. However as these namespaces become
global, which is a likely consequence of the IoT mapping mechanisms introduced here,
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then privacy becomes increasingly relevant.
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Chapter 5

Realising Namespace Privacy

Any privacy in public is a hard
thing to negotiate

Benedict Cumberbatch

In this chapter, the main subject is that of naming privacy and the privacy
mechanisms implemented in this thesis. First it introduces pseudonymity
solutions at the network layer. Following this, it goes up the stack, first to
identify sources of privacy leakage at the upper layers and then to propose
a service enforced privacy namespace for URLs.

5.1 Introduction

Digital privacy is now a common topic. Society is presently engaged on a debate
surrounding privacy and its relation to values such as freedom of speech, security and
the role of technology. Much of this debate has been centred on user privacy, and data
disclosure, but privacy is not an absolute concept but rather dependent on context[192].

Names, in this context, are a fundamental form of metadata, a form of identifica-
tion for various types of resources in the network. In the previous chapter, as in much
of state of the art covered in Chapter 3, a general tendency towards namespace com-
position can be observed, in which new namespaces are created from previous ones. In
other words, based on ongoing research trends and empirical observation, the amount
of information placed in names seems to be increasing. Consequently disclosure of this
type of metadata becomes more revealing, and depending on the specific name it may
reveal location, user identity, relations to specific content, or trust in some authority.

Initial contributions to this topic aimed to introduce support for privacy mecha-
nisms related to network exchanges. In particular using three types of mechanisms to
achieve this goal: first on the client side (i.e. in the user terminal equipment) through
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pseudonymity solutions, second with support from network infrastructure, and third
through the integration of IdM mechanisms that apply pseudonymity with regards to
external services. This is the work described in Section 5.4

A realisation that followed from this work is that the previous techniques can only
apply pseudonymity to those namespaces that are ”close” to the user, in the sense
that the user is involved in the assignment of names in this namespace or is directly
connected to those that are (i.e. the network provider). Steering away of from these
namespaces, and moving onto those controlled by content providers (e.g. URLs, and
partially DNS), presents a different set of privacy concerns.

Even assuming that service providers are not concerned with user privacy, since
privacy disclosure is transitive [42], user behaviour may disclose service information.
The techniques described in Section 3.5.2 are usually applied to exploit user privacy,
and mitigated as such. But they are equally applicable in determining which users
visited which services or web sites i.e. they allow a competing service to build a
costumer list for the competing services and products. As such while users might not
be aware of these issues, services should be highly motivated to hinder this type of
disclosure.

To assess this problem, Section 5.2 studies this issue within the context of location
disclosure through the use of HTTP in the XMPP protocol. This is done trough a study
of the of HTTP URLs that lead to location disclosure, either in the core protocol, in
third-party extensions or due to implementation vulnerabilities.

To address this problem, Section 5.3 introduces techniques for service providers to
conceal information in the multiple components of a URL at the application layer. This
is generalised as an implementation for HTTP applications through the creation of a
Session Bound Namespace (SBN), a transient URL namespace in which all names are
URLs generated from other URLs, with varying levels of privacy as defined by a service
policy. Similar mechanisms, for the network layer, are introduced in Section 5.4.

5.2 Informatin leakage at the application layer

Looking at the application layer it may be hard to grasp the status of privacy, for a
given application or service. As pointed out (in Section 3.5.2) confidentiality is not the
main concern, as soon as mechanisms such as TLS are in place. Side channels that
disclose private information are the main practical concern in this context.

To tackle this, a study of location privacy in the XMPP protocol was conducted
in [43]. It surveys a group of attack strategies and vulnerabilities that take advantage
of URL handling in this protocol or through associated applications and services. The
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primary goal of this work was to survey vulnerability to location privacy attacks using
URLs, due to the use of HTTP as result of XMPP events.

The reason for choosing XMPP as a subject of study was threefold. First, because
historically Instant Messaging (IM) services are considered to have a strong privacy
model with regards to location privacy between users, messages always go through a
central server to reach the destination. By comparison, the privacy model for web
applications is weak, since each HTTP request reveals the user’s IP address to the
remote party.

Second the integration of this protocol with web services was widespread at the
time. When [43] was published, both Facebook and Google supported this protocol for
their respective IM services1, which opens the door for door to leveraging web browser
privacy attacks over this protocol and studying service provider practices in this area.
In particular, the Facebook and Google services connect users to their social network
rosters, which could open an attack vector for friends, co-workers or other types of
contacts depending on the social network. While this protocol has lost favor in this
context it is still common for internal communication, or as part of other protocol (e.g.
IoT).

Finally, it is an area where protocol extensions are common practice. The protocol
is extensible and client side implementations often take advantage of this to introduce
capabilities that go well beyond the intended feature set of the protocol. Likewise since
it is a federated protocol, different services apply different policies, to the point where
feature implementation may differ with each service provider. Multiple extensions to
the core protocol are available and published as a XMPP Extension Protocol (XEP).

5.2.1 Attack strategies

The underlying attach strategy, is to take advantage of the fact that some XMPP
clients partially behave as HTTP clients and support a subset of their capabilities.
In theory, if a client to client message could trigger an HTTP request to a resource
controlled by the attacker (Figure 5.1), then this would be enough to determine user
location based on IP address geolocation[20, 22].

Traditionally, to trigger this type of information disclosure attack in an IM protocol,
the first approach is to trigger any feature that requires direct point-to-point commu-
nication between clients. File transfer is usually the classical vector for these attacks,
but IM protocols usually prevent this information from being released without at least
requesting consent from the target user. In this regard XMPP is very conservative:
initially it only provided transfers going trough the server (in-band), and out of band
exchanges require confirmation from the receiving user before they release information.

1Facebook removed XMPP support in 2015, and Google in 2017.
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Figure 5.1: XMPP information disclosure attack via HTTP

As such, the primary target of work are attacks that do not require user interaction
to succeed, and if possible, the target should not realise the attack is taking place. In
particular three classes of vulnerabilities are of interest, in order of decreased generality:

1. Vulnerabilities in the XMPP protocol that can implicitly trigger HTTP requests.
2. Implementation practices that, while following protocol specification, uninten-

tionally trigger these attacks.
3. Third party extensions that enable this kind of behaviour.

Some of these attack techniques are specific to XMPP while others can be reused
with other protocols or applications that apply similar practices.

This work, illustrates the weaknesses that can be derived from three types of fea-
tures: the use HTML content within messages, the retrieval of roster metadata using
the HTTP protocol, and finally the use of client side extensions that automatically
fetch data based on URLs found in messages. Of course, other attacks can explore
different aspects of these weaknesses, but the work here should be enough to illustrate
the privacy concerns that easily appear.

5.2.1.1 HTML Formatted messages

Protocol extension XEP-0071[193] introduces the use of HTML as message data format
for XMPP messages. The original goal was to support text formatting with font sizes,
colours and the inclusion of references to external data to be loaded using HTTP, in
particular images.

The protocol draft adequately discusses the privacy implications of introducing
HTML rendering within the IM client and provides recommendations to mitigate them,
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from policies that delay HTTP requests until the user clicks the content to outright
disable any form of data formatting and loading.

This method requires clients to support the protocol extension XEP-0071[193],
with no requirements whatsoever on the XMPP server. An attacker crafts a message
with links (either a text anchor or image) under his control. Since messages are sent to
specific users in the roster, different messages can be sent to different users, establishing
a unambiguous relation between each target and the links being retrieved.

While sending a direct message may prompt the target user to realise something
is happening, HTML formatting also provides ways to conceal content. Images can be
1 pixel wide transparent images that look invisible, and the text description for URL
links can be empty or contain invisible characters. The combination of these techniques,
means the target might associate any type of action notification to a spurious error on
the application rather than an action from the attacker.

5.2.1.2 Cross referencing HTTP and XMPP

XMPP clients exchange various metadata about the user. In particular, the proto-
col provides three extensions to exchange user icons (Avatars), XEP-0084[194], XEP-
0153[195] and XEP-0054[196]. The three extensions differ in how this data is ex-
changed, but one feature is common among the three: all support the retrieval of
avatars using HTTP.

XEP-0084 and XEP-0153 have additional requirements. Attacks targeting XEP-
0153 require client support for external URLs in the vCard format, while attacks to
XEP-0084 require server-side support.

The primary difficulty of targeting this feature is that this data is sent equally to
all contacts in the roster. As such there is no way to target an individual user with this
approach, because the server will forward the attack URL to all users. To circumvent
this issue, this attack can be combined with browser fingerprinting techniques [197,
198] in order to match eventual HTTP requests with each user in the roster.

In this regard, XMPP clients behave just like web browsers: They advertise ap-
plication specific information (application brand name, version, supported capabilities
and operating system) among users (i.e. in band through the XMPP server). Likewise
HTTP client implementations also send HTTP headers that expose similar informa-
tion. This means browser fingerprinting techniques can be used from XMPP protocol
information. Furthermore cross-fingerprinting between protocols seems to be a plausi-
ble way to overcome the main issue with this attack method, allowing us to identify
an HTTP request as belonging to a specific contact in the roster.

Even if cross referencing fingerprints between protocols is not sufficient to get an
unambiguous match, it is still possible to determine the correct HTTP fingerprint
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from one of the other attacks to determine which contacts match the stored HTTP
fingerprint.

5.2.1.3 URL preloading extensions

A final approach is to target client side application extensions that fall outside the
scope of the protocol specification. Several client extensions automatically load URLs
sent inside messages, in order to provide in-line previews for images and videos, or
web page metadata. In practice, this is similar to the first attack method that was
described using HTML data. The main difference however, is that such mechanisms
are protocol agnostic, or are third-party components installed by the user. Earlier
similar issues were described, for unintended data leakage through DNS, for different
types of applications, in DNS hostnames in browsers [105] and in general URLs in other
applications [106].

While this type of extensions will automatically trigger an HTTP request in the
client, they also prompt user attention for the new messages. Unlike in the first case,
there is no way to conceal the interactions, since extensions require visible text for the
URL in the messages.

5.2.2 Results

There is a large number of XMPP client implementations and services, each with dis-
tinct policies, and evolving in time. This study targeted a set of representative client
implementations and service providers that exhibit diverse behaviour that illustrates
the discussion of this topic: it is easy to breach privacy in current network environ-
ments.

On the client side, 16 XMPP clients were surveyed. From this set, 8 are desktop
applications, 3 run as part of web interfaces in a web browser, and 5 in mobile devices.
The analysed desktop implementations were the following: Kopete, Gajim, Psi, Citron-
IM, Pidgin, Messages, Digsby, Google-Talk and Jappix. For mobile devices, a selection
of the top ranking clients in the application market were selected. In the Android
operating system, Xabber, Beem and Jabiru. For iOS, Talkonaut and Trillian were
used. Some popular clients are kept off the test set, to avoid clients based on the same
implementation e.g. Adium for Mac is based on the same implementation as Pidgin
and iChat client shares the same code base with the Messages client.

For the Google services, tests were conducted using both the web interface (through
GMail) and the official desktop application for Windows. In Facebook services only
the web interface was tested, since there was no officially supported XMPP client at
the time.
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HTML Messages HTTP Avatars URL Preloading
Support Vulnerable Support Vulnerable Support Vulnerable

Kopete • XEP-0153 • • •
Gajim • • XEP-0153 • •
Psi • XEP-0153

XEP-0084
Citron-IM XEP-0153
Pidgin • XEP-0153 •
Messages • XEP-0153
Digsby • • XEP-0153 •
Xabber XEP-0153
Beem/
Jabiru
Facebook
Chat
Google Talk XEP-0153
(Web)
Google Talk XEP-0153
(Windows)
jappix.com • • XEP-0153
Talkonaut/ XEP-0153
Trillian

Table 5.1: Results: XMPP Client vulnerability for each attack

Tests were conducted on the jabber.org or jabber.cz services, since they are know to
support all the required features, and also on the Google and Facebook XMPP services
when applicable.

Table 5.1 presents the summary of the results for each attack method in the various
XMPP client implementations. From the set of 16 clients, 5 were compromised. The
only attack method that succeeded against Pidgin, was through its URL preloading
extensions, however this extension is disabled by default. The majority of web-based
and mobile clients lack support for HTML formatted messages.

Additional findings about the multiple implementations and services for each of
the aforementioned attack methods are discussed more thoroughly in the following
subsections.

5.2.2.1 HTML formatted messages

From all tested client set, only 7 supported HTML formatted messages, and only 3
were found to be vulnerable to this method. However the HTML content was handled
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differently by different implementations. The different client behaviour can be broken
down into four distinct groups based on how this feature was implemented:

1. Kopete, Gajim and Digsby use the WebKit library2 to render HTML content,
meaning they actually run a browser engine within the XMPP client application.

2. Psi renders HTML using a Rich Text parser, thus preventing any form of remote
request from the HTML parser.

3. Pidgin uses a regular text parser that allows some HTML tags. Messages for
Mac follows a similar approach.

4. Jappix.com was the sole web interface that allowed HTML formatted messages.

All successful attack cases used image tags to trigger the HTTP requests. Other
attack payloads, such as links, CSS stylesheet references, or the inclusion of Javascript
in the HTML payload were found to be ineffective.

5.2.2.2 HTTP published avatars

On the client side, while support for avatar information in XMPP was possible through
multiple extensions (XEP-0153 and XEP-0084), only the former seems to be widely
supported by client implementations. From the 16 tested clients, only 2 (Digsby and
Kopete) were found to be vulnerable, in both cases using XEP-0153.

On the server side, the Facebook chat does not support this protocol and any
attempt to set an avatar, through one of the other extensions will cause the connection
to the server to be terminated. Likewise Google Talk does not implement server side
support for XEP-0084 at all.

Since the avatar information was sent to all contacts in the roster, the primary
limitation of this attack was that it could not target a specific user. Previously it
was assumed that browser fingerprinting techniques could be reused to assist in this
task. This proved to be true. For both the cases that succeeded in triggering an HTTP
request for the Avatar image, the clients used a User-Agent header in the request which
clearly identifies the client application (Table 5.2). While Digsby only provides a terse
application specific header, Kopete uses the regular header from the WebKit library
which is not specific to the XMPP client.

2https://webkit.org/
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Client HTTP User Agent
Kopete(Avatar) Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64) AppleWebKit/533.3 (KHTML,

like Gecko) kopete/4.8.1 Safari/533.3
Gajim Gajim 0.15
Digsby Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 6.1; en-US)
(HTML messages) AppleWebKit/534.10 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/8.0.552.5

Safari/534.10
Digsby(Avatar) Python-httplib2/digsby
Pidgin Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux x86_64; en-us) AppleWebKit/534.16+

(KHTML, like Gecko) Version/5.0 Safari/534.16+

Table 5.2: HTTP User Agent used by each XMPP client

5.2.2.3 URL preloading extensions

Concerning URL preloading extensions, only 3 of the surveyed implementations sup-
ported this type of extensions, and when enabled all of them were found to be vulnerable
(Pidgin, Gajim, Kopete). In particular they immediately triggered an HTTP request
to fetch an image, even before the receiving user takes any action.

The only observable difference between these three implementations was that Pidgin
did not use any particular revealing information in its user agent (Table 5.2), while
both the other implementations clearly identify the XMPP implementation

5.2.3 Discussion

The purpose of this work was to experimentally understand how privacy leakage can
work in practice. Lessons learned reveal different aspects: how widespread some privacy
breaches are, some fundamentally weaknesses and if these could be seen as targets to
be addressed.

Given the target test set, only a moderate number of implementations were found to
be vulnerable to the attack designed her designed here. In general, both XMPP client
implementations and services seem to be very conservative when it comes to adopting
protocol extensions that would allow this type of privacy breach, in particular in mobile
devices.

Even in services where embedded web content is common, the use of embedded
HTML content was not supported (with the exception of jabbix). This privacy feature
happens despite the fact that the web versions of these services do protect users from
this type of privacy breaches. For example, if a Facebook user posts a link to an
image (on the web site), the Facebook services fetch a copy of the image to display on
their webpages which avoids disclosure of user location to a resource controlled by an
attacker. Other services employ similar techniques, Twitter for example only displays
content from pre-approved sources (Youtube for videos or established image hosting
services for pictures) otherwise the user will only see a clickable URL.
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Interestingly enough, these approaches are not implemented in the XMPP clients,
which either disable the feature completely or are vulnerable to attack. This would
be understandable for client implementations that do not provide their own hosting
infrastructure, but even services like Google or Facebook that already implement this
kind of privacy features in other contexts simply disable these features in XMPP.

Earlier the use of browser fingerprinting techniques was proposed to circumvent the
main limitation for one type of attack. The initial expectation was that, when issuing
an HTTP request, XMPP clients might be identifiable, much like browser users with
a unique fingerprint [197]. Some clients clearly embed the XMPP client name as part
of the HTTP User-Agent header. This is sufficient to identify the specific implementa-
tion, but it did not reveal additional information, and requests were indistinguishable
between two users with the same implementation. Knowing the implementation may
however enable more targetd privacy attacks.

It is not unusual for client implementations to reveal application information as em-
bedded metadata. HTTP browsers and mail agents both have the User-Agent header,
and XMPP advertises application name and operating system in band. What is novel
here is consistent (in some cases) cross-protocol User-Agent information.

In HTTP a similar trend has emerged as established practice where consumers
for HTTP APIs, where Terms of Service (ToS) mandate an application must use a
distinguishable User-Agent header, even when more secure forms of identification are
available. As of January 2018 similar obligations can be found in the requirements for
third-party application using popular web service APIs like Reddit, Discord, Github
or Travis CI. This suggests similar types of privacy information could be accidentally
disclosed by these applications. In fact even if this test was dated in time, the trend
towards automated data handling (e.g. IoT), suggest this problem has potential for
growth.

5.3 Service provider enforced privacy for URLs

It is now established that privacy disclosure from names may be a consequence of multi-
ple independent issues. Protocol design, implementation issues, third-party extensions
and user-behaviour can result in privacy disclosure. In some namespaces are not user
defined or controlled i.e. the namespace is partially or completely controlled by other
entities, often a service provider that handles name assignment.

There is ample previous work that mitigates URL disclosure from side channels
(Section 3.5.2) through client side implementations. HTTP browsers in particular are
a common research target on this subject, but other protocols such as SMTP also
exhibit similar issues and implementation workarounds.
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Even outside the context of side channel attacks, it is worth considering the amount
of metadata placed in a URL. URLs hold a reasonable amount of metadata about
interactions going through the network, revealing which services where visited, or who
the user is [174, 199, 200]. Either through remote exploitation or forensic analysis [201,
202] of stolen devices, a significant amount of information can be extracted from URLs
alone.

On the service provider side there are examples of ad-hoc privacy oriented policies
in general purpose protocols. For example, both Google and Facebook apply content
specific policies in HTTP websites and XMPP endpoints, to prevent privacy disclosure
between users. Similar policies are implemented by email providers that scrub revealing
information from SMTP transactions.

It is important to remember here that, in the real world, privacy is a consequence
of mutual enforcement within a space e.g. altough privacy is the result of individual
discretion, on a day to day basis people hold different expectations of privacy from
different locations. Some spaces are more private due to physical barriers, others
due to the letter of law or agreed human behaviour. This real world notion of variable
privacy does not translate into ”online spaces”. The technical burden of privacy is often
considered to be a user problem, or part of specialised infrastructure (e.g. ToR[203]),
and the service provider rarely takes action to protect user privacy.

A comparison can be drawn to cache oriented ICN network architectures (i.e. CCN,
NDN), where a variation of this privacy problem is the ability to probe intermediate
router caches for the presence of content. This remains an open problem even in these
architectures [161].

To reduce private information exposure in URLs, this section introduces mech-
anisms for encoding URLs in a way that conceals private information, shifting the
burden of privacy to the conent provider. For implementation purposes the work pre-
sented here is focused on encoding of URLs used in HTTP applications, since these
have specific requirements regarding backwards compatibility and support for DNS
hostnames. Based on a set of requirements a new namespace (a subset of URL) is
defined that conceals information in each URL component. The example namespace
defined here is meant as a transient URL namespace, used with distinct user sessions,
i.e. a Session Bound Namespace (SBN). However the notion of session could be re-
defined based on service provider policy to have different meanings, such as a time
limited namespace, or a distinct URL namespace based on user location. Overall this
mimicks the different privacy properties of spaces of physical in reality.
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5.3.1 Requirements

URLs are used in various network protocols to identify and locate related resources,
such as content, users, or the network attachment point for a service. These names are
assigned based on parameters such as resource availability, human recognition, brand
value or semantic meaning. While properties, such as resource availability, are directly
related to the network resources or data from the service provider, others may be
defined arbitrarily.

The main challenge to be overcome is to enable a service provider to, at will, start
providing service under a transient URL namespace, that can be converted back to
the original canonical URL namespace. Furthermore, as a practical constraint it is
desirable that this can be implemented strictly as a server component. Both clients
and other external observers in the network will see URLs belonging to that transient
namespace instead.

The mapping function that converts regular URLs into this namespace is designated
ESBN

ESBN(URL) → URL′

and conversely the reverse mapping function is DSBN

DSBN(URL′) → URL

In an HTTP interchange (Figure 5.2) DSBN decodes incoming URLs values that are
in the namespace, while URL links sent to the client in the response are encoded with
ESBN . Regular URLs can still be used to reach the service, e.g. for the initial contact,
but the service provider initiates a new session bound namespace by redirecting the
browser to the correct URL (which may also be co-located with the server for the
original URL).

Formally the goal is to map a namespace of all URLs used by a service into multiple
session specific URL namespaces which are more suitable for privacy purposes. The
three key properties of this new namespace are the following:

1. Transient: URLs in this namespace are only useful within the session that gen-
erated it, and any use outside that session will result in an error.

2. Security: unintended parties should not be able to trivially reverse the mapping.
3. Extensible: URLs can hold ancillary information, placed therein as part of the

conversion process. This may be required to uphold the previous two points.

Section 3.3.5 already described the multiple components that constitute a URL
and internal limitations of each component. However, before looking at how URLs are
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Browser Service Provider
(sbn.atnog.org)

Service Provider
<SBN>

1. HTTP GET http://sbn.atnog.org

2. REDIRECT POST
URL'=E(http://sbn.atnog.org)

3. HTTP POST URL'

4. URL=D(URL')

5. HTML URLs 
as E(URL)

6. Reply with HTML content

Figure 5.2: SBN implemented at the server side

assigned in the Session Bound Namespace (SBN), some additional constraints need to
be introduced for the purposes of keeping compatibility with HTTP applications. Only
then can a valid mapping function be defined.

5.3.1.1 HTTP Backward compatibility

To retain backwards compatibility with HTTP in a way that minimises the required
changes to existing code base, some initial requirements are defined for the functions
ESBN and DSBN . These are meant as a compromise between the intended privacy
goals and current practices. Later these will be discussed again in light of practical
results.

From the previous breakdown of URL components (Section 3.3.5) and empirical
observation in existing HTTP applications, a group of six requirements can be defined:

1. The Scheme defines the protocol handling at the client, and therefore must not
be changed. Otherwise the client implementation would not recognise the URL
scheme.

2. The Username and Password in the Authority segment, as seen in HTTP
browsers, is left unchanged. In practice, browsers discourage the use of inline
credentials in URLs.

3. URLs in the same session must not break the same origin policy, i.e. they must
use hostnames under a common domain. Otherwise, browser features like cookies
or cross domain security checks will prevent applications from working. However
different sessions can use distinct hostnames.

4. Protocols (e.g. HTTP, FTP) navigate the URL Path using relative references.
As a consequence, relative references must also work for URLs in the SBN - thus
the number of segments in a mapped path must remain unchanged.
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5. For some HTTP based applications, the URL Query is manipulated at the client
side. Ideally the mapped query attribute names should not clash with the ones
used by the application. A less common case can be seen in JavaScript appli-
cations, where the client expects to read the Query string; in such cases the
mapping function should not alter it.

6. The Fragment is considered to be a local (client-side) reference, and can point
to protocol specific content. Moreover the URL fragment is typically not sent
as part of a request (HTTP), so there is no gain in modifying it for privacy
purposes. If the concern is that these expose content information, they can be
replaced with hashes, but this is not covered in this implementation.

Paths are frequently manipulated at the client side, using relative links and known
path segment names. In order to support compatibility with these cases, an additional
requirement is introduced for the Path component:

7. A path can include a mixture of segments encoded and non-encoded according
to the SBN.

Requirement 7 in particular is a compromise that relaxes the goal of privacy for
compatibility. It facilitates the adoption of this scheme where it would otherwise require
generating custom per session Javascript code.

Two conclusions about the desired function can be extracted from requirements 4
and 7. First, one must be able to distinguish encoded and non encoded Path segments.
And second, path segment transformations must be independent from one another i.e.

ESBN(Path) = /ESBN(Path0)/ESBN(Path1)/...

DSBN(ESBN(Pathi)) = Pathi

And naturally it follows that using the reverse mapping function in a Path that was
not encoded, returns the same Path.

DSBN(Pathi) = Pathi

For purposes other than web based applications, this set of requirements may be
unnecessary. But for now all these assumption are left in place. Later Section 5.3.4
and Section 5.3.5 will look into their consequences and strategies for relaxing them.

5.3.1.2 Viable mapping functions

Since the ESBN() function needs to be reversible for the service provider to be able to
determine the original URL, then the service provider either stores mappings between
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all URLs, or the new URL′ contains all the original information encoded within their
new representation.

The first option is typically used by URL shortening services: they generate a
unique short URL that maps into the original URL, and then lookup the new URL.
However this approach does not fit well into this type of scenario. For a distributed
service provider it would require a synchronised method to generate new URLs, and a
distributed mechanism to resolve them. Furthermore since the namespace is transient,
multiple SBNs can be served at the same time, e.g. one for each user of the service,
which further expands the number of stored mappings

A second option is to encode the original URL information as part of the new one.
To prevent third-parties from reversing the transformation this means encrypting the
content before encoding it as part of the new URL. This is the approach followed here.

Choosing an encryption scheme for this task requires determining the best compro-
mise between the overhead and limitations of longer URLs with the performance costs
of different encryption schemes and deployment choices. Nevertheless the first step
is to cross reference the properties from the URL namespace with the requirements
defined earlier, to define this new namespace.

5.3.2 Session Bound Namespaces

Based on the requirements identified in Section 5.3.1 the mapping functions can now
be defined. When converting an URL into the SBN, the original URL components are
encrypted (designated as K(), where K is one of the encryption schemes that were
studied). The choice of encryption schemes presented here is not meant to be exhaus-
tive but illustrative: it covers some of the more popular off-the-shelf implementations
schemes available for different types of encryption.

For symmetric encryption, two schemes are used. AES-CBC-1283 and Salsa204.
The later is a stream cipher, and requires the caller to ensure non repeatable nonces
are used with the same key. For asymmetric encryption both RSA, and Elliptic Curve
Cryptography5 are considered.

The encoding scheme for each URL component is described separately, namely the
Authority, Path and Query. The remaining components Username, Password, Port and
Fragment are not described since they are left unaltered for compatibility purposes.
Table 5.3 shows an example of the output of the ESBN function for each individual
component.

3AES-CBC-128 as used by the python-cryptography module, with PKCS7 padding and HMAC256
4As used by the sodium/NaCl implementation
5Standard ECC curves in the seccure implementation
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Table 5.3: Encoding examples for different URL components (K() is ECC/p256)

Component Input ESBN(percomponent)
Hostname sbn.atnog.org ad4cbfteczl5i5jlqdyop7ji7lb7kxsy3lgcvqzcw5i5ks3kt4kdsr

exsc5deqw.s7moiamauu7uogxhmi53dwj5b3m
y36bh2c3wkkqgfi7rf3eydqwuq.sbndomain.tk

Path /hello /@AUNuJ4C2jyxQxkWdN-
jKX689p4wLfInywtEqTiAVW
4EgazeDo4Wq1n84iXJm2JjL0A

Query ?action=42 ?sbnquery=AL8Z-RdNVJ5-41-
Oqu3K09l4xhOy8mmorBz
j3xnDNXVNI2PPjVje2cHtC0LMH3dlI8J7fw

5.3.2.1 Authority

For this component the hostname must be replaced with a new one, which is
apparently unrelated to the original and unique for each session. For example
ESBN(sbn.atnog.org) → session1.sbndomain.tk are to an observer unrelated host
names.

This means the new hostname should not be based on the original domain name,
e.g. a subdomain. But hosts for different sessions can be part of a common domain
(e.g. session1.sbndomain.tk and session2.sbndomain.tk). This problem can be subdi-
vided into the following points:

1. Efficient allocation and management of bulk DNS names as session identifiers
that point to the correct servers
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Figure 5.3: Host overhead for multiple encryption schemes
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2. Verifying a hostname as being valid for a given SBN

As such the function must allocate a new DNS hostname for the session. Even
assuming this process could be time consuming, domain names can be acquired and
configured in bulk. The process of configuring one hostname to point to the proper
host would take at most a DNS update [204], provided the TTL for the hostname is
low. If necessary, the DNS hosts can be preconfigured, long before they are needed by
the service provider and used as needed.

Alternatively, each individual hostname doesn’t have to actually exist as a single
DNS record. A wildcard rule can be enforced at the authoritative DNS server for a
subdomain to the same set of servers.

The hostname part of the URL is converted as follow:

Host′ = base32(K(Host)).TLD

Where the TLD is a separate level domain under the control of the service provider,
and Host is the original hostname. Likewise, reverse mapping function would decrypt
the hostname to extract the original hostname.

Figure 5.3 shows a comparison of the overhead for different encryption schemes
(K). The total sizes include the overhead for base32 encoding. Even using the most
expensive scheme (ECC/p521 in Figure 5.3) would still allow us to encode 80 bytes
within the new hostname. Using a 20 byte nounce, implies the original hostname must
not exceed 60 bytes. RSA is always padded to a constant size, and a larger RSA key
cannot be used because the ciphertext would be larger than 250 bytes. The 1024 key
size implies a plaintext larger than 86 bytes cannot be encrypted (maximum plaintext
size when using RSA-OAEP).

For the example, in Table 5.3, since the encoded content is larger than 63 bytes
(the maximum size for a DNS hostname label), it was split over two labels.

5.3.2.2 Path

As outlined previously in Section 5.3.1.1, for compatibility purposes each path segment
is encoded separately in order to retain the original Path structure.

If K() is an encryption function then an individual path segment will be encoded
as @base64(K(segment)). The full path is encoded, one segment at time, as

/p0/p1/... → /@base64(K(p0))/@base64(K(p1))/...

The “at” symbol(@) is used here as a special marker to distinguish between Path
segments encoded into the namespace, and those that are not (Section 5.3.1, Require-
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Figure 5.4: Path segment overhead for multiple encryption schemes

ments 4 and 7). This marker must not appear in non-SBN URLs, which led to choice
of @, but other path marker rules may used instead.

The encoding overhead for each path segment for different encryption schemes can
be observed in Figure 5.4. As in the previous case, RSA (PKCS7) is also included, now
for larger key sizes to allow for larger payloads, but as before they are limited in the
maximum payload (RSA1024 - 86 bytes; RSA2048 - 214 bytes ; RSA4096 - 470 bytes )
and padded to a constant size.

5.3.2.3 Query

Query arguments can be concealed by encoding the original query inside a new query
argument, using a reserved query attribute name for this purpose. For example using
sbnquery as the attribute name:

Query = sbnquery = base64(K(Query))

Data encoding is identical to the Path segment case, the encrypted query is encoded
as base64 and included as the value for the sbnquery attribute in the new query.

5.3.2.4 Additional Considerations

The previous definitions suffice to setup a Session Bound Namespace (SBN). Before
proceeding to discuss how to implement it, some additional considerations can be made
concerning this namespace.

While the previous scheme conceals information through encryption it does not nec-
essarily enforce uniqueness for different sessions. The underlying encryption scheme
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may guarantee that encrypting the same plaintext twice will result in different cipher-
texts, but if this assumption does not hold two strategies can be considered:

1. Use distinct keys for each session, and identify keys based on signed HTTP
cookies, or similar authentication strategies for HTTP.

2. If using a single key, insert a random session specific nonce (e.g. 20 byte UUID)
as part of encrypted payloads.

Relying on encryption for the various URL components implies additional overhead
when handling these URLs. From the encoding methods described in this section,
processing a URL would require a number of encoding operations that increases linearly
with the number of path segments as

K(hostname) +
N∑

i=0
K(Pathi) + K(Query)

For a detailed performance evaluation, it is best to consult with detailed bench-
marks for each implementation and performance may vary as software6 and hard-
ware implementations of these schemes become available. Another way to amortise
the cost of these operations (at the expense of memory) is through caching of en-
cryption/decryption operations. This particular approach will be covered further in
Section 5.3.4.2.

5.3.3 Implementation

After surveying the namespace limitations for the creation of a Session Bound Names-
pace (SBN), the assignment and binding functions for this namespace can be imple-
mented for a specific protocol. For implementation purposes, HTTP was selected, since
it is the one of the most widespread protocols and it can be implemented strictly at
server side without requiring changes to client implementations. In particular in the
context of web based applications.

An instance of this implementation is available for consultation at
http://sbn.atnog.org, and its source code is also publicly available as an Open Source
package7.

Let us consider an example of how an SBN is bootstrapped when using an HTTP
service (Figure 5.5). As is common is HTTP exchanges, the user starts by browsing
using a well known URL for a service (in this example sbn.atnog.org). The Service
Provider (SP), based on internal policy, decides this request should use URLs in the
Session Bound Namespace (SBN) and responds with an HTTP redirect (step 3 in

6http://www.cryptopp.com/benchmarks.html
7https://github.com/ATNoG/flask-sbn
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HTTP Browser Service Provider
(sbn.atnog.org) DNS Service Provider-S

BN

1. HTTP GET http://sbn.atn
og.org

2. DNS Update(<E(HOST)
>.sess.atnog.org)

3. REDIRECT POST http://<
E(HOST)>.sess.atnog.org

4. DNS Query(<E(HOST)>.sess.atnog.org)

5. HTTP POST http://<E(HOST)>.sess.atnog.org

6. Response HTML [all URLs for sbn.atnog.org encoded as E(URL)]

HTTP GET

REDIRECT http://sbn.atnog.org

(LOG OUT)

Figure 5.5: SBN workflow for an HTTP browser

Figure 5.5). This decision can be made based on specific policies, e.g. if the user is
about to login into the website.

For the HTTP case in particular, some care must be taken during the redirection
step: since the hostname in the URL will change, cookies established earlier will not be
in effect due to the Same Origin Policy (SOP). The original Service Provider instance
should redirect the browser along with a signed token to establish any required session
information at the new instance, as is the case in any HTTP login procedures that
crosses over different domains,

For this instantiation, step 2 in Figure 5.5 is skipped. Instead a wildcard DNS
configuration is defined at the authoritative DNS server, as pointed out previously in
Section 5.3.2.1. This is only possible because in this instance all sessions use the same
TLD.

A relevant observation for implementation purposes is that many web development
frameworks already apply dynamic control over URL generation for links within an
HTML page that point to the page hostname. Popular web frameworks such as Django,
Ruby on Rails, or JSP, generate HTML content based on page templates, where internal
URLs are formed automatically based on dynamic settings (service hostname, path
locations or localisation settings). In practice, this matches well with the previous
requirements, and any such framework should be well suited for this purpose, since
they already implement the logic required to handle dynamic URL schemes, due to
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Figure 5.6: Functional diagram for SBN implementation

virtual hostnames, component path discovery and contextual URL creation.
In the HTTP privacy solution described in [173], their goals are achieved through

the implementation of a transparent HTTP proxies that rewrite HTML content. In-
stead it is preferable to implement this logic as close as possible to the service provider
web framework, because the previous observation means that is where the actual web
site URLs are assigned and there is room for further optimisations. For testing and
instrumentation purposes, this thesis actually implemented both approaches. The first
is ideal because ties SBN policy to the application, but the second provides the tools
used for experimental evaluation with existing websites.

The implementation described here is based on the Flask8 web development frame-
work, and is composed by the following components: (Figure 5.6): 1) a middleware
that handles incoming HTTP requests, decrypts URLs in HTTP headers; and 2) a
middleware replaces them with the decrypted values; 3) a set of URLs generator stubs,
that replace the ones used by default in application code or as part of the template
engine and rewrite all URLs created in HTML content (encrypting URLs in the SBN);
4) a module to rewrite HTTP responses.

All components share the same SBN configuration parameters that define how
URLs are generated (encoding and encryption schemes). Communication between
components happens either through a shared context associated with each HTTP re-
quest or through a shared cache. The later is used extensively to store encryption
and decryption results for the same request, and for a single request identical URL
component encryption/decryption operations are retrieved from this cache.

By default, the application code is unaware of the real URLs being used, as it always
uses the original decrypted URLs. This is only possible because internally application
code in Flask (as is the case in other frameworks) rarely handles URLs directly, instead
it builds URLs based on internal APIs that go through the URL generators building
them one component at a time.

Mechanisms for the application logic to take over URL transformation are also
8http://flask.pocoo.org/
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implemented. This is required not only for the redirection example described earlier in
Figure 5.5, but also in scenarios where application logic wants to enable/disable the of
SBN URLs based on a fine grained policy.

5.3.4 Results

To evaluate the impact of this solution, the HTTP traffic for a group of popular websites
was analysed, based on the top websites in the Alexa9 ranking. Some websites from
that ranking are not included, since they are optimised to display minimal content on
load, or defer content loading using Javascript, making it harder to perform automated
analysis.

The evaluation methodology consists on instantiating a transparent HTTP proxy
that performs URL transformation based on various SBN policies, and accessing the
target sites through this proxy. All requests between the HTTP client and the proxy
operate as depicted in Figure 5.5, but instead of fetching content from a local database
or disk, requests are made to the target websites and the corresponding responses are
then rewritten to enforce the Session Bound Namespace (SBN).

This type of approach will always incur in a significant delay when compared with
not using the proxy. However the primary goal is to analyse the impact caused by
these methods with relation to the amount and type of URLs on a website, such as
URL length (number of path segments due to Requirement 7 from Section 5.3.1). Real
world websites provide results on the actual practices being used composing URLs
in websites. Throughout this analysis, the primary goal is to determine the number
of encryption and decryption operations required to enable the use of SBN in these
websites and the potential delay of the these operations.

As a starting point for this analysis, the most strict scenario is considered when all
links in a web page are transformed according to the Session Bound Namespace (SBN),
including links and references to other websites (i.e. other domains). The following
subsections will expand on these preliminary results through the implementation of
different URL transformation policies that relax the requirements identified earlier and
analyse how they affect these results.

When an HTTP request arrives at the proxy, all URLs in headers that belong to
the SBN are decrypted. Conversely when handling an HTTP response, all URLs in
the headers and the HTML content (anchors, images, css links, etc) are encrypted. As
such the impact of this approach depends on the number of HTTP requests required
to load the page, and the amount of URLs included as part of HTML/CSS content.

Different web pages exhibit distinct load behaviours concerning the number of
HTTP requests (Figure 5.7) and HTML URLs (Figure 5.8) that must be encoded

9https://www.alexa.com/topsites (2015)
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according to the SBN. Both these figures distinguish between URLs that fall under
the Same Origin Policy (SOP) as the visited website (i.e. use the same domain/port).
This distinction is not relevant yet since all URLs will be encoded/decoded according
to the SBN, but in later optimisations these values will be revisited.

For reference, an existing survey on this topic10 concludes the average web page
contains 100 objects references. By comparison the values seen in this test set are
much higher. The highest value is seen for the nytimes.com web site (Figure 5.8), but
some of the other web sites engage in content loading that defer HTTP requests that
rewrite the page until the user performs some action (e.g. scroll) instead of loading it

10http://www.websiteoptimization.com/speed/tweak/average-web-page/ (2014)
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Figure 5.9: Encryption/Decryption operations for different web pages

all at once, which may explain this discrepancy. For the presented measurements, the
amount of HTTP requests includes all requests since the page starts loading, until it
is fully visible in the browser, and the browser stops issuing new requests for content.

Figure 5.9 shows the amount of decryption and encryption operations (per URL
component) that were required to serve each of the analysed web pages. Web page
values are broken down by encryption/decryption operation and the URL component
being transformed (host, pathlabel, query). The amount of required operations is
certainly high, which is not surprising since it includes all requests involved in fetching
webpage (i.e. images, CSS, javascript, HTML, etc), and in some cases this involves a
large number of HTTP requests (Figure 5.7), e.g. amazon.com (142 requests).

For the purposes of estimating how the previous results can impact request handling
delay, a microbenchmark for encryption/decryption operations is included in Table 5.4.
Presented times (in milliseconds) are averages of 3000 executions performed on a Intel
i5-4570R CPU at 2.70GHz. The remaining ECC curves and RSA are not included,
since their execution times are always higher than the remaining schemes and RSA is
in general too expensive for these purposes.

Table 5.4: Encryption/decryption microbenchmarks for a 1000 byte plaintext (average
per operation)

Scheme Encryption(ms) Decryption(ms)
Salsa20+Poly1305 0.063 0.049
ECC 160 3.524 1.914
AES-CBC 0.235 0.238

From the initial scenario, considering the amazon.com case from Figure 5.9 (with
776 encryption and 605 decryption operations), would require a total delay of 79 ms
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(a) Salsa20+Poly1305
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(b) ECC 160
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Figure 5.10: Estimated total Encryption+Decryption delay based on op-count

(Salsa20), 326 ms (AES) and 3892 ms (ECC).
These estimates can expanded for variable amounts of encryption and decryption

operations to highlight the desired target delay zones. Figure 5.10 plots the time delay
(as a color bar) for a number of encryption or decryption operations. For algorithms
where the is asymetric (e.g. decryption is more time consuming than encryption)
a slope can clearly be seen. This provides a way to quickly estimate the encryp-
tion/decryption delay of SBN based on an upper limit on the amount of operations
that can be performed when serving a page.

Figure 5.11 details the data used to generate table Table 5.4, and shows the 99.999%
confidence interval for encryption and decryption times as the payload size increases.
It can be seen that the plaintext size holds little impact in the delay for each operation.
While AES has similar times for encryption and decryption operations, in the other
schemes encryption is more expensive than decryption. This is the worst case for this
data set, since encryption is more common than decryption. The same relation can be
observed as the slope in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.11: Encryption/Decryption times vs plaintext size.

As it stands the current delay for serving the heaviest page on the test set (ama-
zon.com) with the most expensive encryption scheme seems unacceptable, at nearly
4s just for encryption/decryption of URLs. The remaining subsections will introduce
different optimisations, through various policies implemented by the service provider
with regards to which URLs should be privacy protected. First, by restricting the Ses-
sion Bound Namespace (SBN) to URLs that fall under the Same Origin Policy (SOP);
second, through the introduction of widespread caching of encryption and decryption
operations across multiple requests; and finally, through the encoding of URL paths in
a single operation.

5.3.4.1 Restrict SBN to Same Origin Policy content

Since the goal of this implementation is to introduce a privacy preserving namespace for
content served by a specific service provider, a policy more aligned with these privacy
goals would be to only encode URLs that fall into the Same Origin Policy (SOP) as
the main website. That means, URLs under a different domain would not be encoded,
and would be left unchanged or served as without changes. In particular, for the
studied group of web sites, this avoids encoding URLs in HTTP requests from Content
Distribution Network (CDN) hosts, or encoding links pointing to external domains.
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Figure 5.12: Encryption/Decryption operations for different web pages (Same Origin
Policy content only)

By reviewing Figure 5.7, it can be seen that most websites only issue between 1 and
6 requests under the SOPs except amazon.com that performs 13 requests. Similarly
the number of HTML URLs that fall under the SOP is also smaller (Figure 5.8).

For result analysis the strict definition of the SOPs is followed, meaning that dif-
ferent domains are not encoded. However it should be noted that this distinction is
not always a clear indicator of origin. For example nytimes.com loads static content
from the nyt.com domain, and facebook.com from fbstatic-a.akamaihd.net which are not
rewritten since they fall outside the SOP. However this information is known to the
service provider itself and could be articulated correctly into the policy for determining
which URLs fall under the SBN.

Like before, Figure 5.12 shows the amount of decryption and encryption operations
(per URL component) that were required to serve each of the analysed web pages.
The most noticeable difference from the previous case (Figure 5.9) is a decrease in the
number of decryption operations for the Host and Path URL components. Decryption
of URLs happens when handling an HTTP request, and URLs in HTTP headers need
to be converted. Since the number of HTTP requests that falls under the SOP is lower,
the amount of decryption operations decreases proportionally.

Further optimisations of this nature would require internal knowledge about the
content being served. For example the service provider may consider some URLs
disclose no significant privacy information and keep them out of the SBN.

5.3.4.2 Encryption/Decryption Caching

This implementation already provides caching of encryption/decryption operations
within the same HTTP request. However as pointed out earlier in Section 5.3.2.4
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there is room for optimisation, if the server can cache encryption/decryption opera-
tions across multiple HTTP requests, but within the same session.

Continuing from the previous scenario, now extended with a cache for encryp-
tion/decryption operations, results in the operation counts seen in Figure 5.13. Un-
surprisingly, there is a decrease in the number of encryption/decryption operations for
all sites. These results assume a cache with no eviction, so these results offer a lower
bound for this optimisation. With other caching policies, interference between different
users using the same server would come into play.

Figure 5.13: Encryption/Decryption operations for different web pages (SOP content
only; With caching)

Some cases stand out where caching does not appear to be very effective.
For example linkedin.com, generates HTML links using 238 different subdomains
(af.linkedin.com, bb.linkedin.com, etc) causing a high number of encryption operations
that cannot be cached. Similarly, Wikipedia uses 289 different subdomains. These
two cases are particular in that hostname encryption represents the majority of oper-
ations Similarly amazon.com and yahoo.com also get only a slight improvement from
caching, due to the high number of unique links in those pages. Naturally, the benefits
of caching operations are less significant in these pages where most of the URLs are
unique.

5.3.4.3 Collapsed Path encoding

From the previous results in Figure 5.13 it can be seen the majority of encryp-
tion/decryption effort is spent with URL path labels. Only in two particular sites
(linkedin.com and wikipedia.com) this is not true, due to a high number of hostname
TLDs in use. Requirement 7 (defined in Section 5.3.1) requires path labels to be en-
coded separately. If this requirement is released, and the full path of the URL is
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Figure 5.14: Encryption/Decryption operations for different web pages (SOP; caching;
collapsed path encoding)

encoded in a single encryption operation (just like the Host and Query), the number
of Path related operations would be a fraction of the previous case.

Like before, Figure 5.14 shows the amount of decryption and encryption operations
(per URL component) that were required to serve each of the analysed web pages
under this strategy. While the Path encryption operation count still looks high for
amazon.com and yahoo.com, the number of HTML URLs in these two pages is 290 and
307 respectively. This means the results seen in Figure 5.14 are already under one path
encryption operation per URL, due to the caching introduced in the previous step.

Recalculating the earlier delay estimates for the amazon.com case (370 encryption
and 3 decryption operations) would require a delay of 11 ms (Salsa20), 59 ms (AES)
and 1410 ms (ECC), which is a significant improvement. The ECC values are still
elevated, but are less than half of the previous values.

5.3.5 Deployment Considerations

Before closing off this topic, it is important to discuss the main barriers to the gen-
eralised adoption of these techniques, in particular those encountered while deploying
the described implementation, and what approaches can be taken to address them.

The motivation for this approach is to provide service providers with mechanisms
that enable them to improve privacy for URL namespaces under their control. This is
a form of service enforced namespace privacy that mitigates attacks that target URL
information, either in transit, via cache probing attacks, or through forensic inspection
of URL caches in user devices.

However this technique has deployment requirements that need to be discussed as
well as implications that must be considered before wide deployment can be sought.
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5.3.5.1 Relation to other privacy tools

Mechanisms for confidentiality and anonymity are orthogonal to this approach. For
example HTTPS would still be required for confidentiality as messages flow through
the network. Likewise for source or destination anonymity ToR [203] can be used,
replacing the use of regular DNS hostnames with an .onion address used to reach a
hidden service, in which case the hostname in the URL is not altered.

For transient .onion addresses the service provider would need to setup multiple
.onion addresses, much like is done here for DNS. The main disadvantage of ToR
hidden services in the context of this scenario is that it requires server side setup of
the ToR connection, as well as client side configuration (i.e. installing Tor), but the
added anonymity may be necessary. Alternatively the user can access these services
using proxy services, such as ToR2Web11, at the expense of anonymity, and assuming
such services are trustworthy. This is not surprising since the primary goal of ToR is
network anonymity, while other client side tools (e.g. ToR browser) address privacy
issues.

The Veil framework [205] implements multiple techniques for URL and page content
obfuscation, that range from hiding URL metadata to remote browser execution [206].
It does not use URL encoding schemes like those described previously, instead it injects
a javascript library in web pages to decode and fetch encrypted URLs. While it shares
much of the same motivation, server side enforced privacy, the technical approach
requires complete recompilation of all HTML/CSS/Javascript content application de-
ployment and shifts some of the performance cost onto the client side. Primarily it
is concerned with a different class of attacks, and the proposed techniques could be
combined with the ones described here.

On the client side there are multiple tools for browser privacy protection, for ex-
ample most browsers implement a private browsing mode, under which no browsing
records are stored. However these are sometimes faulty, can be undermined by third
party components [207, 208], or fail against forensic inspection [202]. The same can
be said of privacy savy habits, such as regularly cleaning the cache and history, or us-
ing specialised extensions, but these are not practices the service provider can control
or enforce on users. Finally, disk encryption tools can protect data privacy in stolen
devices, but passwords can still be obtained through coercion, or poor judgement can
lead to the use of a weak password.

5.3.5.2 URLs lose global meaning

Since URLs in the Session Bound Namespace (SBN) are transient and based on service
provider policy, they loose their global meaning since they are only valid under a

11https://www.tor2web.org
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certain scope. It is not unusual for service providers to generate transient links (e.g.
temporary download links) but the generalised use of this approach as proposed here
is not common.

The immediate implications of this change are a result of the browser/user being
unaware of the transient nature of these URLs, as such:

1. Indexing of content (e.g. search engines) will not work
2. Bookmarking and sharing of URLs will not work

These aspects are significant usability issues that hinder user experience, but can be
addressed through additional work, and seem desirable outcomes from privacy concerns.

Indexing of content by search engines is also covered in [173], which notes that
search engines use well known user agents, and privacy mechanisms can be disabled
for these indexers, if this is desirable. Bookmarking and sharing stop working because
the URLs may have a limited life time, or worse, if they are pinned to the user session,
a shared URL will always result in an error.

To approach this issue, further extensions to the SBN concept can be proposed. An
example is sharing the encryption key with the client (e.g. as the session starts send
the key as part of a cookie) allowing the browser to decode SBN URLs; However this
potentially sacrifices the privacy of the namespace to browser implementation issues.
For practical purposes this could be implemented as a browser extension. In simpler
cases, like bookmarking or content sharing widgets, this can be implemented using
javascript served as part of the web page. In effect this is the approach adopted by
[205] for all cases.

While these usability issues may seem extreme, in a privacy dominated scenario
they may be minor considerations. For example, in its most extreme case, [205] turns
the browser into a remote client for rendering, forgoing any usability aspects.

5.3.5.3 Impact in DNS caches

Given that the SBN establishes transient DNS names for each session, the number of
entries in DNS cache increases linearly with the number of sessions used by nearby
users. In addition the size of each entry is usually large due to the base32 encoding.

In this particular instantiation, SBN URLs match user session (but other policies
can be applied) and all DNS requests arrive from the same user terminal and there is
little benefit to intermediate DNS caches outside the terminal. Assuming DNS caching
resolvers apply a ”least recently used” eviction policy, these entries are removed as soon
as the cache becomes saturated. A non optimal case occurs for alternative eviction
policies, because the cache may keep these transient entries when they are not needed
and evict other entries instead.
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5.3.5.4 Impact in HTTP caching

Given their nature as resource identifiers, URLs are used as keys for caching content,
at various locations:

1. The client terminal, in order to reduce loading times.
2. The Service Provider, to reduce load on its infrastructure.
3. Transparently, at the network provider infrastructure, to reduce network load.
4. In leased infrastructure, close to the access network (e.g. CDN), where the service

provider can place content to minimise retrieval times.

At the client terminal, the impact of this scheme will be inversely proportional to
session duration. Short sessions can result in a cache filled with URLs that will not be
reused. In fact, privacy conscious web sites could request a cache cleanup when logging
out, minimising this issue, but so far no such mechanism is widely available in browser
implementations.

Within service provider premises, the ability to revert the namespace mapping
for incoming requests means content can be cached based on the original URL. If
the mapping function is considered to be expensive, its results can also be cached to
minimise retrieval delays as was discussed previously.

Transparent caches are those most affected by this scheme since, as a consequence,
multiple copies of the same content can exist in the same cache. In the specific case of
HTTP this is a known issue when serving user specific content that cannot be cached
as a whole. To minimise this issue, the Service Provider may choose to serve some
recurrent content outside of the SBN (sacrificing privacy for bandwidth).

Finally for service provider caches leased at the access network, the mapping can be
reversed to retrieve from the cache. But this would require distributing the necessary
keys through this infrastructure.

5.3.5.5 TLS deployment complexity

When transient hostnames are used, the necessary adjustments must be made to TLS
deployment. Registration of TLS certificates in bulk, or even through wildcard host-
name certificates, can be too expensive for some services. While free Certificate Au-
thorities (CAs), such as letsencrypt12, alleviate these costs they might not be desirable
for the more privacy conscious services.

An additional usability concern is that the change into a strange hostname as
the session start clashes with established security practices - users don’t expect the
hostname in webpages to change drastically as they log in, and look for the correct
hostname for fear of phishing or TLS attacks.

12A CA which provides free wildcard certificates based DNS validation for three month periods.
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It is also debatable whether extending this level of protection to the hostname is
worth the cost and performance impact. Since the user always starts by using the real
service hostname (step 1 in Figure 5.2), it can be argued a capable attacker will always
be able to extract the hostname (using TLS Server Name Indication or DNS MITM
attacks), unless other privacy tools are in place, such as ToR or DNSCrypt.

Economic alternatives to these issues are also worth exploring. If one service can’t
host multiple domains for SBN, maybe multiple privacy conscious services can agree
on sharing a pool of subdomains for this purpose. One can easily imagine a .sbn-
sessions.org service, that provides pools of hostnames for privacy conscious services to
use.

5.3.5.6 Privacy caveats

While primarily motivated by privacy, there are a number of related caveats that are
worth considering when using the proposed privacy strategy. First and foremost this
type of approach is implemented by the service provider, and it is but an implementa-
tion of service provider policies. As a transitive side effect it may improve user privacy,
but it would be naive for users to assume such policies to be anything but self serving
(even if by legal requirements).

Some of the client side privacy protection mechanisms that were discussed earlier
are meant for scenarios where the service provider itself, or some third-party is colluding
to compromise user privacy. As such, SBN cannot replace these tools, as it can only
assist the service provider in augmenting its own privacy.

Under the proposed scheme, URLs retain their original structure: the number of
Path labels, presence of Hostname and Query are not changed, unless path encoding
optimisations are considered. So far no privacy study addresses the possibility of
uniquely identifying a service provider based on the structure of the URLs it generates
i.e. if one inspects a browser cache solely based on URL structure rather than data
and the URL relation graph, is there a significant probability of identifying a specific
website or user? This is left as an open question, however the proposed scheme could
be extended to randomise URL structure as a way to mitigate that possibility e.g.
through the insertion of extraneous path labels, or simply by collapsing them into a
single label.

The primary assumption is that transient URLs function as privacy preserving
mechanism, and as such a valid concern is that the uniqueness of the URL components
can be used to track the client. While the placement of unique identifiers inside URLs
for tracking purposes is not new, unique session hostnames are not common, and will
be “leaked” as the client terminal issues DNS requests. An attacker with the ability to
intercept DNS traffic and a-priori knowledge about the SBN namespace, could exploit
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this to track user movement, albeit with reduced metadata. The service provider can
minimise this issue by forcing periodic rotation of the namespace/session, much like
other network pseudonymity approaches (Section 5.4), otherwise the issue becomes
more significant for long lived sessions.

5.3.6 Privacy policies and performance

The pros and cons of systematically applying URL transformation privacy have been
considered, ranging from performance issues to deployment consideration (transferabil-
ity, memorability, performance, setup costs).

The choice of which parts to deploy is ultimately a compromise between policy and
cost. It is worth summarising here some of the main policies that were discussed in
previous sections, and whether or not these should be adopted based on the previous
results, since it is always possible to adopt a subset of these mechanisms:

Path: Protecting the URL Path alone will not prevent an attacker from deter-
mining which websites (hostnames) a user visited, but it does hide specific resources
represented in the Path. In some cases this may be sufficient, if the Service Provider
sees no need to conceal the remainder of the URL.

Hostname: From the points already discussed in this section, assigning new host-
names for different sessions may involve additional setup costs, and the privacy benefits
are arguable without further considerations, e.g. the first contact will always disclose
the hostname, and the leakage in DNS queries may be detrimental.

Query: Concealment of Query information through this scheme is highly depen-
dent on the application, some service providers only use queries as part of client
(browser) crafted URLs. But previous work suggests [174] that in general this compo-
nent is worth concealing.

Mixed use: Using a mixture of bound and unbound URLs in the same website
is also possible, provided the limitations of the Same Origin Policy are not an issue.
It is already common behaviour for websites to offload popular website components
(e.g. Javascript, images, videos) to external CDNs. Whether or not this is privacy
leaking depends on the website.

The previous choices can be coupled with the implementation schemes and opti-
misations discussed in Section 5.3.4. In particular the following three are the most
relevant:

1. The encryption scheme used to encode URLs
2. The number of encryption/decryption operations per URL
3. The effectiveness of caching encoding operations

The microbenchmark in Table 5.4 offers some indication on the delay introduced
by different encryption schemes. In the presented example (Section 5.3.4.3), a delay of
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10-30 ms (Salsa20) might be acceptable for websites that are not delay sensitive, but
the 1-4 s delay seen when using ECC is unacceptable for most cases.

An additional observation can be made that, for the described mapping function,
the number of encryption operations is higher than the number of decryption operations
(because the user might not open all encoded URLs). The choice of other encryption
schemes, which are not covered by this work, could take advantage of this.

5.4 Pseudonymity mechanisms at the network layer

Fundamentally network pseudonymity consists in the use of distinct identifiers in dif-
ferent contexts. The notion of context is open to interpretation. A user might not
want his actions to be correlated with what he does in his private time, which may
span across time or through different locations. But the network has no notion of
privacy, it routes packets regardless of user intent and a quick glance at the MAC or
IP addresses in a packet allows one to infer if two packets are associated.

One of the goals of this work was to enable user centric privacy models and net-
work pseudonymity was one way to achieve this. The work published in [34] is an
implementation of network layer pseudonymity that provides mechanisms for a ter-
minal to instantiate virtual wireless interfaces with distinct MAC and IP addresses.
This enacts a type of pseudonymity, where an observer cannot correlate two streams
of traffic as belonging to the same device based the source MAC and IP addresses.
These pseudonyms were grouped into manageable contexts, or identities under which
the user performed multiple activities (Section 5.4).

The core tenet of network pseudonymity is to hold distinct names for the various
network related namespaces. This can be achieved through any kind of technique that
establishes new bindings in these namespaces. First of all let us consider how this can
be implemented, and then look at solutions to integrate this with higher layers and
aligning high level concepts with a concrete implementation.

Home
<Identity>

L2

L3

Work
<Identity>

L4

MAC MAC

IP IP

... ...

Figure 5.15: Cross layer identity contexts, establish groups of network pseudonyms.
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5.4.1 Implementation

One form of abstraction that groups network identifiers are network interfaces, as seen
in operating system resources. In essence, the solution implemented here is a Virtual
Device Manager (VDM), a system service whose purpose is to manage virtual devices
created over a physical network interface. This particular implementation targets the
Linux operating system, and provides both control function to configure these interfaces
as well as data functions to handle traffic forwarding through them. On the control
path this service provides functions to instantiate new virtual interfaces with a different
MAC and IP addresses over a physical network interface. On the data path, it handles
packet switching from the underlying physical interface to the virtual interfaces and
vice-versa.

For the control path it provides functions to create and delete new virtual network
devices. These virtual devices are TUN/TAP interfaces, as provided by the Linux
operating system. Each new interface is assigned a randomly generated MAC address,
and must go trough normal network procedures to acquire an IP address (e.g. DHCP).
Furthermore, new application processes can be bound to a specific virtual device. This
is achieved through injection of shared libraries that intercept application calls to the
socket API, and bind sockets on creation to the intended virtual interface.

Concerning the data path, the VDM acts similarly to a packet switch: it forwards
packets between the virtual interfaces and the physical interface supporting them.
Because the implementation is fully aware of MAC addresses for all the virtual devices,
flooding is not required except when handling broadcast packets. This approach is
similar to container based virtualization solutions, that have since become popular.

Physical support for this system includes both generic Ethernet devices and Atheros
Wifi interfaces supported by the Madwifi driver. For wireless links, this was imple-
mented using a modified wireless driver, through packet injection, which allows for
multiple associations through the same card, provided they use the same channel. In
effect this is the primary practical limitation to the adoption of these techniques in
Wifi, because concurrent associations require driver or hardware support, which is not
possible in all cards. The primary contributions of this thesis for this work targeted
binding of interfaces to applications in the control path, and on packet switching on
the data path. For this reason the experimental results discussed next focus on perfor-
mance over Ethernet devices.

5.4.2 Alignment with upper layers

While [34] establishes the technical means for network pseudonymity. It still lacked
the means to align this control to user notions of identity. [32] envisioned two ways to
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do this, first for ad-hoc applications placed by the user under an identity label, and
second in conjunction with external Identity Management (IdM) solutions.

For convenience the user can define local labels for user identities, which group
applications during execution. An application under a specific identity context can
only use the network pseudonyms associated to that particular context i.e. in practice
it can only use a network interface created for that particular identity. Applications
are started through a special interface that provides an identity selector, and binds
applications to that specific interface. This context binding extends all new processes
started under the chosen identity.

In addition, [35] extends this work to integrate it with external Identity Providers
based on SAML. This means new identity contexts, and consequently network
pseudonyms, are instantiated for different SAML identities. This match fits well, be-
cause identity management models already support the notion of pseudonyms [126,
96]. SAML defines different pseudonyms in its namespace, for each service provider
the user contacts, and in turn these SAML pseudonyms are associated with a group of
network pseudonyms

In effect, upper layer identities drives the assignment of pseudonym and creation
of new virtual interfaces. This establishes a cross layer identity context that, in theory
maintains distinct names in each context. However enforcement of this rule may re-
quire changes to existing applications, so they they can be instantiated under different
identities. For example browsers executed under two different identities, used fully
separate profiles with no common caches or extensions between them.

5.4.3 Integration with DNS privacy

For integration with DNS, [44] introduces a signalling mechanism for DNS resolvers to
insert resolution hints into DNS queries. In general these resolution hints allow custom
DNS resolution between components that support this extension, whose results are
customised based on the provided hints. Specifically they are used in [209], for two
purposes: to implement DNS authentication through a side channel with push based
authentication protocols, and to apply custom name resolution on top of the DNS
protocol.

The implemented approach follows techniques similar to those of [210] or [211], in
that a nameserver specific hint is placed in DNS requests and responses as an OPT
record (Figure 5.16). Internally the hint is represented as a regular TXT record [179].
This hint can be inserted by individual applications that choose an application specific
hint, or for the shared resolver at the user terminal.

In [209], this mechanism was reused to implement access control for DNS queries,
where the resolution response depended on the identity of the user making the request.
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...
DNS Query

Options : u_int32_t

Resolver Hint : char string

OPTION-CODE

OPTION-LENGHT

OPTION-DATA

OPT RR

Figure 5.16: Resolution hint option in DNS messages (grey fields are EDNS0 headers )

For this particular case the hint placed in the DNS query was a user identifier, or rather
a pseudonym from an IdM provider.

The implementation in [44] includes three components: a resolver library to issue
DNS queries based on the Unbound [102] library; a modified authoritative DNS name-
server based on [212], and an authentication agent to handle authenticated queries.

If the nameserver does not support this extension, the query fails, yielding a DNS
error reply, as defined in RFC2671 [213]. A new query can then be made without a
hint, to get a regular answer, this works as a feature detection mechanisms where the
resolver library caches this information. For nameservers that support the extension,
the additional header is also used to carry error conditions that relate to the hint. By
itself this extension does not address confidentiality. This is left for other solutions
such as [46, 108], that already address this problem within a limited scope.

Like in [210] this approach must be used carefully, because an intermediate resolver
would cache the responses to these queries which might lead to undesirable side effects.
Instead this is meant to be used between a client with a specialised resolver library and
a supported nameserver, or between two resolvers (during iterative resolution) that
support this extension in order to convey specialised resolution context. This is its
primary downside, since it forgoes caching in intermediate DNS caches (if they do not
support this extension), otherwise the query responses might be cached and applied to
other queries for the same name.

For experimental testing in [44] a self contained implementation that uses XMPP
for authentication signaling [214] is used instead (Figure 5.17). In this case the authen-
tication process may introduce enough delay that cases the initial resolver to consider
the query message was lost and issue a new query. Nameserver query timeout usually
implements a backoff algorithm that can go up to 45s [215]. This is more than suffi-
cient. But duplicate DNS queries may occur between the resolver and the nameserver,
in which case the nameserver identifies them as being identical.
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Figure 5.17: Authenticating DNS queries using a XMPP authentication extensions

5.4.4 Performance impact

To analyse the impact of this implementation three metrics were selected based on
impact on network operations and setup times. The first was communication delay,
which is measured using UDP traffic; the second was available bandwidth measured
using TCP flows; and the third was the necessary time to bootstrap a new interface
including normal network registration (i.e. DHCP configuration and system setup).
All presented data points are averages of 15 runs, with a 99% confidence interval.

For comparison, reference values measured without this implementation are also
provided. When testing with multiple UDP/TCP flows, the reference case uses multiple
flows over the same physical interface while the VDM uses one flow per virtual interface.

Figure 5.18, shows an average delay penalty of 36ms. The additional delay ranges
from 20% to 50% of the total delay, and as the number of interfaces/flows increases so
does the delay. This is also true for the reference case.
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Figure 5.18: Communication delay for UDP
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There is room for improvements on this metric, through changes to the current
implementation. Since these interfaces are implemented as Linux TUN/TAP interfaces,
and internally with packet switching using user-space buffers, a number of memory
copies are required for moving packets through. A production grade implementation
would require moving to a kernel only implementation, that could improve this by
avoiding copying packet buffers and only sharing memory pointers.

Available TCP bandwidth (per flow/interface) is presented in Figure 5.19. In the
reference case, multiple flows (through a single interface) are also used. As expected
it can be observed that bandwidth is affected. In particular the average bandwidth
decreases as the number of network interfaces increases. For clarity, the difference
between the reference measurements and the available bandwidth when using multiple
virtual interfaces is also depicted.
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Figure 5.19: Average TCP bandwidth per flow/interface.

Bootstrapping of new interfaces, shown in Figure 5.20, takes an average time of 3
seconds. This time includes all the necessary network association procedures, since the
interface is created until connectivity is available. As can be seen, this time does not
depend on the number of previously existing interfaces.
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Figure 5.20: Bootstrap delay of several virtual interfaces.

5.4.5 Limitations

Given that a single device may operate multiple pseudonyms simultaneously, this re-
duces the number of available names in the network. Even assuming the MAC and IPv6
namespaces support up to 248 and 264 devices respectively, and will not be exhausted
within the local network scope, it is still possible for naming collisions to occur for ran-
domly generated values. In practice, to keep the collision probability below 0.1%, the
maximum number of simultaneous virtual devices is restricted to 5. If collisions still
occur, mechanisms such as IPv6 Duplicate Address Detection [18] need to be used to
detect them, and the interface will need to be reset. Currently most operating systems
already provide similar mechanisms to detect address duplication.

As one shifts away from the scope of the local network, pseudonymity approaches
present different requirements. Since network addresses are assigned localy, the client
has some leeway with regards to the assignment of multiple addresses (pseudonyms).
If needed, the same terminal can host multiple network cards, but as previously seen
this is not strictly necessary. Once multiple real, or virtual network interfaces are in
place, then assignment of multiple IP addresses becomes possible. This is the basis
for pseudonymity solutions, and it works for the source address because the client can
influence the scope where it is assigned, provided the local network allows it. Likewise
at the upper layers, it works for IdM solutions such as SAML because the user can
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instantiate per service pseudonyms exactly for this purpose.
However the same cannot be said for names completely outside the control of the

user. It might be impossible for a user to bind a name to use as a pseudonym in such
namespaces. Or the binding of such name could have unintended consequences. For
example binding a random DNS name to use as a pseudonym to a service could be
locally meaningful, but could never be used in HTTP, because an HTTP service will
not respond to a host name it does not own [134].

As such, to conceal information on names outside local control, the user must
still resort to solutions such as ToR or VPNs that provide confidentiality through a
third-party that provides an endpoint. Moreover all these solutions are heavily user
centric, and require the use of custom components by the user and/or support from
an intermediate party. Going forward into the next section, the assumption is that
this is not always a possibility and that privacy at the upper layers may be breached
either through application side channels that reveal too much information, or from user
action that unintentionally bridges the gap.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, mechanisms for improving naming privacy were introduced in multiple
scopes, making an transversal cut through the network stack.

At the application layer, it can be seen that privacy disclosure arrives in multiple
forms. Sometimes the underlying protocols are designed in such a way that immedi-
ately discloses identifiers from some namespace, in others protocol design is undone
by implementation or poor user choices. Section 5.2 takes a glance at a particular
instance of this problem, and finds some cases of privacy disclosure that result from
the cross-over between XMPP and HTTP, in particular that some techniques used to
attack HTTP produce interesting results for XMPP.

Borrowing from the state of the art it can be seen that a significant part of names-
pace privacy work is implemented through client side extensions. This works well up to
a point, but the assignment of names in this context is not related to the user but rather
to service provider policy. As such it is worth moving to the study of mechanisms that
increase privacy in the assignment of URLs.

With regards to general concealment of information in the URL namespace (Sec-
tion 5.3), privacy comes at a cost, that needs to be carefully balanced with the intended
privacy requirements. Not all measures are equally effective. Generating alternative
DNS hostnames implies setting up DNS infrastructure and TLS certificates beforehand,
which may be be costly and not fully effective. Per label path encryption can quickly
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become costly and the stringent requirements which were introduced for compatibility
may have to be relaxed to address this issue.

Ultimately this approach provides a range of options to find an effective compromise
for service provider enforced privacy. Some other approaches are left unexplored, but
may be worthwhile as pursuing as applied to specific cases, or as a refinement to the
discussed approaches. Alternative encryption schemes, or precomputation of parts of
the namespace prior to use instead of relying on caching on-demand.

Finally pseudonymity approaches for IP and MAC addresses were introduced in
Section 5.4. These are effective as a client side mechanism for preventing correlation
of information based the terminal addresses. For wide applicability they are some-
what dependent on feature support in wireless devices, or conversely the number of
pseudonyms that can be held in parallel is limited by device support. These mecha-
nisms can be tied to different control mechanisms, based on user control or from other
notions of pseudonymity from IdM protocols.

It is worth noting here that the high level concepts studied here do not exhaust
themselves within this context, they are equally applicable in other protocols. Some of
the techniques described in this chapter could be equally applied to some of the ICN
protocols seen earlier, and similar contributions can be seen in that context NDN[161].
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

We’re in the endgame now

Dr. Stephen Sanders

As the final chapter of this thesis, it is time to take a step back, provide an
overlook on how what was done ties together, review the initial objectives
and point out future directions.

6.1 Results & Achievements

This thesis introduces multiple mechanisms that alter name assignment policies in
multiple namespaces as one way to achieve improvements on security and privacy. The
assignment of names can be leveraged for features which are orthogonal to unique
identification or even to name resolution. At the genesis of this PhD thesis are two
specific topics that revolve around name assignment. The first is the embedding of
information in names, and the second is privacy disclosure as a consequence of naming
policies.

For this work, the implementation targets assumed commonly used protocols and
services. This keeps us grounded in current practices while keeping an eye out for sim-
ilar trends in alternative spaces, but it takes us into a mixture of unspecified behaviour
and current practices. In other words Saltzer[54] was right, in that the meaning of a
name, even the same name, is highly dependent on context and this characteristic is
commonly exploited for all kinds of purposes.

First, this thesis sets out to introduce secure namespaces into discovery protocols.
This can be seen as a natural progression for HIP [10], as the benefits that follow
are not dissimilar. But its applications fall onto a different type of scenarios, de-
centralised networks and point to point communications. From there, other types of
security information, signatures and even certificates can be part of names in some of
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these protocols. Unstructured networks can benefit from such a global namespace, for
implementing protocols and services that are independent of the underlying network.

Since network namespaces tend to grow in usage scope, and be composed onto
other namespaces privacy becomes increasingly important. For this reason, techniques
for increasing privacy in several namespaces are implemented and evaluated. As a
side effect of this process, additional mechanisms for privacy exploitation were also
proposed.

The sub-sections that follow derive conclusions on the main subjects of study in
this thesis. The order is similar to that of the structure of the overall document.

6.1.1 Secure binding in discovery namespaces

Chapter 3 embeds security information in different discovery namespaces. This infor-
mation is then used to bootstrap security mechanisms, based on public key cryptogra-
phy. Through this approach one can introduce security features even if the underlying
discovery protocols lacks support for then, embedding hashes and signatures that can
be used for verification in the corresponding namespaces.

Different namespaces exhibit distinct properties and the type or amount of informa-
tion that can embedded varies, as does the resulting security capabilities. But at the
very least, some namespaces can carry public key based authentication for protocols
such as Bluetooth, DLNA and DNS-SD. Presumably this can be extended for other
discovery namespaces that employ URLs as names. This also extends to namespaces
that hold similar properties. Other network architectures, (namely NDN) are targeted
in this context, but similar network architectures could also be used. A limiting factor
here is the need to announce/publish additional names, to carry this information or a
minor impact on the cost of service advertisement. Since the fundamental protocols
remain unchanged, these mechanisms cannot prevent a Denial of Service Attack (DoS)
attack, but they shift security verification procedures to the discovery process and
increase privacy protection for the initiating party.

Hash based names are in widespread use in multiple technologies. They provide a
common approach for data integrity verification. But they are also used as identifiers
for key verification. Because the identifier is derived from a public key, this results in
globally unique (with low probability of collision) names. With this property in place,
and with the derived security mechanisms, other features can be implemented on top
of these discovery protocols.

6.1.2 A global discovery namespace

From a global discovery namespace, with security capabilities, some forms of session
mobility can be achieved. In particular, this is a form of cross protocol mobility, where a
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previously known endpoint can be reached through a different transport protocol, which
enables policies that favour power consumption or throughput according to desired
policies.

Furthermore the availability of a cross protocol discovery namespace provides other
features that do not rely on the presence of security information in its names. A
global service type namespace facilitates cross protocol scenarios. Likewise, a global
device identification namespace facilitates network interoperability. In particular this
is explored in the construction of IoT discovery gateways, since they do not have to
hold state.

However it needs to be recognised that, like in previous cases in the literature, the
creation of a global namespace entails privacy risks. In particular for the case of a
globally unique device or key names, these are prone to mobility tracking by third
parties, or from collusion of involved parties. Some of the discussed privacy techniques
are after all a reaction to this type of concerns.

6.1.3 Privacy at the network layer

The notion of protecting privacy at the network layer, through allocation of multiple
names (i.e. pseudonymity) is a straightforward reaction to avoid disclosure of informa-
tion in those namespaces, in particular to prevent identification across different scopes.
New names are allocated to limit privacy exposure.

Names in network namespaces are usually finite resources. Thus privacy through
these method has a cost in network availability since scarcity may prevent attachment
to the network. Ultimately these resources are owned by the network provider, which
may not be sympathetic to user privacy concerns, leading the user to resort to other
types of privacy solutions.

At the network layer this is usually considered to be a problem with hostile ob-
servers. But the shift proposed in ICN could change all this, leading to a privacy
scenario that is directly affected by application policy.

6.1.4 Pseudonymity shift at the upper layers

When considering upper layer protocols, the primary distinction with regards to the
network namespaces is that users hold no bearing in the assignment of names. As such
with regards to this thesis the focus is on privacy mechanisms introduced by the service
provider, in particular this is discussed in the conext of HTTP service providers.

This does not mean client side privacy solutions do not exist, or are not required.
It only implies that privacy mechanisms implemented through specialised name as-
signment fall under the operational responsibility of the operators that assign those
names.
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The primary means to achieve this is through encryption of individual URL com-
ponents, to generate transient reversible names. Since URL components have different
types, and each its own scope, this process is split over multiple namespaces and pro-
tocols. DNS hostnames need to be allocated in the corresponding DNS nameservers,
and TLS certificates need to be generated accordingly. Path segments are encrypted
labels that are only meaningful to the service provider. But due to their structure,
clients expect to manipulate them accordingly. As such strict requirements should be
introduced to allow this.

It is arguable that the strictness of the requirements introduced in this application-
oriented implementation can be relaxed through client side support, either at the ex-
pense of some privacy or through development tools that address individual short-
comings. [205] provides an approach at the opposite end of the spectrum, with high
privacy requirements, but shifting most of the performance costs onto the client side
or additional deployment tools. But we attempt to mimic the on the digital world, the
privacy notions of the physical world, the creation of private spaces which are held as
such by its owner.

Looking at common purpose encryption implementations, this is still the bottle-
neck for practical use of this approach. As such the degree of privacy needs to be
carefully weighted against the performance penalty. Much like the current trends on
TLS adoption by service providers, it might be worth considering that this type of
privacy disclosure warrant a similar investment. But such a degree of granularity re-
quires a clear definition on which names reveal too much, and which do not. This
implies, some type of detailed data model is in place that accurately categorises names
(or perhaps the objects they bind to) into privacy labels.

6.1.5 Revisiting Hypothesis and Objectives

At the start of this thesis, there was a question on how to assign names, and the con-
sequences of doing it differently. To study this question one had to look at established
practices, because most resolution systems are (to some degree) amenable to different
policies on name assignment.

To some degree, it is possible to add security semantics in names from common
purpose discovery protocols. The primary limitation being the amount of information
that can be embedded in a name, as well as protocol specific implications on use and
performance. An interesting consequence of doing this is that a namespace can be
defined for cross protocol identification of services and devices, a powerful tool for
interoperability. A consequence of this achievement is that, as any global namespace,
it may be too privacy revealing.

For privacy purposes, the main technique covered in this thesis is that of
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pseudonymity, the transient assignment of names. The concept is straightforward
but the implications of its implementation vary with each namespace. Going up the
stack, or rather moving from local scope to distributed services over a global scope
implies a shift in the techniques used to achieve it.

The conclusion, at this point, is that the hypothesis was validated under the pre-
sented results. Names can be bound in ways that satisfy security and privacy goals.
But not without implications, on deployment considerations and a myriad of factors
that warrant discussion and further study going forward. Rather than a yes or no
answer, what is provided here is a set of techniques to implement such approaches, and
some tools to evaluate the cost of privacy by these techniques.

With regards to privacy requirements, it is important to remember that privacy
is not a unanimous concept. Often actual privacy is a consequence of enforcement of
multiple (sometimes contradicting) privacy policies. In particular, one type of privacy
protection does not relax the need for other complementary mechanisms.

More than the individual techniques or the solutions implemented here, it is the
pinning of this recursive relation that should be kept in front of one’s mind: that as the
network grows, global namespaces tend to emerge for the purposes of identification,
but must be followed by privacy mechanisms to curve this trend.

6.2 Future Work

Based on some of the conclusions from this chapter, but also on open points from the
previous chapters it is possible to draft some upcoming topics of interest, that either
flow as a direct consequence of this thesis or reflect related areas that were studied
throughout this work.

6.2.1 Namespace composition, routing and nesting

The overview presented in Chapter 3 shows how many systems define their namespace
as a composition of names from other namespaces. URLs are perhaps the most common
example, using a DNS hostname or IP and a file path.

XRI takes a different approach that generalises the nesting of names in other names.
The primary difference in XRI is that it allows for the inclusions of names in the XRI
namespace, i.e. a name may depend on other names in the same namespace.

XIA takes another approach and extends the notion of route as a name that is
constructed as sequence of names. It does this by using a Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG) as a name. Instead of expressing a route, a name can be considered to represent
a list of possible routes, or a list of vertices in a graph.
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It seems likely this type of construct could be explored for purposes other than the
ones it was originally intended for. In particular DAGs are a common way to express
distributed protocols, and privacy aspects could be pinned here.

6.2.2 Adversarial Privacy

It was already seen previously that relations of privacy can be transitive. One user may
reveal another’s location, or a service may expose identifying information that reveals
user identity.

An aspect pointed at in Section 5.3.5.6 is that privacy improvements for one party
may end up decreasing privacy for another. This turns privacy into an adversarial
problem, not because an attacker attempts to compromise it, but because privacy
efforts by one party may hinder another.

While there are models for privacy exposure, it would be interesting to close in on
the characteristics of these particular cases as targets for early elimination, in particular
if the privacy goals of multiple parties are not contradictory. This would mean finding
the overlap of privacy features that are not detrimental to other parties, and eventually
this could be seen as a distributed protocol on privacy agreement.

6.2.3 Applications outside of the scope of this thesis

This thesis draws heavily from current trends in ICN namespaces, and in particular it
studied them as used in alternative network architectures (e.g. NDN). Some of the
techniques introduced in Section 5.3 could be easily implemented in those architectures.

Related work in this context is embodied by [27, 216] and shows that the similarities
between URLs and NDN names are used to facilitate interoperability in this context,
while privacy mechanisms are introduced to avoid active censorship at the network
layer, because in NDN these names are fully visible by eavesdroppers. More generally,
the techniques in Section 5.3 can be used for any URL in any protocol. However, the
requirements used in this particular implementation with regards to key distribution
might have to be revised. In other scenarios, the SBN may be defined based on keys
shared by client and service (defining a private namespace), or multiple services (a
form of transient reference passing similar to SAML).

Based on Section 5.2 the use of browser fingerprinting for breaching privacy in other
protocols seems promising, even more so considering protocols with mixed use of the
HTTP protocol.

Finally it is worth pointing out that to some extent the global namespace defined in
Section 4.2 is composable with the privacy techniques described in sections section 5.4
and section 5.3.
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6.3 Final Thoughts

The topics of security and privacy now gather significant attention, primarily because of
the wide spreading impact they have in society. Not only are individuals more aware
of the lack of privacy and its consequences, but companies now need to weight the
value of privacy against liability and consequences of exposure. But any considerations
about the cost/benefit of security and privacy are hard to support a-priori. Either it
is considered early on as a design requirement, or often too late to be effective.

In this thesis, these two aspects are studied within the context of naming. First as
a means to provide security features, and then as a privacy challenge to be tackled. In
retrospective this process of defining namespaces for security and then redefining them
as scope increases to preserve privacy seems to repeat (over time), and will ultimately
repeat.

The naive approach is to ignore this, and assume there will always be enough
resources to continue repeating this process. But, ideally, one should aspire to keep
this notion in mind before drafting a new namespace.

Furthermore since namespaces are composed from multiple sources the properties
of names seem to be in permanent flow, as conflicting requirements clash over time.
Privacy requirements are not uniform across the various involved parties. Some will
value their other features above privacy (e.g. global uniqueness), or their privacy at
the expense of others.
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